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ABSTRACT 
The present thesis is an attempt to focus the diverse 
roles the Raja of Amber had in relation to the Mughal Court -
the duties expected of him, the manner in which he carried 
these out, the balance he maintained being simultaneous 
incumbent of some very significant offices, whether or not he 
operated for his interests while representing the Mughal 
Court are some of the aspects covered. 
The topic suits more to the period mentioned in the 
sense that this is when the relations of the Raja with the 
Mughal Court became more dense — Jai Singh Sawai is known 
for his statesmanship as also his innovative genius, the time 
was most suited for the application of both. From the rich 
nature of documents the above and the related aspects are 
concentrated upon. 
With his submission at the Mughal Court the Amber Raja 
became mansabdar and his ancestral domain was treated as his 
watan. His obligations in this role towards the Mughal Court 
and the position he enjoyed is studied in the first chapter. 
The second chapter relates to the extension of watan 
area wherein the ijara system and other revenue assignments 
played a vital role to overpower the petty .laql rdars and 
bhomias. 
The third chapter provides a comparison of the 
abovesaid condition and the non-watan area. The hypothesis 
being that the position of Raja in the latter areas would be 
vulnerable as compared to his watan. His role in the 
capacity of an ordinary .iagi rdar. where he had to function 
in coordination with the shirkat .iagirdars and the Emperor's 
representatives officiating at the khalisa is studied in the 
selected sample parganas. 
The fourth chapter encompasses the study of such 
important officials as the waki1 and the diwan who acted as 
the communication channel between the Raja the Imperial 
Court. Their role, correspondence with the Raja, status, 
duties, and remuneration are discussed in detail. 
The subsequent chapter relates to the relation that the 
Raja had with the Emperor. The manner and instances where 
paramountcy was exercised by the Emperor, as also where the 
latter proved accommodating and allowed concessions to the 
Raja. 
The sixth chapter is a study of the relations the Raja 
had with the nobles of the adjoining areas. How and when it 
effected the Raja's attitude and the outcome of such 
confrontation whenever it occurred. The relations of the Raja 
with the other Rajputs are also taken into consideration, how 
the Raja came to exercise vital importance is also focussed 
upon. The change and developments in the relations viz-a-viz 
the former nobles is also summarily treated. 
The next chapter relates to one of the most essential 
obligation of the Raja - the maintenance of army for imperial 
service. The expected strength as indicated by the sawar 
rank the maintenance of descriptive rolls of the .iamiatdars 
and their subordinates, the remuneration per sawar. details 
of the remaining contingent, their salary and weaponry are 
incorporated. 
The eight chapter concerns the maintenance of 
karkhanas at Amber for imperial and domestic usage. The 
organisation, administration, manufacture, storage and 
catering are brought out at length, these in turn reflect the 
margin of autonomy allowed to such an establishment. 
The nature of decline of the Mughal Empire and its long 
ranging effects are attempted to be studied in the ninth 
chapter to observe the extent of its effects on the Amber 
state. 
Finally the last chapter shows the impact of Mughal 
administration on the Amber state. Amber being the watan area 
had t o c o n f o r m where t h e m a i n t e n a n c e o f u n i f o r m i t y i n 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n was concerned. The data shows the ex ten t t o 
which the impact i s r e f l e c t e d i n the l oca l a d m i n i s t r a t i o n run 
by the sub-assignees and sub- lessees o f the Raja. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Much has already been said on the political relations 
of Raja Jai Singh Sawai with the Mughal Emperor. Emphasis 
has been laid in these works on the instrumentality of Jai 
Singh in the Mughal Maratha relations^ and the position and 
contacts of Jai Singh with the Sayyids and other premier 
nobles.^ The fluctuating position of Jai Singh Sawai at the 
imperial court has also been dealt with. These studies are 
exhaustive enough to render superfluous further covering of 
the political aspect. 
The theme has also attracted cursory attention of the 
works dealing with agrarian relations. It is essential to 
start with Moreland who unfortunately concerned as he was 
with the Agrarian System makes only stray reflections on 
Rajas. To him "The power of the chiefs varied inversely with 
the strength of the central administration, but they 
persisted through out the period, and their position was in 
Satish Chandra: Jai Singh Sawai and the Imperial 
Poli t i cs, P.I.H.C. 1965. 
Satish Chandra: Parties and Politics in .the Mughal 
Court, New Delhi, 1979. 
V.S. Bhatnagar: Life and Times of Sawai Jgti Singh 
1688-1743. Delhi, 1974. 
essential that of the modern £amindar_, liable to pay, or 
account for an annual sum fixed in advance, and making what 
they could out of the peasants under their control. Regard-
ing the relations of the chief and the imperial court Irfan 
Habib underlines the assessment of iama to be paid annually, 
this he differentiates from peshkash which he defines as 
fixed annual tribute and the hallmark and substance of 
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submission. 
It was, however, the endeavour of S. Nurul Hasan which 
brought forth the multidimensional relationship of the chief 
with Mughal Court.^ He noted that: 
1) the Chieftain received a high mansab and substantial 
.iagi r for the support of his troops. The revenue from his 
jagTr would far exceed that of the chieftains hereditary 
dominion. This policy resolved to an appreciable degree the 
basic contradiction between chieftains and the imperial 
power and made it more fruitful for them to seek promotion 
in the imperial service than to cast off the imperial yoke 
1. W.H. Mo re 1 and, Agrarian System of Moslem India, De1h i, 
2nd Ed. 1968. 
2. Irfan Habib, Agrarian System of Mughal India. Bombay, 
1963. 
3. S. Nurul Hasan: Zani^ndar ujider the Mu.cihals. Land 
Control and Social Structure in Indian History, (ed.), 
R.E. Frykenberg. 
and attempt to expand their territory in defiance of 
imperial authority. 
2) The Mughals asserted the principle which later came to 
be known as that of 'paramountcy'. 
3) Mughals successfully utilized systematically the 
military services of even such chieftains as did not hold 
mansabs. 
4) The Mughal Emperor appear to have pursued the policy of 
entering into direct relationship with the vassals of some of 
the more important chieftains, thus reducing the power of 
these chieftains and creating a new class. 
5) Of great importance was the Mughal attempt to treat the 
hereditary dominions of the autonomous chiefs ap watan 
•iagi r s . 
6) The Mughal Emperors succeeded to a greater extent than 
their predecessors in compelling the autonomous chiefs to 
conform to imperial regulations especially in regard to the 
maintenance of law and order and freedom of transit.These 
observations paved way for the region-wise study by Ahsan 
Raza Khan. In the attempt, he has dealt with th©_^bas of 
Kabul, Lahore, Multan, Gujarat, Ajmer, Malwa, Delhi, Agra, 
Oudh, Allahabad, Bihar and Bengal. The assessments, 
therefore, remains of a very general nature and applicable 
for an earlier period. 
Among the works on Eastern Rajasthan proper in his 
articles assembled in 'Medieval Incjian Soqi^tiy. ._JihS 
•iaqirdari crisis and .village^' Satish Chandra analysed the 
factors which created a crisis towards the end of the 17th 
and the beginning of 18th century leading to the 
disintegration of the Mugjial Empire and socio-economic 
forces at work. The role of these autonomous chieftains and 
the resources they had with them at the rise of local 
zamTndars has been well taken. 
In the recent studies S.P.Gupta in "J he Agrari an_ ^ System 
j3f__Eastern Rajasthan (1650-1 750 )" on the basis of empirical 
evidence and detailed account of local sources related to 
various aspects of economy^ has established that Eastern 
Rajasthan confirms the larger analysis of the Mughal 
agrarian system and rejected the case for uniqueness. Dil-
bagh Singh in 'The^ State, landlords and. , Peasan^g' though 
1 • iibie^tajns^. J n..the_Myab9l. £oicJr5_duilGa.-i re Jan.. of 
Akbar, Simla, 1977. 
entitles the book on the 18th century but focussed mainly 
the second half of the 18th century indicates the shattered 
economy of Eastern Rajasthan when the Mughal administration 
had dec!ined. 
I I 
The limited nature of studies so far pursued 
invites one to probe further the position of the Amber 
State and the relations enjoyed in relation to the Mughal 
Court. The above studies having dealt with an earlier 
period offer conclusions which mainly concern the same 
period. 
The Amber Rajas having submitted at the imperial court 
were assigned mansabs. The payment of which was made to 
them from the janTrs they already held i.e. their watan and 
the remaining salary was adjusted from their tankhwah 
jaqTrs. 
While Wills and other modern historians will lead us 
to believe that Amber was a small chunk of land excluding 
the areas so close to it as Manoharpur and Dausa. But the 
fact remains that Amber was mentioned along with oarganas 
Phagwi, Jhak and Mauzabad. Such a treatment was called upon 
due to the fact that these parganas fall under the same 
dastur circle. It seems interesting that the same parganas 
which form the zamTndaris of the Raja were petitioned for 
.lani'rs too. These parganas were then claimed to be in the 
watan of the Raja. How short term leases were managed and 
the manner in which these were renewed repeatedly and then 
petitioned for j ag i r are especially noteworthy.-
Such a sequence of events had obvious repercussions on 
the territories adjoining to that of the Raja. Information 
alluding to the vulnerable position of the petty jjgjrdars 
is forthcoming in this respect. 
The position of the Raja seems at variance in the 
territories other than their watan. Though, the intentions 
here, too, were similar namely to wield more control over 
the area by having his own selected men in the 
administration ; at the same time, he was prepared to 
adopt suitable policy in these territories where he 
found his administration would not prevail such as he 
did not hesitate to sublet the area, where as a JagTrdar 
he felt that revenue collection from the local zamTndars 
was a difficult task. 
The backbone of the Rajas' strength was his clan. 
These clannish contingent, in lieu of the payment, obtained 
jaqi rs and served the army. They also formed the bureaucracy 
of the Raja. In essence, he was extremely dependent on these 
clannish affiliations. The privileges of the Rajawat clan 
over the rest of the clans was predominant but this 
stretched only to the extent of being alert against any 
possible disturbance by the other clans. The Rajawat were, 
however, not allowed any remission in the perquisites 
expected by the Raja. 
The clannish affiliation were the basis of the smooth 
functioning of his administration which included the Kfljrhl^ -
nas. Needless to emphasise that this was in consonance with 
his obligations towards the Emperor. 
The policies of the nobles at the helm of affairs kept 
changing. It is, however, peculiar that even in such 
fluctuations the Amber Rajas enjoyed an important position. 
Reconciliation and not resistance became the crucial point 
in their policy. 
The Mughal Emperors did in theory have the say in the 
succession and administration of the Raja's territory. The 
responses of the Raja on such checks and the latitude which 
he gave to accept such regulations reveals his importance. 
It is at this juncture necessary to pause over the 
disorganised administrative system of the Mu^al Empire and 
the important position of the Raja. The Raja notwithstanding 
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his attempts of expansion was satisfied under the glory 
however, wane of the Mughal Empire. 
with 
It goes without saying that/the weakening of the 
Mughal Empire, the Amber state too became weak. The flaws 
were inherent in the administrative system itself. The 
privileges granted to the Rajawat clan made them more and 
more powerful. The power of these leaders rested on local 
elements serving them directly. The result being these 
clannish leaders claiming their rights independent of the 
Amber chiefs. 
In order to make the above study possible,apart from 
the stray references found in the Persian sources, extensive 
use is made of the archival material preserved at the 
Rajasthan State Archives. 
Wakil reportg form one of the most important 
categories of document for the topic under study. The Amber 
waki1 being stationed at the Imperial Court, his arzdashts 
to the Raja bear reflections on the relations of the Raja 
with the imperial court. The petitions for enhancement of 
mansab. assignment of .iani r. grant of such honours as 
naqqara^ inam etc. were made through the waki1. The 
difficulties the waki1 had to face due to the court politics 
or any lapse on the part of the Raja were recorded in these 
arzdashts alongwith the suggestions of the waki1 in view of 
the conditions at the Court. These reports stretch for the 
period 1639 to at least 1739. The arzdashts of the diwan 
provide corroboration to wakil reports and at times adds 
information pertaining to the finances which the diwan 
dealt. The parwanas were letters and orders issued by the 
Raja to the wakTis and other officials. These included 
instructions and the steps to be taken by the state and 
pargana officials in relations to the imperial policy. 
The ajjiab^i'^t-i-darbar-i mu'alla record every request 
publicly made, every order issued by the Emperor and all 
enquiries made by him. These documents cover the period from 
the 20th RY of Aurangzeb's rei-j'^  (1676) till the deposition 
of Farrukh Siyar (1719). 
The arhsattas have now become known for their mine of 
information. These were maintained for the pgirg^nas 
assigned to Amber rulers in l,-.an|^jay^ah ianlrs or ijara by 
the Murjhal Emperor. These documents prove of extreme 
help to determine the number of villages which 
comprised a pargana. the clans inhabiting it, the 
muqarara .jama' and h'al hasi 1 figures were listed 
alongwith the categories of taxes covered under it. 
Arhsatta babat i .1 a_r_a provide information on cesses of the 
leased area. Arhsatta .iamiat kliarch sheds light on the 
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various heads of expenditure incurred on the maintenance of 
the Raja's contingent. 
Taasim documents shed light on the measurement of 
area under the tantibwah iagTr of Amber rulers, as also its 
break up among cultivated and uncultivated land. The 
revenue realized is at times given for ten years at others 
for fifteen years and therefore these documents are termed 
taosTm dahsala and taasTm pandrahsala. 
Awari.ia ^^^t^X;!)?^ assists in forming an idea of the 
dues and deductions made against the clans of Raja's 
contingent, the amount of payment made and arrears 
outstanding against a person and the treatment meted out in 
the latter condition. 
The si yah tasTha gives details of surname, clan, 
amount received, the attendance of horses and doIs (eawars). 
quality and numerical strength of the horses, number of 
muskets, date and place of branding. Mention is also made of 
the .iami'atdar under whom a person served. 
Chehra nagdi documents record the name of the recruit, 
alongwith father's and grandfather's name, clan, domicile, 
complexion, distinguishing features, the amount received. 
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the number of sawars. the quality of horse and the rate of 
maintaining each quality of horse, number of baraandaz and 
their remuneration. 
CHAPTER - I 
MANSAB AND REVENUE ASSIGNMENT 
The Mughal Emperor assigned the right to revenues 
and other taxes to his nobility. The revenue of these areas 
assigned was designated as .iagTr and its holder was known as 
iaqTrdar. The mansabs of these .iaaTrdars were enhanced 
and favours granted depending upon the loyalty and other 
achievements. 
Against the mansab. the .iag^ rdar had to maintain a 
contingent among other obligations. The pay scale for the 
time of Akbar is found at length in the Ain-i-Akbari . 
iQbalnama records the scales at the time of Jahangir's 
accession. The scales as promulgated in the 11th year of 
Shahjahan under the signature of Afzal Khan are reproduced 
in Farhanq |<ardani.^  those issued in the 14th year under the 
signature of Islam Khan are extant while those with the 
signature of Sadullah Khan are recorded in Dastur ul ^ama1-i-
— T -r 6 
Alamqin. 
1. Abul Fazl, Ain-i AKbari. pp.178-185. 
2. labalnama. II, Or.1834, f.233a. 
3. Farhanq-i-Kardani. f.24a-b. 
4. Selected Documents of Shah.iahan's Reign ed. Yusuf 
Hussain pp.79-84. 
5. Dastur-ul Amal-i-Alamgirl. ff.121a-123a. 
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The reduction and enhancement of mansab was also 
the prerogative of the Emperor. Pancholi Megh Raj in an 
arzdasht to Raja Bishan Singh informs about the displeasure 
of Aurangzeb due to the former's efforts to rehabilitate the 
Jats in parqanas Toda Bhim and Chatsu. The Emperor ordered 
a reduction of 500 zat (unconditional) and 500 sawirs 
(conditional) from the Rija's mansab and in'am amounting to 
sixty five lakh dams. The parqanas were granted to other 
nobles in jagTr. The pursuance of the Raja in the above 
issue led to a further reduction of 500 sawars. 
Later, however the former rank was restored. 
Full details of pay were mentioned against the rank of 
the Raja with the names of pargana (of sarkar and suba) 
against which the Jama' dami was stated since the Mughals 
recorded pay assignment in dams. (Table I). The jamadami 
was mainly fixed at the qasba. pargana and village level. 
As in 1638, we find Mirza Raja Jai Singh was conferred upon 
a mansab of 5000/5000. The salary fixed against the mansab 
was 5,39,87,422 dams, adjusted against parqanas Bhairana 
(sarkar Alwar) Niwai (sarkar Ajmer) Amber etc. (§Ar.K.a.r Ajmer 
and Suba Ajmer) Pachwar^ (suba Akbarabad) and Shahpur etc. 
1. WR Maqh Vadi 13, 1748/6, Jan, 1692 
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(suba Lahore). Mirza Raja Jai Singh in 1661, was raised to 
the mansab of 7000/7000 and 7000/7000 (2-3 h) in 1666, the 
maximum rank permitted to any noble.. He could further be 
honoured by inam assignments, which too he availed. 
Similarly, Jai Singh Sawai was granted the rank of 
7000/7000^. The total amount of his salary amounted to 8, 
74, 31, 431.^ 
While assigning an area its revenue was determined 
which had to be equivalent to the sanctioned pay. For which 
reason .iama*^  or total-estimated income or assessed revenue 
was prepared. The lama'was also fixed at the qasba. pargana 
and village level in rupees. 
The .iama^  was calculated on the basis of the measured 
cultivable land based on the survey of total measured land 
1- Yaddasht dtd 1, Rabi^ 1, 1048/13, July, 1638. 
2. AlamnTrnama ed. K, Hussain and Abdel Hai pp.618 and 
917, Bib. Ind., Calcutta, 1665-73. 
3. Ibid. Also arzdasht from Pancholi Jagjiwan Das to 
Maharaja Jai Singh, acknowledging with gratitude the 
parwana of the Maharaja, he records the grant of fifty 
lakhs of dams as in^m and an increment of 800 saw a*" 
mashrut (conditional) which would amount to a claim of 
1 crore forty lakhs dSms. He informs that the said 
talab will be claimed from haveli of Ahmadabnd WE, 
Manha Sudi 9, VS 1768 (February 5, 1712). 
4. WS dtd Baisakh Sudi 10, 1764/11 April 1707. 
5. WR dtd Manh Vadi 7, V.S. 1770/23, Jan. 1714. 
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(kul arazi) of a pargana and deducting the land which was 
classed unfit for cultivation and therefore unassessable. 
However the charitable land (punya udiK) was included in the 
area while fixing the .lama. ^  It is interesting to note that 
the area which was left unassessed was surveyed under 
different heads. A large number of taasim documents bear 
testimony to this statement. One may recollect that Abul 
Fazl in 15th year of Ilahi era took the taaslmat-i mulk from 
the ganunqos and estimated the mahstil . a new .iama* thus came 
into force. The aanungos received the schedule from the 
ganungos working at the pargana level. Unfortunately, the 
taqsim papers of Akbar's period do not survive, such papers 
are, however, extant for our period. 
As noted earlier the .lamaclami of Amber in 1593 was 
1,22,56,297 dams. A perusal of table I reveals that apart 
from the above figure, others are round figures. There 
1. See taqsim papers also S.P. Gupta: Agrarian 
information in taasTm documents from Eastern Rajasthan 
(1649-1767), P.R.H.C., Vol.XI, Jaipur 1979. 
2. Ibid. 
3. A'in. 1, pp.3876-545. 
4. Taqsim papers. 
5. It is to be noted that the .iama^ dami of Amber was the 
highest among the rest of the pargan^s of Ajmer see 
^in 1, pp.130-131. 
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appears considerable consistency in jamaclami figures 
stretching from the year 1638 to 1714. In the year 1688, 
however, the variation is explained by the difference being 
adjusted under t'^ khf if-i-danii . ^  (Table III b). 
One is surprised to find the .iamacjami of Amber being 
two crore in 1677, while the total number of villages 
assigned were 541. In 1714, again the .lamacjami was two crore 
while the total number of villages had exceeded to 701. It 
seems that the estimation for salary payment for a 
particular place was not easily disturbed by the Imperial 
revenue department. 
Explanation to this trend may be offered in two ways. 
One, that the survey was not done on annual basis. The other 
explanation seems that a large number of villages were 
attached to a pargana for the assessment purpose on 
temporary basis and later transferred to the original parga-
na. In the other parganas as that of Chatsu and Lalsoth the 
.iamadami figures correspond to the increase in the number of 
villages (Table I). Whatever, the .iama'^ dami of Amber it does 
See Table I in which statistics available in the A'ln 
is compared with that of arhsattas. Also see Table 
III where .iama'dami of the parganas referred to in Ain 
have been compared with kagijzat-i Mutafarriqa. 
Arzdasht dtd 1688, Reg no 67. 
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not show any variance while in other parganas it is notable. 
It presumably was because of Amber being the watan of the 
Raja. 
Muoarara .iama*^  is another term which is frequently used 
in arhsattas of different parganas assigned in .1 ani r to the 
Raja. This term should not be confused with jama^ dafDJ of the 
Murals. Muqarara jama'^  is expected income from a pargana 
in current year. The figures of muqarara jama could be 
obtained by adding up the amount of ha^ l hasi 1 (revenue 
realised in the current year) and the bjqi etc. (the 
balance of the previous year). As we know the balance and 
arrears (baqi etc.) constantly fluctuated, therefore, 
muqarara jama*^  is marked by an increase in its figures. 
It is, therefore, likely, that the difference between 
the three sets of figures i.e. jam^ '' (dami ). Muqarara Jama*^  
(in rupees) and hal hasil are considerable. Needless to add 
that the gap between jamg' and hasi1 (in rupees) was 
therefore even larger. 
It has been argued that jama'" (as against jama'dami ) 
figures would always change due to the fluctuation in the 
cultivable area, and crop rates. But in pargana Udai, the 
1. See supra Table II. 
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cultivable area remained the same beginning from 1649 till 
1705, the jama*" however showed fluctuations. It is understan-
dable that survey was not possible in every year. Once it 
was done, it remained in force for a long time. So the 
explanation forwarded for the fluctuation in .iamo' is the 
due to varying crop-rates and fluctuating prices. 
A .iaqi rdar accepted a jani r of low revenue yielding 
capacity due mainly to the 'month-scale', which 
device was formulated under Shah Jahan to reduce the 
mansabdars' obligation in conformity with the proportion 
- ( - 2 
the hasi 1 of their janir bore to its .iamadami • 
S.P. Gupta, 'Revenue Estimation, Assessment and 
Realization in Mughal Empire-Scrutiny of taasTm papers 
from Subas of Agra and Ajmer. Paper presented in IHC. 
1992, Delhi. 
"At last, during the reign of Shahjahan, w© come 
across a new method for overcoming the difficulties 
and i_njustice involved in variations between the 
•iama'dami and the actual recei^pt to make the .jama'dami 
correspond exactly with the hasi1. On the other hand, 
the divergence between them was recognised for a fact, 
and the annually changing ratio between the receipts 
and_ the standing assessment was marked out for each 
mahal and expressed in terms of month-proportion 
(mahwar) (Irfan Habib, Agrarian System of Munhal 
India, p.264). 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF JAMA'DAMI . MUQARARA JAMA*^  AND HAL HASIL 
AMBER 
YEAR 
NO OF 
VILL 
JAMADAMI MUQARARA 
JAMA' 
(Rs. ) 
HAL % of Hal 
HASIL Has11 to 
(Rs.) muqarara .lama'^  
1595 
1638 
1677 541 
1688-89 -
1713 
122,562,97 
160,000,00 
(Rs.40,0000) 
2000,00,00 
(Rs.50,0000) 
160,000,00 
(Rs.400,000) 
2000,00,00 
Rs. 500000 
485141 97 
223964 56 
153232 30.64 
CHATSU 
YEAR 
NO OF 
VILL 
JAMADAMI MyQAJRAR_A HAL * of Hal 
JAMA-^ HASIL H M i l to 
(Rs- ) (Rs.) niy.a.ania.ca..j_amai' 
1595 
1638 244 
7536829 
4171330 
1714 288 6843000 
(Rs.171070) 
160827 93316.40 54.5 
DAUSA 
22 
YEAR 
NO OF JAMA'DAMI 
VILL 
MLIQAf^iLA HAl X o f Hi i l 
JAMA' H A S L L H i f t U t o 
( R s . ) ( R s . ) FnuQar:ar.9_,J.ama 
1714 135 6 1 , 5 7 , 0 0 0 
(Rs .153925) 
5690 
LAL SOTH 
YEAR 
NO OF 
VILL 
JAMADAMI Myi2A_RARA nEl % o f Hal 
j .A i iA ' aAaiL Hisi] to 
(Rs.) (Rs.) muaarara .lama 
1714 149 6692222 87051 
Rs.16,7306 Rs.167005 
86681.21 52 
MALARANA 
YEAR 
NO OF 
VILL. 
JAMADAMI MUQARARA 
JAMA" 
(Rs. ) 
HAL % of Hal 
HASIL Hasil to 
(Rs. ) muaarara .iama 
1724 148 44,27054 1,67367 
(Rs.110676) 
1506770 13% 
TABLE III (a) 
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PARGANA BIGHA 
A'IN 
JAMA^ 
-r-TAQSIM AIN TAQSIM 
1. ANTELA 
BHABRA 
2. UDAI 
NIWAI 
NARAINA 
37,434 
9,11,100 
50,890 
1,33,307 
61,180 
(1649-63) 
3,82,543 
(1734-43) 
3,05,967 
(1732-41 ) 
3,14,378 
(1733-42) 
850731 160,0000 
(1715) 
2884365 30,000,00 
(1688-1700) 
930000 28,000,00 
(1714) 
2660159 
5. HINDAUN 7,24,395 
6. AMARSAR 12,74,713 
nahi 
7. PHAGI 
8. DAUSA 
9. JHAK 
3,49,774 
Ilahi 
27,092,18 
10. DEOTI- 83188 
SANCHARI 
11. KOL 54,8655 
12. MATHURA 37,347 
13. LALSOTH 
Ilahi 
14. BAHATRI 20,789 
6,99,526 
(1733042) 
94,776 
(1758-67) 
904983 
7029370 
1400000 
1,32,00,00 
(Of Qasba only) 
501844 
64, 13514 
(1708) 
61,57,000 
77,000,00 
(1714) 
1600000 80,000,00 
10412305 1500000 
(1694) 
1155807 
6682222 
(1714) 
100,356 
24 
15. MALARNA 172,693 
16. GEEJGARH 
17. PONKHAR 
18. DIDWANA 36,581 
19. CHATSU 516525 
20. BAWAL 110375 
21. REWARI 405108 
3299241 
4586828 
7536829 
4114753 
11906847 
TABLE III b 
JAMADAMI 
S.No. PARGANA AfN KAfiaZAT-X 
MUTAFARRIQA 
R.S.A. 
1688-99 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
AMBER 
BHAIRANA 
BHINAI 
PHAGI 
MUI2ZABAD 
TODRI 
TODA 
TONK 
1,22,56,297 
7,49,733 
2,71,256 
1200000 
JHAK/ 
1400000 
PHAGI 
1,459,577 
5456840 
5859006 
7500000 
200,00,000 
16,60,000 
44,502,05 
1900000 
3248438 
1,3400000 
1,0020000 
120.00000 
1600000/ 
1714/20000000 
7700000 
JHAK 
1714/ 
64, 15314 
PHAGI 
1708 
25 
9, 
10. 
1 1 . 
CHATSU 
MALARNA 
LALSOTH 
756829 
3299241 
TABLE 
1362406 
14000000 
• 
PACHWARA 
300 00 000 
IV 
1714 
6643000 
1699 
71,40,000 
1724 
44,27054 
1714 
6682222 
BREAK UP OF ARAZI (Total area of 
I- Parqana Naraina, Sarkar 
Amber Suba Ajmer 
A. Cultivable area 
B. Unassessed area 
which includes abadi 
(inhabited) tSljb 
(tanks) Sorkallar. 
nullah. and wells. 
Total Area 
II. Qasba Baswa 
A. Cultivable area 
B. Unassessed area 
Bun.-jar t.hal nul lah. Varhdar. 
Chowkavat, bagbe^vat 
( 1711-1720) 
2,85,725 
28,654 
3,14,378 
(1705-1713) 
2,56,233 
49,734 
90.88X 
9.12 
83.15% 
16.25 
Total measured area 3,05,967 
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It appears that to keep a countercheck on the iama' and 
its enhanced amount if regained, the hasi1 for ten years (as 
borne out from muwazna dahsala documents) was also 
maintained for the purpose of .iaqi r assignment. A large 
number of muwazna dahsala are available for the Q.a£.g.ana 
assigned to Jai Singh Sawai. 
While comparing the extent of measurement fivr our 
period with that of the closing years of the 16th century, 
given in X'in (these figures being converted into bTqha-i-
daftari prevalent in Eastern Rajasthan) one finds that out 
of the six parganas Hindaun, Udai and Amarsar, the measured 
area was higher at the time of A m . in the remaining 
parganas of Antela Bhafera, Naraina and Niwai, the ajea had 
increased in the intervening period. Bearing in mind the 
fluctuating boundaries of the pargana. the general trend in 
the increased surveyed area and therefore in the area under 
cultivation is marked. One may explain the increase in 
surveyed area at the time of Ain by the fact that 
measurement did not cover the entire revenue paying area in 
1. See Appendix I 
2. See taasTms Hindaun, Udai, Amarsar Antela,. Bhabra, 
Naraina and Niwai also Agrarian Sy^ stem of Eastern 
Rajasthan, op.cit., p,43. '' 
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any province. Moreover, in the time of Aurangzeb, though a 
large number of villages were left unmeasured in almost all 
the provinces. Fortunately, as revealed from taqsim 
documents, al1 the revenue paying area held by Amber Raja in 
jaqTrs indicates complete measurement (Table IV). 
As a result of the increase in cultivable/cultivated 
area, the figures of .iamadami also increase*' (see .lama^ami). 
As said earlier, the rise of prices in this context should 
also be borne in mind. The cultivable area as shown in 
Table IV indicates a higher percentage of cultivable area as 
compared to total measured area. This comes 90.885ii and 
83.75% respectively in parganas Naraina and aasba Baswa 
(Table IV). 
The point that emerges from the above study is that 
the .iama*^  was rarely fixed by a stroke of pen. It was always 
kept in mind, while assigning a jagir to mansabdar that he 
should get approximately the revenue he is assigned includ-
ing other cesses, so that the revenue claims (taJflfe) from 
the Imperial exchequer lessened. 
II 
Certain deduction were made from the salary of the 
JagTrdar (Raja). Of these, we find mention of Irma^ (a 
deduction of one twelfth of the annual gross pay claim of 
28 
Zat as well as gawar) ChauthaJ i:Lia.asah as is discernable 
from the term itself amounted to one fourth of the pay claim 
on zat-
Besides these an interesting waki1's report informs us 
that one crore dams were expected from a noble who 
maintained five elephants as kburak-i dawab. From this 
document we come to know that this rate prevailed in Bahadur 
Shah's time as per the tradition of Aurangzeb. According to 
Manucci, men who had risen to the pay of a h^zari mansabdar 
and the rank of Umara were obliged to maintain one elephant 
and six horses for the King's service and with each rise in 
pay, a man was obliged to increase the number of these 
animals. In the reign of Bahadur Shah the sums (dams) thus 
calculated were adjusted against .iani rs of equivalent .lama'' 
freeing the mansabdars from the obligation of obtaining 
supplies and paying in cash for animals. 
The states financial claim over the noble from his 
3 
salary is also mentioned. These amounts accumulated 
1. Yaddasht Persian dtd. 1636 
2. WR, d t d 1714 
3. YAddasJlt fiE-,-5Jl£^. 
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against the chief from unpaid loans (musdadat) . Unlawful 
appropriation (tassaruf). This was more common due to the 
fact that Jai Singh Sawai had consciously started expansion 
of his territory and the presence of an important noble in 
adjoining areas hampered his autonomy. We find the waki 1 
of Amber being warned against such acts on the part of the 
chief .-^  
Incidentally, it has been noticed that while 
collecting mutaliba from his own sub assignees, the raja was 
very expedient. 
Thus we see that Mughal administration was firm and 
clear in making revenue assignment, its assessment and 
realization on one hand, while on the other, the Imperial 
authorities were keen that a .jagfrdar should implement its 
policy strictly. Defaulters were punished, their .lani rs 
were transferred and even confiscated to Imperial ktjk 1 isa 
and preserved in paJbaai. The Amber rulers as a 
mansabdar/.iagi rda.r were no exception to it. 
1. WR 1711, 1712 etc. 
2. WR 1715 
3. WR 1714, 1715 
4. WR. 
CHAPTER-2 
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THE RAJAS WATAN AND ITS EXTENSION 
The history of Kachhwahasis less authentic prior to 
Bharamal. Abul Fazi in an interesting passage states that 
"he (Bharmal) left the circle of zamTndirs and became one of 
the select of the Mu^al Court. It is evident from the 
statement that the Mughal Chancellory designated him as 
zam-Jndar• These zamindars close to the Emperor were bestowed 
special favours. In conformity with this policy the Amber 
rulers too were assigned high mansab9 at the Imperial Court, 
against which revenue assignments were made to them. It is, 
however, notable that the ruler of Amber fared better in 
comparison with the other Kachhwaha nobles,from the very 
outset Bharamal's position was treated to be of crucial 
significance due to the fact that even the Shekhawats and 
1. Akbarnama. II, Bib Ind. 1897/1921, p.63. 
2. At the time of the expeditions of Durgarpur, Akbar had 
clearly instructed the Jh^ ynvtar (Man Singh) that the 
Rama (probably of Udaipur) and other zamndSrs of the 
neighbourhood were to be bestowed princely favours and 
those who opposed should be ruthlessly crushed. Akbar-
nama III p.40. 
3. At the time of expedition against the rebellion of 
Daud Khan,Akbar took him with his trusted generals. 
Abul Fazl numbered the total of such nobles as being 
nineteen among them Raja Bhagwan Das and Kujiwa^ r Man 
Singh are at first and second place. AKbarnKma III 
p.93. 
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Narukas who ruled their estates independently joined Bhara-
mal at the time of external danger.^ Bharamal on the other 
hand was influenced by the prevalent political condition. 
Mirza Sharfuddin, the governor of Mewat and Nagaur (and also 
later of Ajmer) while supporting Suja's claim to the throne 
of Amber had caused anxiety for him and had fixed the 
amount of tribute. After his submission to Imperial court, 
he was raised to the rank of 5000. This alliance enriched 
3 
the Amber ruler's prestige. 
Territories recognised as that of the cheif by 
heridetory right were regarded as their watan .iaqir . 
1- Ma'asirul Umara. I, 410-11? 
2. Suja was the son of Puran Mai, the elder brother of 
Bharmal. 
3. With the admission of Bhstamalin the services of the 
Mughals, his clan nobles popularly known in Rajasthan 
^s 'bara kotris'^ also were benefitted with the 
Imperial favour, Bara Kotfis means twelve houses viz. 
1. Nathawat 2. Chatrabujot, 3. Khangarot, 4. 
Balbhadrot, 5. Sultan3t,^6. Kalyan"ot, 7. Puranmalot, 
8. Pichyaribt, 9. Kumbhawat, 10. BanvTrpota, 11. 
Sheobrampota and 12. Kambhani. See arhsatta's. 
4. S. Nurul Hasan, Zamindars under the Mughals', Land 
control and social structure in Indian History ed. 
R.E. Frykenberg London, 1969, pp.17-31, for variant 
view see v.s. Bhatnagar Life and Time^ of Sawa 1.._ ylai 
Sinnh 1688/1743 Delhi, 1974, p.271. On the contrary 
S.P. Gupta had conclusively asserted on the basis of 
archival records that even before the submission to 
the Mughals, the position of the rulers of Amber could 
merely be termed as 3:.amTndar or chief Cf. A_(jrnrian 
Sj/stem _ of Eastern _ Rajasthan (Chapter I ancT'TTTT 
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though the term is not found in Akbar's time. Nurul Hasan 
while analysing the position of the zamindars calls such 
zamTndars as the Amber ruler as autonomous chieftains. The 
watan jagTr was assigned at a notional revenue figure (J.am.ft'^  
which according to him was appropriated towards meeting the 
salary of the chief and pay claims of the contingent kept by 
2 him for imperial use. 
Tod states that "At the accession of Jai Singh, the 
raja of Amber consisted of three parganas Deosah, and 
Bussaw, the western tracts had been sequestrated and added 
to the royal dominion attached to Ajmer. The Sheikhawat 
confederation was superior to, and independent of the parent 
state, whose boundaries were as follows. The royal tdaos 
(garrison) of Chatsoo to the south those of Sambhar to the 
west and Hastera to the north west; while the east, Deosah 
and Bussaw formed its portion. 
(1650-1750). Theoritical ly and practically, mugliials 
asserted paramountcy at several occasion as is borne 
out by a large number of wakTl reports. 
1. Zamindars under the Mughals, op.cit. 
2. Ibid. 
3 . Annals and Antiquities of Ra.iasthan, Vo 1 .11, p . 1 3 51 
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The domains of the Kachhwaha had been divided before 
Akbar between the Rajawats and Sheikhawats. A perusal of 
waklIs reports reveals that the Sheikhawats in earlier times 
were dominant over the Rajawats of Amber. The Rajawats were 
pressed hard by these neighbours, therefore they had control 
over their watan Amber alone. 
Amber had the jama' worth 1,22,56,297 dams in 1595. The 
area for which this jama'^  was allocated constituted the watan 
of the Raja and therefore could not be assigned to any other 
noble. 
See C D . Wills, Appendix G. 
It has been argued by Inayat All Zai in his 
unpublished Ph.D. thesis entitled Mughal* and the 
Rajputs 1605-1659 A.D., 1982, A.M.U. that in 1597 part 
of the revenue of pargana Amber was controlled by the 
Central Government. Sanganer a mahal in pqrgana 
Amber was given as Jagir to Ram Udawat", Apart from 
the fact that Ram Udawat is Ram Das and his jag^r is 
three kuroh away, from Sanganer mauza lamba. See 
Haasi r-i-Umra, Vol.1, p.804. This J?am Das then tallies 
with Ram Das Kachhwaha. See TabaQat-J-Akbari . Vol.11, 
p.354. Note may also be taken of the fact that how the 
presence of a Kachhwaha noble holding the rank of only 
500 zat. (See Apparatus of the Mughal Empire, p.18) 
would alter the position of the bigger jani rdar. In 
fact it was customary for the Raja to put forth and 
promote the claims of his clansmen at the Imperial 
Court by obtaining for them mangab and Jaglr in close 
proximity to his watan and tanLhwah JagTra. See 
Yaddasht Oct. 1708. 
Parsmrm Eb.9i3W_i 
Sultan Singh B3Ilda-±z.iAn3ah 
11,60, 000 dams 23,53,514 ^m9 
Hopeful the arrears of payment amounting to 
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Interestingly enough, Amber remains the original watap 
even in our period. Testimony to which is borne out from 
wakTl 's report of 1694. "(;)nly Amber is the watan of the Raja 
whoever wishes for assignment in other territores may be 
1,15,33,386 dams will be adjusted from parnana Dausa 
against the following. 
Hakim Singh S.o Bahadur Singh 
Kachhwaha Nabarpota 
Enhancement Actual mansab 
300/250 , 700/750 
Shyam Singh S/o Murdal Singh 
Kachhwaha Khangarot 
Enhancement Actual mansab 
200/200 200/100 
Amar Singh S/o Hari Singh 
Kachhwaha Khangarot 
Enhancement Actual mansab 
200 Sawar 500/300 
Prithvi Singh S/o Kanchan Singh 
Kachhwaha Khangarot 
£ahmice.OT£oi Actual mansab 
750/100 250/100 
A1 so ^ j.i b _yl_ajiz_ dtd. 9 Z i a 1 bad 1123/1711 
"Lai Singh and other young Rajputs have complained 
against Marathas, Afghans etc. I have brought them 
with me and hope that as per the recommendation 
(TajVI2) they may be conferred mansab. 
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assigned it except for Amber. 
The concept of watan gradually began encompassing such 
territories as were held heridetarily or where their 
7amTndari rights prevailed. Thus parganas like Ajabgnrh were 
— 9 
referred to as mahal-i-watan , Niwai is another such 
p^cqana. 
It is worthwhile noting here that despite the clear 
distinction between mahal-i-watan and zamlndari both were 
opted in close proximity, becoming therefore complimentary 
to each other. Preference for the parganas indexed in the 
same dastur circle were greater. Possibilities of obtaining 
such parganas in continuity were constantly explored. 
Parqanas Jhak. Mauzabad and Phagwi formed a dastur circle 
alongwith Amber, therefore assignments of these were taken 
1. WR dtd Asarh vadi 8, 1750/16 June 1693. Also see 
Chithi dtd. 1756. Another WR is equally noteworthy 
wherein the waki1 of Amber was asked to justify Rajas 
claim over pargana Chatsu which__was 30 kos away from 
Amber He represented that the Raja's clansmen (glus) 
were settled in the village of pargang Chatsu, no 
additional recruitment would be necessary. It may 
therefore be inferred that Chatsu did not from even 
the .jagTr in the above year. 
2. Wa.iib ul arz 1123/1711. 
3. Parwana addressed to wakT1 dtd 14 Safar 1117/7 June 
1706 . 
4. AIP, Vol.1, p.22. 
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as tanLbw^ .jaql r^  later on Phagwi remained in the tflOMmah. 
.igqjr .^  while Jhak and Mauzabad were taken on i.lara^  
similarly Chatsu being a contiguous pargana was very 
important, it formed the tanktwah ianTr even in 1638 , and 
was considered in 1714 to be one of the parganas held since 
long in .jagTr. It is interesting to note that both Jai Singh 
- - 5 
and Vijay Singh held J§!iLr.s in Chatsu. 
Pargana Malarna too was in the taniUawah .jagi r of the 
Raja in the year 1690. 1711-19, 1723-32, 1736-50 and on 
i.1 ara in the year 1714. List of such parganas held in 
continuity can be exhaustive. 
1. Yaddasht I Rabi I 1048/ 13 July 1639. 
2. WR dtd Maqh Vadi 7, 1771/23 Jan 1714 
3. Cf. Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan, pp.34-35. 
4. Yaddasht 1 Rabi 1048/1638. 
5. WR dtd Magh Vadi 7, 1771/23 Jan 1714 
6. Arhsattas pargana Malarna for different years. Notable 
among these pargana are Toda Bhim, Harsana, Malpur, 
Bhusawar, Dausa, Deoti Sanchari etc. See yiR dtd 12 
Zi Iha.i 1100/17 Sept 1689; 14 BflfBiail. 11 03/31 May 1692; 
27 Ra.iab 1105/24 March 1694; Magh Vadi 4, 1770/20 Jan 
1714 etc. 
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At a time when the request for an assignment of iaair 
could not material ize, the Raja opted for i.lara. ^  In this 
context the prevalant condition is best reflected in a 
waki1's report of 1712. 
"The .iaqTrs of Khan-i Jahan Bahadur extend from 
Akbarabad to Mewat, therefore he should not be antagonized. 
The holders of other smaller iagirs near the waisn will 
readily agree to give them to us on jj^ ira once Khan-i-
Jahan's .ianl r 's are obtained on lease. 
Those who are in imperial service they are acquiring 
whichever .jagi r they can get in iJALa- If you want to serve 
the Emperor then take Jaitarangna on IJira so that it 
remains in control (ia§.§.ariij) for three years. The 
acquisition of areas contiguous to the watan should be given 
first priority otherwise some other noble might avail the 
opportunity to obtain them on i.jara. 
It would thus emerge that parganas contiguous to WAtJin 
are deliberately being acquired even if leased on short term 
WR dtd Asoj_va.di_ 4, 1769/6 Oct 1712 "parnana Mojpur 
s^ ilkar Akbarabad with three lakh fifty five thousand 
dams has been taken for three months since there is no 
possibility of getting the same in Jaglr". 
WR Bhadva vadi 13, 1769/15 Sept 1712 
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basis. A notable example of this is pargana Khohri which 
reveals the operating tactics. While in Jan 1714 Jai Singh 
was assigned Khohri from Azim ush Shah's .1 an i r for three 
years, on 23 Jan 1714 Jai Singh had been assigned .tanMlWfiLh 
iaqTr in the Ea.raana. ^  Finally in July 1714 Churaman Jats 
ambition to obtain the zamindari of this pargana were 
challenged by the Raja's waki1 on the claim that khohri 
belonged to the watan of the Raja. 
A large number of chitt^ ils and arzdashts would also 
indicate that the raja did not hesistate to use force 
against Pratap Singh Naruka of village Soda in pargana 
Malpura.'' The letter resisted the claims of Amber rulers 
over their zamindaris. Amber rulers were always interested 
in extending their zamindari rights and weakening the rights 
and privileges of the bhomias in order, ultimately to 
confiscate their zamindari rights entirely. Such as, the 
Solankis of Tonk and others, who rebel led,were supported by 
all their fellow-caste bhomias from Mewat to Tonk and 
Malpura against the Raja and his allies, to defend their 
WR Maqh Sudi 14, 1769/29 Jan 1713 
Parwana Sal^ ti flarar Miti. .A.§(3Ldh._j_ gMdi 3 Y.§. 
178 7/1730; Chitthi Qarar MIti.. Sy^ l 1 2 V',§,. " 1 80 1 / 1 744? 
Also see R.P. Rana Agrarian Revolts in Northern India 
during the late 17th and early 18th century, J£&J1R, 
XVIII (3&4), pp.291-326. 
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zami'ndari g and even to create new ones. Somet1m«8 the 
cases were referred by the |&hs»!ILm§. to the Mughal court and 
2 
necessary parwanas were acquired to confirm their rights. 
Thus one is led to the conclusion, that as soon as the 
Muj^ hal administration began to disintegrate Sawai Jai Singh 
did not hesitate to enlarge his zamindari rights at the cost 
of the local zamindars. This is also true in case of certain 
i ndependent th i kanas like panchpana Singhana. It 
comprised three old Mughal parganas of Jhunjhunu, Narhar and 
Singhana. These parganas were taken over by Sawai Jai Singh 
from the Mughal state between 1730 and 1744 and is held by a 
branch of the Shekhawat sept, known as sadanis. They were 
independent chiefs. The Oaimkhanis had been there for a nearly 
200 years and held their territorial chief ( zami ndars) . 
Sawai Jai Singh made Shekhawat as tributory chiefs by granting 
them i.iaras after getting these territories in j.jara 
from the Mughal government or directly from the iJarad^r"s. 
This had lead Mr.Wills to hold that this iiijCQ system 
ultimately established Sawai Jai Singh as the sovereign 
1. Cf. S.P. Gupta, Acir_arJ..anL_^ y.§.tg[Tl, pp. 13 7-38 
2. Chitti Miti Sawan Sudi V.S. 17 23/1666. 
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power asserting his paramountcy. So was the fate of 
Khetri, Umara, Fatehpur, and Sikar, the iJiikinas of 
eminence. 
Our study thus suggests that though the extent of the 
original watan was small but the presence of many zaiDlpdari 
mahals and acquisition of these tracts in .ijgi r too, were 
not only mutually complimentary but also assisted the Raja 
- - 9 
to claim such mahals as mahal-i-watan. 
1. Report of Inquiry Committee 1933-35. Also see the 
C.U. Wills: The Land Tenures and Special Powers of 
certain Thi kh'anedars of Jaipur State, 1933; Also 
Jr.Jackson: A Reply to the Report on Wills found 
Tenures..". 
2. WR Asarh Vadi 7, 1771/24 May 1714. 
CHAPTER-3 
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ADMINISTRATION OF TERRITORIES OUTSIDE tfAJAN 
After submission to the Mughals, the Kachhwaha rulers 
of Amber enhanced their power and prestige by becoming part 
of the Mughal administration. They were required like other 
nobles to be at the Court as also posted to duty in the 
provinces. Besides, getting revenue-assignments as Imperial 
mansabdars. They held the posts of fau.idar and subedar at 
different places and administered the area duly assigned to 
them in accordance with the Imperial regulations. The 
tendency of the Kachhwaha rulers, particularly from the 
accession of Sawai Jai Singh to aspire for high mangabs. 
remunerative .jagi rs, i.jaras and appointments as subedars in 
the regions of their own choice made it necessary for them 
to keep a vigil on the development of court politics and ac-
cordingly extend their support to the influential nobles. 
Sawai Jai Singh's political career illustrates the way he 
made use of every opportunity for the above purpose. He did 
not hesitate either to join a powerful factional group in 
the court, deserting or rejoining it to meet his interests. 
He even invested money (muhimsazi) for securing favours to 
exploit the whims of high and low officials. Wiik_i] Reports 
and Khutut-i-maharajnan are replete with such references, 
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where Sawai Jai Singh's designs though sometimes criticised 
by the Mughal officials, met with success. The carving cut 
of the Amber state at the cost of Mughal empire was the 
culmination of this policy. He administered principalities 
outside his watan. Here an attempt is made to examine how 
these areas were administered by him, though naturally only 
a few aspects can be touched upon. 
At the onset, it is deemed essential to delineate the 
nature of the watan jani rs which as is already known was the 
ancestral domain of the Raja and where he enjoyed both 
zamindari as well as .iani rdari rights and these at the time 
of the submission to the Mugjhal court were recognised as watan 
•i ag i r • There were also such .jagi rs where their zarriindari 
rights already existed and .iani rdari rights were sought by 
securing i.iaras at short term and getting them renewed 
repeatedly unless they were assigned in .iagi rs. With the 
passage of time, some of these parganas were claimed to be 
in hereditary possession and therefore to be treated as 
watan jjgi r. It may be recalled being true for fiaraanas like 
1. Nurul Hasan: The position of the zamindars in the 
Mughal Empi re LJLnjdLjCentrQl._.aJl^ _Social.„.5true,t.yX9^ .^  
India History ed. Robert Frykenberg, 1969. 
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Khohri, Niwai, Ajabgarh etc J The intersection of the 
zamTndari and .janTrdari rights as gleaned from the above 
examples provided the hallmarks to the claim of watan in the 
later span of our period. We shall therefore precautionarily 
treat presently the ordinary jagi r^ separately those being 
essentially the non watjan jagin^. 
For the sake of convenience the sample p.arQanss 
selected have been classified into certain categories e.g. 
parqanas of Malwa, Gujarat, and Narnaul etc. from the 
fertile and rich areas close to Rajputana. PSLCgftDS which 
were the heartland of the Empire can be enumerated as 
Rewari , Bawal , Akbarabad etc. Mathura, K.ol , Kaman, Pahari 
and Khohri were included in the jat belt. See Map. However, 
the areas like Lahore, Kabul and Ghazni which were 
geographically far off from the capital, where Jai Singh 
Sawai served strictly on temporary basis have been ignored 
due to lack of detailed information. 
The above categories probably would assimilate the 
plausible variance among the sample and would facilitate 
dimensions to a comprehensive tempering of our study besides 
providing a proper perspective for a comparison within our 
1. Wa.jib u1 arz. 1123/1711; parwana add to wakl 1 dtd. 14 
Safar 1117/7 June 1706; WR dtd. A§irh Vadi 7, 1771/4 
July 1714. 
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sampled non watan jiaira as well as from without, i.e. the 
watan .iagi r. 
The manner, in which the Raja harassed the ordinary 
.iani rdaTrs near his waian and _2.§mlndeirJ_ area, is discernible 
throughout Jai Singh Sawai's time more so in the later span 
of his reign.^ Herein, we intend to determine the position 
he enjoyed without any other right to buttress his status in 
an ordinary jagi r. the administration, and the relationship 
that prevailed at such jagi rs and their co-relation with 
the watan jagi rs. 
As in the watan jagirs so also in ordinary jagj re. the 
Raja collected the revenue from his assigned area (jagi rs) 
in lieu of the mansab he held. The hal hasil figures when 
taken account, of give the total revenue including land-
2 
revenue and other taxes. 
The land revenue was assessed having taken into 
account the cultivable and uncultivable waste. Measurement 
1. See WR dtd. Asarh Sudi 15 V.S. 1771/27 June 1714 etc. 
2. See arhsattas for different parganas. 
3. S.P. Gupta: Agrarian information in Taqsim documents 
from Eastern Rajasthn 1649-1767, P.R.H.C.. 1979. 
a 
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was the main basis of revenue assessment, although both 
mode of assessment zabti (schedule of cash revenue rates) 
and .linsi (crop-sharing) were prevalent in the Mughal 
Empire. However, recent researches have proved that in yyatan 
and adjoining areas .i insi was preferred. But in other areas 
like Ujjain and Mathura etc, the state collected its share 
mainly through zabti since the land revenue in cash was 
fairly well established practice throughout the Mughal 
empire. Even if the revenue was collected in kind, it was 
converted into cash on the basis of prevailing market prices 
(ni rkJa-bazar ). 
What is more important here is to notice a departure 
from Eastern Rajasthan, i.e. the watan and its adjoining 
areas, there the bulk of state share was collected through 
j insi and then converted in cash. Here in Mathura and 
Ujjain, the ?abt method of assessment predominated llDSi-
All the major crops were assessed under iabLl• In 
otherwords, measurement contin.ied as the basic method of 
revenue-assessment over a very large area under Mughal 
administration till the very close of the period of Mughal 
1. For details see S.P. Gupta: Agrarian Conditions and 
Revenue Administration in Ujjain, Sourqgg gf_ EcensmiC 
History of Ra.iasthn and Malwa. - . - -
2- Ibid: also see S.P. Gupta: Agriculture and revenue 
rates in Mathura region, 1724-1742. 
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rule not- withstanding Moreland's contrary judgement. 
Dasturs were prepared likewise bearing in mind the nature 
(i.e. zabti and jinsi ) of crop. It is needless to enter the 
details how well related these crops were. It would suffice 
our purpose to take into consideration the variance in the 
revenue demand per Qinhgi in the sampled areas for which 
statistics are available. Such a perusal reveals that 
revenue demand was highest in Ujjain followed by Mathura, 
Rewari and Kaman as compared to the syatgin of Amber. The 
demand in the last case being only nominal. However, it 
would be worth appreciation to note the fluctuations that 
might have occurred from the time these dasturs were set and 
the period for which our revenue statistics belong. 
The extremely fertile nature of soil in the jyiar-aafia of 
Ujjain is revealed from the high rates applied to the cash 
crops and the price high graded crops fetch. Similarly, 
Mathura being cantonment area had high revenue demand. 
1 . More 1 and, Agrarian System of Moslem Ip<jifl, p. 1 24 . 
2. See S.P.Gupta Agrarian Conditions and revenue 
administration in Ujjain - a study of the dettailed 
account of the locality 1774-1775; also S. F^  Gupta 
Agriculture and revenue rates in Mathura region 1724-
1742; S.P. Gupta Agrarian Statistics in ceLraftpfl Rewari 
and Bawal 1664-65. Sumbul Halim Khan: Agrarian 
Condition of pargana K»man and S.P. Gupta: Agrarian 
System of Eastern Rajasthan. 
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Rewari too. had higher rates of revenue demand being in 
close proximity to the capital, the prices were high which 
in turn affect the crop-rates. 
Entwined with the collection of revenue and the 
running of the administration I--:, the presence of a zamindar 
in these .iagirs. A perusal of the Isolated evidences from 
our sample parganas assistsus in forming some idea of the 
relationships the Raja enjoyed with the zamindars of these 
areas. For example, Amar Singh Chauhan, a powerful zamindar 
of tappa Khair and Maharajpur in oarnana Kol supported the 
cause of ,iat zaniinda'"9 and peasants. Pressed by the 
circumstances, Jai Singh Sawai had to adhere to farming 
system. The beneficiaries were invariably local gamlndars. 
While in Mathura, another i pargana of jat belt, the ftaja 
full fledgely applied the similar administration as we see 
in watan area. Thus Jai Singh did not unnecessarily Involve 
in confrontation with the local ZAiTllndeiVs rather it appears 
that he preferred reconciliation. 
The shi rkat .iani rdars too held much importance as 
gleaned in the perspective of watan area. The stiixiiat 
.iaqi rdars holding ignorable portions of land were 
1 • Ibid. 
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overpowered to meet the cherished expansion of the Amber 
territory. 
The following table would indicate the total number of 
villages held in jagir, §.h.lrk§t and Jjjjallga. (The absolute 
number of village is given), 
TABLE I 
P^ argana Year (AD) Total iL^ SlT J<,|}al isi^  Remarks 
villages Jai Singh or Shirkat 
Mathura 1724 55 23 32 
Kol 1694 9(tappas) 2(tappas) 7 
Rewari 1664 392 392 
Bawal 1664 - 77 -
Akbarabad 1731 585 160 394 
Ujjain 1715 225 188 37 
From the limited information illustrated it is evident that 
at least in Mathura, Kol and Akbarabad the percentage of the 
villages assigned to janirdars other than Jai Singh was more 
than half. A possible explanation may be to keep checks and 
restrictions on Sawai Jai Singh's activity in relation to 
Jats. It appears from the evidence that other nobles to 
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whom the assignments were made were also important. They 
held good number of villages In jaalr- Related to this is 
the composition of these $hrikat iaa.lrrift.r.i as revealed in 
the following Table. 
TABLE II 
A) Mathura 
Total mauza 
1724 
I rT ip§r ia l 
.1an1 rdaVs Jai Singh 
50 24 26 
Shi rkat .iagirdars 
Name No. of Vi11 
1. Begum Sahiba 
2. Roshna Beg 
3. Gajpati Mohan Ram 
4. Iteqad Khan 
5. Ehsan Muhammad Hayat 
6 
5 
10 
2 
1 
A) Akbarabad 
Total mauza 
1724 
Jai Singh 
Imperial 
585 
Imperial Lb"al JR?^ 
Vi11.231 
244 180 
50 
Name 
1 . Raja Anand Singh 
No. of V i n 
29 
2. Kotwal Shah Muhammad f) 
Hussain Khan 
3. Jani Khan 10 
4. Naina Khan 2 
5. Rauza Makbara Tajmahal 29 
6. Nizamul Mulk 59 
7. Muhammad Aqil etc. 12 
8. Mauza Akbar Badshah 10 
9. Muhammad Quli Khan 10 
10. Sawanih Nagar 40 
11. Mustafa Quli Khan 2 
12. Kokaltash Khan 21 
13. Muhtaram Khan 5 
14. Rauza Diwan Ji Begum 2 
Besides discerning the heterogenous composition of 
the assignees, some of these seem important, also the 
villages assigned for the tombs is noteworthy. It is, 
however, difficult to ascertain as to how the assignees of 
one or two villages maintained the whole administrative 
paraphernalia. Whether 8hi rkat .iacilrdars of such ignorable 
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number, handed their areas for administration or leased 
their .jani rf, to the bigger .lani rdars are the problems 
unfortunately, not buttressed by the scarce nature of extant 
information. Though the name, villages and revenue of the 
Shi rkat .jagi rdars at times are mentioned in our documents 
but the income and expenditure is strictly available for the 
Raja's territory (Kha1isa) alone. 
Given the conditions of the imperial court, the 
appointment of Jai Singh as the zamindar of Lahore, S u be da r 
of Akbarabad and fau.idar of Islamabad (Mathura) would have 
affected the position of Jai Singh as one of the most 
- - - 5 
influential .jagi rdars of these areas. Though more 
See arhsattas Akbarabad; and arhsatta Mathura op.cit. 
G.N^ Bahuria, Catalogue of Historical Documents in 
Kapat Dwara. City Palace, Jaipur. 
Ibid-
Ibid. 
Jai Singh ijinadin of Es-taii (Mrk^ir & SutjaiftE of 
Akbarabad) retained only such holders as suited his 
interest. See parwana dtd Manh Vadi 12 V.s. 1797/1740. 
"Patan belonging to pargana Gaonri was held by Bakshi 
Ram Tanwar. He owes arrears to Dalel Singh Rayawat on 
account of land revenue etc. and has been negligent in 
making payment. Accordingly it is ordered that you 
should pay what is due to D§lel Singh; and Patan is 
hereby granted to you in zamindari so establish your-
self there and continue t"o "m"ak'e'the customary payments 
due on account of Mai and P.i§hka§tl also DftrwKna dtd 
Phalqun Sudi 9 V.S. 1799/ 1742. 
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information is needed to shed light on such a conjecture. It 
is striking to find no complaints at the imperial court 
against harassment of these shirkat .ianirdars by the Raja as 
in the case of watan areas. 
Interestingly enough, the area granted to the sub-
assignees is smaller or at times absent in the non watan 
.laqi rs. ^  The sub-assignees in most case comprise the 
bureaucracy serving the Raja at the pargana or 'M§- religious 
heads. Needless to stress that the majority of them 
belonged to Kayastha clan, or were local hereditary 
officials. This would provide a striking contrast to the 
examples from the watan areas wherein the sub-assiQnees were 
the kernel of the administration. It has also formed the 
basis of some interesting studies as to how preference to 
5 
selected clans was made. These clans essentially being 
Rajas own clan formed an overwhelming majority of the sub-
assignees. It has been argued for the above case that these 
1. WR dtd Asarh Vadi 5, 1769/12 July 1712; WR Asarh Sudi 
15 1771/27 June 1714 etc. 
2. See arhsattag for difference parganas. 
3. See arhsatta pargana Rewari V.S. 1721/1664. 
4. See arhsatta pargana Ujjain V.S. 1774-75, 1714-15 A.D. 
5. See my article on 'Relations to Rulers of Amber with 
their sub-assignees', Pj.i_,it^ Q_r , 1989. 
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elements helped to curb disturbances created by the other 
clans. The Plija is also found claiminrj lafllfS in his tanMir 
wah near to the w§t,a.n since his clannish sub-ass ignees were 
stationed there. 
The reason of the variance iti both the policies is 
hard to ascribe except for 'lie fact that the non v^ atan 
jagi rs as noticed earlier are rich in their revenue |)ayinci 
capacities in comparison to w_atei.n areas. Hence the Raja 
reserved most portions of these .iani rs in his lllajaLlM as in 
the case of Ujjain. The number of villages in Raja'8 dbQlisa 
remained also unchanged. 
Another feature of administration adopted by Sawai 
Jai Singh in watan and non-w_a_t$i_D area was am applicntion of 
farming system. Allowing the latitude of dlang^re that 
farming of revenue incur it seems significant that the Raja 
leased out the whole parnanas of Kol to the local Zftinlndars 
of the area. Since the bulk of the population belonged to 
the Jat community and it was difficult to realize the 
revenue from them without applying force. It was therefore a 
tactful move on the part of Sawai Jai Singh to resort to 
1. See S.P. Gupta: Sawai Jai Singh as an administrator 
read at Seminar on Agrarian Structure of Rajaathan. 
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i.iara without having a confrontation. These jjAjrMftO were 
in all the cases either m.a3AP1m\9. or Q3nMlVJQ^ or t.hfl.udh_yrls 
i.e. the big and influential imiD<l^£- I" .tae.Q.a Gorai of 
parqana Kol all the ijaradars belonged to ift.t community. By 
adopting such a policy he could keep friendly relatione with 
the jats as well as implement the imperial orders. It seems 
that the carrying out of administration by the Raja was not 
possible without such an arrangement, though this did not 
mean appeasement, the *ftnii 1 s of oarnanas Khori and Pahari 
were cautioned that the area sublet to Jat .iJ.ar.fld.ftr. be 
resumed to Raja's (IL^al isa. Warning was also issued not to 
repeat such sub-lease in future. Notable in the context is 
the proximity of Khohri and Pahari to Deoti Sanchari, one 
_ p 
of the key parggna for the Raja. 
The involvement of the Sawai Jai Singh and other 
rulers in far flung area of Mughal Empire, the short and 
long term jj^xas of jagirg, the payment made to high 
official which ultimately took the shape of bribery 
(muhimsazi) involved money. Furnishing surety from the 
mahajan in case of ijara became day to day practice. This 
necessitated hundi system, a system of money transmission 
Ch.itth_l to iniLl.s of parnana Khohri and Pahari V.S 
WR dtd Asirh. .yad,! 7, y^S, 1771/4 July 1714. 
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for distant area. A large number of MJJlishiiS. contain 
information about such hundTs issued from Ajmer to 
Aurangabad, Lahore, Shahjahanbad, Ahmadabad, Akbarabad, 
Banaras etc. The rates and commission varied according to 
distance and duration. Hudawan documents give such rates. 
For Lahorn, our data suggests that Purohit Syam Ram, Dhansukh 
Gujarati, Khadagsen Hathiram of Amber had their aumasifcfta at 
Lahore. Purohit Syam Ram has been mentioned as a banker who 
had his network of credit at Aurangabad, Lahore and 
Shahjahanbad. 
Our evidence thus stronrjly suggests that Snwa1 Jai 
Singh was conscious enough while dealing as an administrator 
in the areas outside his W.9Lt.an that there ahould be 
wholesome application of the rules of the Muf^ tol 
administration, while keeping good relations with th« local 
chiefs. Therefore, he adhered to the standard Mughal 
administration in Ujjain, Rewari and Mathura. But keeping in 
view the uncertainty of holding the .lagi rs due to the quick 
transfer of iaajrs, he did not opt for ijar^ as in tti« case 
1. S.P. Gupta: Money Lending and Banking in Eastern 
Raj asthan during the 17 th and 18 th centuries, PIHC, 
Srinagar. 
2. See WR dtd Jyestha Vadi 1, 1769/10 May 1712; K;flr.tiJ<= 
V M l 14, 17 69/18 at 1712. Also G.D. Sharma 'Vakil 
Reports Maharajnan', pp.375-385. 
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of Kol and Akbarabad. In no case, does he appear to have 
deviated from the Mughal system. He neither had the ambition 
to enjoy autonomy of these areas nor perhaps was he allowed 
to be, contrary to the case of his watan and adjoining 
areas. He did not innovate much, but tried to be 
accommodating with the local potentates as far as his 
practical wisdom allowed. Even in ahJuKgLt areas, h« avoided 
giving occasion for complaints that could effect his 
position at the Mughal court. He had to act as a jagj rdar 
also as an agent of the Mughal power to carry out its orders 
and regulations, so long as the ^^3.^^^ central 
administration was able to function. 
CHAPTER-4 
AMBER OFFICIALS AT THE MUGHAL COURT 
Considering the fact that the Ra.ia had to attend his 
watan and tankbwah iialrfi as also the far flung alibftiiarJ. and 
fau.idaris, it is deemed essential to understand the instru-
mentality of the officials who imicably dealt the affairs at 
the Imperial Court on behalf of the Raja. Notable among 
these officials were waKlI and diwiin• The multiplicity of 
their functions made their presence felt both at the state 
and centre. 
WAKIL 
Under the Mughal s, mansabdars . .lafii rdars , nobles and 
princes who were stationed at the provinces for one or the 
other purpose and there upon could not be in regular attend-
ance at the Imperial Court, used to appoint certain persons 
as their wakil. 
Ram Chand was the yvaki 1. of Najabat Khan in the reign 
of Aurangzeb, Mir<at-ul Haqa'iQ. Itimad Ali Khan, M.S. 
Fraser 124, India Office Library, M.F. No.127 History 
Department, A.M.U. Sikandar Muin also had a wakTl in 
the imperial Court in the reign of Shahjahan, Surat 
Singh, Tazkira-i-Pir Hassu Tai1i f.122(b) M.S. History 
Department, A.M.U., Amin Abdus Salam Mashhadi was the 
waki1 of prince Khurram at the Imperial court in the 
17th RY of Jahangir, Khwaja Kamgar Hussain, Ma'a^jr-i-
JahangTri . ed. A.Alavi, Bombay, 1978. For wakfls of 
Ajit Singh; Budh Singh, Rana, See WR Baisakh Sudj 1, 
1722/7 May 1715 etc. For our region see Q.D, Sharma: 
Vakil Reports Maharajgan 1693-1712,1987. Also see 
Sumbul Halim Khan: Correspondence of Raja of Amber 
with Mughal Court - a calendar of wakil's letters to 
the rulers 1681-1715 (unpublished dissertation) 
se 
The appointment of WAKIIS at the court Is said to have 
begun from the time of Mansigh, while the office continued 
till at least the time of Sawai Jai Singh. 
The waki1 had to be conversant with both Persian and 
HJndawi. His command over these languages is evident from 
the waki1's report, Generally speaking the Persian reports 
tend to be verbose, while those in hindawj are more concise. 
It may be added that till the reign of Aurangz«b, the 
impact of persian on hindawi was tremendous, often the 
latter being transcript of Persian into tliJli&fd.• The waki 1 
report of the later period in striking contrast was a 
mixture of Rajasthani dialect. 
1. Panchauli Jagjiwan Das complains here of hi§ monetary 
condition by comparing himself with the wakiIs of Man 
Singh's period WR PhSlgun Sudi 12^ ^ 1767/23 March 1710, 
which reveals the presence of wakil in the time of Man 
Singh. 
The_ information relates to the year 1739 when the 
waki1 Kirpa Ram was_representing his master at the 
imperial army. Iqb"a1n"ama. p. 68. 
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Hereditary nature of the Office 
The office of wakTl tended to run in a particular 
family J In 1715, the wakl"] informed Maharaja (Jaisingh -
Sawai ) while pleading his case that the office of WAkjJ. of 
2 
Bundi has been in his family from four or five generation. 
The succession to the office was considerably 
spontaneous. Hence Parikshat Rai succeeded his father Kesho 
Rai at a very tender age, Kesho Rai as will be seen in the 
subsequent discussion did not have a very sound career. 
We even find close relatives like sons-in-law and brothers 
obtaining the offices of the current incumbent. 
The same person could be '.he vyja.Rl.1 of more than one 
master. This may be seen from a wtiKLl'-S? report of 1 71 f), in 
which the w§,kil reminds the Maharaja that "when h« (the 
Maharaja) and Ajit Singh had camped at Pohkar the Maharaja 
1- WR Phalnun Sudi. 12, 1767/23 March 17 10 
2 . WR ^  §.iwarL_Sud i 11, 1772/13 Aug.1715. 
3 . WR_.Ph_aIoun... VMi, 7 , 1761/7 March 1 705 , a 1 so seu §.uji.ra 
for the case of Kesho Rai. 
4. Panchaul i _Jagj iwandas whose brother Meghraj was 8«r;^ ving 
the Maharaja as wakl 1 seemed the wakalat see WB..._.S.akaD 
Vadi 5, 1762/20 Aug 1705. Similarly, Jagjiwandas 
pleaded to the Maharaja to appoint his son in law Qhan 
Ram who was already serving the Prince of Amber. WR 
Baisakh Vadi, 13, 1768/21April1711. 
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had asked him (wAKiD that, "you have already got my 
(Maharaja's) and A j i t Singh's wahslfti' *^^ y ^'^ V^^ "o*' ^^^^ 
the wakalat of the Rana also. Then at one side will be your 
Maharaja and on the other Ajit Singh, in the middle there 
will be Rana. Accordingly I got the letter's waKalat. now 
" 1 that matters of Bundi have settled, I am hopeful to become 
— • 2 
the waki1 of Bundi as well. The succeeding chapter will 
reveal that these Rajas were not always on good terms it 
would have therefore been remarkable on the part of the 
wak i1 to keep all the masters satisfied without inviting 
suspicion. 
The waki1s could be recalled to serve in other 
bureaucratic positions under the Maharaja at the watan or 
any other p^rgaaa in Ji<l±r,from the .9.rh§at.ta§. of Darjiaaa 
Chatsu, it is evident that Megh Raj a waki1 of Amber 
stationed at the imperial court served from 1711 to I71f) as 
'ami 1 and in 1715 as MllD. of Chatsu. During this period he is 
naturally not found despatching any reports to the MflMraiS 
from the Imperial court. 
1. Budh Singh was reinstated at his wfttsn JfioK Bundi, 
WR dated Billdys^ ^^ sjjli. 12, 1772/13 Sept. 17 16. 
2. WR dtd Mi§ikh_5y.li, 1, 1772/7th May 17 16 
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Caste: 
The wakiIs of Amber known to us are Mirza Anwar, 
Raghunath (1639) Kesho Das (1641), Roopchand (1675), Kanwal 
Nain (1681), Udai RaJ (1685) Kesho Rai (1689), Megh Raj 
(1692) Sad Ram (1696), Parikshit Rai (1705), Jagjiwan Das 
(1711), Jag Ram, Kirpa Ram Maya Ram and Keshav Daa (1717). 
Among these except for Mirza Anwar, all bwlonged to 
Kaiyastha caste. The family of Jagjiwan Das, which dominated 
the wakalat for several generations was that of l-'anchauli 
2 
Sept, of the Kayasthas. 
The duration for which the above mentioned waKLLt 
officiated is difficult to demarcate since at least 1:wo of 
these officiated simultaneously, often the acxit SIS fits bear 
the name of both the wakiIs. 
1. See Waki1s Reports for different years. 
2. WR dated Sawan Vadi 11, 17 72/13 Aug.1715. For the 
Panchauli Sept, see W. Crooke, The trjbeg and CastSJ 
of._ the north-western IndiQ, Vol.3, be 1 hi 1976', p. 191 . 
3. WR_Asgj._Vadi 11, 1698/20 Sept. 1641. The .ftr.id_59tlt( 1s 
written by both Raghunath and Kesho Das also tlauh YSdi 
15, 1698/22 Nov.1641 etc. The exact months of their 
tenure, however, is not mentioned. 
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Remuneration: 
The waKi1 of Amber received a salary of Ra, 2000/-
annually^ besides the provision of Rs. 6000/- for monthly 
expenditure at the Imperial rourt.*- F-or the latter amount 
he was expected to send full details of disbursement.' 
Status: 
The waki 1 had a high etiough status to keep, almost 
that of a noble. The wakiIs demanded favours like the 
title of Rai , elephants, M m M pattar (copper plate grant) 
village, havel i (house) and orchard in Amber.'* Besides! 
this, they were allowed to use palanguins by the Emperor. 
1. WR dated Miti Phalnun Sudi^12. 1767/ 23 March 17 10. In 
the descriptive list of w^Ll reports publishad from 
Bikaner in 1967 no.630/1014 Persian wakTis report of 
Megh Raj is listed in which he thanks the Maharaja for 
increasing his salary to Rs.4000/- per month. The last 
seems to be an_error for per annum we have evidence 
indicating waki1 Gulab Chand's salary amounting to 
Rs.6000/- annually Arzdasht §iwan.._.Y5dJ 3, 1768/22 June 
1711. This pay scale is not found repeated subsequent-
ly. 
2. WR 2 5 Shawail 1118/19 Jan 1707 
3. WR 21 Sha^ bari 1103/26 April 1692 also WR 17 ZJalqad 
1116/7 Feb 1707. 
4. WR dtd Phalgun Sudi 12, 1767/23 March 1710 also WS dtd 
Phalqun Sudi 2, 1767/13 March 1710. 
5. WR dtd Maqh Vadi 4, 1770/23 Dec 1713. 
6. WR dtd Baisakh Sudi l, 17 72/7 May 1715 
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Their status can also be determined from the 
expenditure incurred in marriages. The iiakllS married their 
children with great pomp as may be discerned from following 
description, Previously Raja Udot Singh had arranged for the 
marriage of my daughter in Kheina and had giveti her Rs. 
50,000. For the second daughter, Pratnp Singh the brother of 
Raja (Udot Singh) gave 20,000.^ 
It is noteworthy that such an important official had 
occasions to complain again ^ delayed payment by the 
Maharaja. A report of 1710 says that "the waKll from Man 
Singh time till this date had lived like nobles. It is only 
I, who is left in such a monetary strain. 
1. WR dtd Paush Sudi 6, 1769/24 Jan 1712 
2. Again in 1715, "your majesty fourteen months back, I 
had sought Rs.8000/- from you. At the time of the 
marriage of my brother also, I did not receive any-
thing from the state, so I borrowed the amount for the 
marriage. The Emperor has gone to Lahore and I do not 
have any means ojf getting the money. The expanses are 
enormous. The bohra is pressing me hard for repaying 
the money. I am waiting for the previous amount of 
salary to be paid to me. 
If not then the revenue of a few villages in 
pargana Baswa and Chatsu may be granted to me out 
of your jagirs" WR Phalgun Sudi 1767/23 March 1710. 
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Responsible to Emperor as well an the Maharaja: 
The wak11 was answerable for his actions to the 
Maharaja as well as the Emperor. The Emperor at times harided 
such cases as that of embezzlement by a w^kil to the 
Maharaja,' who in turn was not very lenient since Keaho F<ai 
is reported to have attempted suicide for fear of a sUr'ict 
2 
decision. In another instance, we find the Emperor 
dismissing the waki 1 without referring the matter- to the 
- - . 3 
Maharaja. 
Nature of duty: 
The waki1s were expected to represent the interest of 
their employees at the court such as by exploring 
possibilities for securing rn.ari5.ab- ±.?af.a, .iaqlr. Ulna,'* 
inam. subadari or fatij^ ai:.i_. They were to safeguard their 
interest against their opponents plead for their masters in 
case of alleged irregularities committed by them and to 
justify their masters conduct in every fashion. 
1- W_R dtd ZialQad 27, 1103/31 July 1692 
2. WR 117/540 undated 
3- WR Phalnun vadi 7, 1761/7 March 1707 
4. For^ details regarding the conscious efforts of the 
waki 1 in such matters see .tD.f.r.a Chapter I. 
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Regarding the specific duties of a tfakil. Jagjiwan 
Das, writes in an gtrzc|asl<t that the w.ak.i_l. should be In the 
imperial court, and collect news from the nobles, who attend 
the court and also from the diwa'n of Kachehri . the jiigVa 
navTs, and the khjjfia naYl_§ and should attend every session 
of the darbar. 
2 
He was also expected to accompany the Imperial army. 
Among other things, he was to urge the Imperial chancery to 
use all the titles assigned to Itis Maharajci-
To accomplish his duties, the waKi1 had to maintain 
regular correspondence with this employer. The detailed 
correspondence can be classified as follows. 
The waki1 dispatched akhbarat (news bulletin). These 
were copied out from the akhb"ar"at-i-darbftr-i-mu^l 1 a. which 
included every request publicly made, every order issued by 
1. WR dtd Baisakh Vadi 12, 1771/30 March 1714. 
2. The WR are replete with references to either 
instructions of officials directing to accompany the 
Imperial army (WR Mangsir Vadi 1, 1769) 3 Nov 1712 or 
informati^on of important events being despatched by 
the waKil to the Raja WR dtd Phalgun Sudi 1, 1768/23 
Feb 1711, Phalgun Sudi 10, 1768/7 April 1712, Chfli_trji 
Vadi 9, 1769/16 April 1712 etc. 
3. WR Baisakh 12, 1770/23 April 1713. 
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the Emperor and all enquiries made, such documenta cover 
the period from 1676 to 1730. 
The other category comprises the §.iYatLS and yjBddfl&JltS, 
which bear the name of the waK.Ll . one such siyeih. reporta the 
increase in Mangab and Ja^Tr of Biahan Singh.' Yfld.5;liftht too 
record the assignments along with the name of JMbftlft• 
Finally there are the wctKI 1 reports which are in 
themselves a mine of information considering the fact that 
they are consolidated information which has otherwiii« to be 
gleaned from Ak_hbiri.t f_armins, fiar.wiiias, .Y.addasJ:LtjB, MMms, 
s i yahas H y c h a l k a , mahZSjr, n,l§..t;)AD.S and haabu) tLgisMm-
These reports contain much information of historical 
importance. Significant light is shed on the appointments of 
nobles to various posts and increase in their mansftl?. Apart 
from which serious reflections on the accumulation of 
arrears of nobles in the year 1714 is recorded. 
Similarly the lack of concern on the part of the Emperor 
towards the administration is comprehensively brought out in 
1- Sivah 5 Jamadi 1101/15 Feb 1690 R.S.A, 
2. Yaddasht 1106-7/1695-6, R.S.A. 
3. WR Chaitra sudi 2, 1771/17 March 1714 
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these day to day records. War of succession, huQClis. ar-e 
among some other subjects of interest in these reports. 
Waki1's contacts 
The wakTl maintained contacts with nobles due to the 
complexity in the nature of their service we find him 
informing" I go to the prince daily to wish him and he 
thinking that I am your servant honours me ". 
Mirza Sadruddin, Mohammad Khan, Bakhshiul Mulk have 
agreed to favour, whenever any request is made through them 
to the Emperor . 
"At present J^waja Mahram Khan, Hafiz Anwar «nd Mnsud 
are closer to the Emperor. I always attend them that is why 
they are happy and they have invited any reciuest from you.^ 
Prince Qaimbaksh conferred Qians.ai' of 30(3. I could not 
accept the offer because I would not have been able to serve 
you" . 
1 • WR Baisakh va^i 13, 1768/21 Apr-i I 1711 
2- WR .Phl.lii!Jm_,vMi f , 1761/21 Feb 1704 
3. Ibid 
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Representation of Imperial viewpoint 
Being at the court he tended to see many things from 
the point of view of the Imperial Court thuH we find him 
insisting during the war of succession that Maharaja ahould 
come to the court and leave Ajit Singh alone , or again 
cautioning the Maharaja against appropriation of revenue 
from the smaller jagirdar and zam1n(;J9r§-
Role: 
From the above discussion it may be discerned that 
wakil was an important official who acted as a communication 
channel between the Maharaja and the Emperor as well as ttie 
Maharaja and other nobles. It would not be out of place to 
cite instances revealing his instrumentality in gaining 
favours. Kanwal Nain in 1681, requested the Emperor through 
Umdat ul Mulk to grant the title of Maharaja to his master 
as well as for addition of Chatsu and Kehrauli to hie j.eLg_i_r" 
and the responsibility of guarding Khyber and Jamrud."* 
1• WR Phalqun Sudi 12, 1769/9 March 1712. 
2. WR dtd Asir_:f:L Vad 1 5, 1769/9 June 1713; WB dtd P.QMSl'i 
Vadi 12, 1771/6 Jan 1714; WR dtd A sari] „Vft5Ll 17, 
1771/2nd July 1714; WR dtd Asoj Sudi 10, 1771/21 Oct. 
1714. 
3. WR dtd Shawaal 3, 1092/6 Oct. 1681 
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Bhagwandas in the same year tried to obtain a jaqi r in 
Tirhut worth 43.000 dams for the Maharaja J In 1688 the 
watan of Amber and Bahatri amounting to 30,000,00/- damg was 
sought in .jagi r; and this was granted by the Emperor. In 
1594, Megh Raj applied for the >iS5i_r of Baswa instead of 
Malarna since the jami' of latter was inflated. Parikahit Rai 
Obtained jagi r in Dausa worth 4,15,530 dSffiS together with 
the exemption from branding of horses for the MaHraja. 
The office of w_ak.i.I gained all the more importance in 
the last years of Jai Singh Sawai's time due to the 
prevalent political condition at the Imperial Court which 
could prove better possibilities to secure favours. The 
office remained in tact at least till the reign of J«1 Singh 
Sawai , subsequent to which our information is lacking. 
Diwan: 
T^">e diwan was the official responsible for the 
finances of the Raja and its remittance to the Imperial 
1. WR dtd Z_ialhaj 22, 1092/23 Dec.1681 
2. WR dtd R_amzin 20, 1099/9 July 1688 
3. WR dtd. Jamad1 1, 1118/27 Aug.1706. 
4. WR dtd Baisakh Sudi 10, 1764/16 May 170 7. 
5. WR Paysh_._Sudi 1787/Dec 1730 also Iqbalnama op.cit. 
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treasury.^ For the purpose he had to be 1n regular 
attendance at the court. He accompanied the Imperial army 
too. Djwan Ram Chandra was killed on such a trip. 
Duties: 
The Diwan was disbursed the amount incurred at the 
5 
imperial court . and he handed over the amount required by 
the waki1 and for the rest he was responsible. Among these 
expenditures were those incurred on nazC. H^ fttlKueh. 
payment of dawab etc. which he paid on behalf of th« Roja. 
1. Arzdasht of Bhikhari Das, Phalnun Vadi 5, 17 60/16 Feb 
1712. 
2. Azdasht Kartik Sudi 2, 17 68/1 Nov 1711; AO:.aflSht 
Bhikhari Das Aso.l Sudi 5, 1768/6 Oct. 1711. 
3. Arzdasht Mangsir vadi 1, 17 69/3 Nov. 1712, A.r.idisM 
Slwan_ yacli 3, 1168 22 June 1711, A§.Qi.9JrLdl f^. 1768/3 
Oct. 1711 etc. WR Phalnun SiLii, 16, 1768/11 March 
1712. 
4. Aj:zdash_t of BliiishaLi Das, Bhadva Sudi 3, 1768/6 Aug. 
17V1; Ibid, Mangsir Sudi 8, 1768/6 Dec. 11; AmLS^yli 
15, 1768/15 Oct. 1711. 
5. Arzdasht of Bhikari Das Kartik Sudi. 2, 1768/1 Nov. 
1711, Aso.l Sudi 6, 1768/6 Oct .1711 
6. Arzdasht Kartik Sudi 2, 1768/1 Nov.1711. 
7. Arzdasht Kartik Sudi 2, 1768/1 Nov. VM 1;_ Arzdasht 
A§lr_h^  S.ud.i 5, 1768/10 June 1711; Arzdasht Phnlnun vadi 
12 1767/3 Feb 1711 etc. 
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He also pleaded the Raja's case in the presence of the 
1 "" • 2 
nobles. He gave earnest suggestions to the Raja. 
The diwan maintained regular correspondence with the 
Raja and intimated every detail of the court including 
the attitude and manipulations of the nobles, and the 
attempts of w_akl.l and himself in expediting such matters." 
His arzdashts are often a duplication of the wgiKJ 1 reports. 
At least two diwang officiated simultaneously. Though 
their jurisdiction were not demarcated they worked in full 
1 . Ibid; AriMs h.t_ ah asly.a._^ ysLi 3 , 1768/6 Aug 1711; I b. i d , 
Sawan Vadi 13, 1768/2 July I7li. 
2. Iki^ Phalnun vadi 12, 1767/3 Feb 1711 etc. 
3. See arzdasht-g o"f the diwailS addressed to Jai Singh, 
R.S.A. Bikaner. 
Arzdasht Bhadva Sudi. 14, 1768/14 Sept. 1711; 
Su^l 6, 1768/6 Oct. 1711; Migll.^ U.li 1, 1768/27 Jan 
1712. 
A r z d a s h t . A§s i_ .yad i 7, 1768/23 Sep t . 1711 ; (iafllT l u i l i 
9, 1768/5 Feb 17 12; K a r t i k Sudi 13, 1769/31 O c t . 1712. 
Arzdasht Phalgun Sudi 2, 1768/27 Feb 1712; Wl? dtd 
Phalgun Sudi 10, 1768/5 March 1712; numerous such 
examples can be cited from a perusal of w_aK.iJ'« report 
and the arzdashts of the diw^n-
See arzdashts of the iiwi,n_§_ op.cit. 
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1 ? " 
cooperation. Both maintained correspondence with the Ra.ia 
and received separate parwangs. The diwanship of Ajit 
Singh was held at the sametime. The position of (Jiy/Rn in 
such a condition could be vulnerable. The waki1 complained 
once that diwan Bhandari Das was being partial towards Ajit 
Singh and was receiving enhancement in mansab of Ajit Singh 
and his son alongwith such important post as the 5y|;^ ,9Mar.i 
of Gujarat.'^ The Raja gave serious consideration to this 
problem, fortunately enough the other iiyyain had nothing to 
5 
say against diwan Bhandari Das. 
Our information lacks on the salary of the <iiYi,^n 
though we have evidence to the fact that he was eubnsaigned 
jagi r from Paja'§ own jjaaJ.X-
The diwan enjoyed a fairly respectable position at: the 
Imperial Court and due weightage was given to his pleadings. 
1. Arzdasht. PJiaLlaun_Yad.i 5, 1768/16 Feb 1712; WflDflSir 
Vadi 11. 1 769/ {3 Nov . 1 T'I X? etc . 
2. Ar.ZSlis.ht, Bhadva Sudi . 3, 17 68/6 Ayjj 1711; ABQI Swrfi 
15, 1768/15 Oct. 1711 etc. 
3. Arii^ht, BhJdygL-gMdi., 3. 1768/6 4Ui3 1711; ABQJ Sudl 
15, 1768/15 Oct.1711 etc. 
4. WR dtd Mangsir Vadi 9, 1769/11 Nov. 17 12. 
5 • Ar2d_asht__Maiias i r._ V^dl, 11, 1769/13 Nov. 17 12. 
6. Arzdasht Phalgun Sudi 12, 1767/19 Feb.1711. 
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He was bestowed favours too from the Imperial Court. Blwftn 
Bhandari received sculpture of tiger and diwan Bhlkhari Das 
was given dhuKdhuki. 
1. Arzdasht Mannsir Vadi 5, 1769/7 Nov. 1712 
CHAPTER-5 
RELATIONS OF- THE BAJA ^F AMBER WITH THE EMPEROR 
It has hitherto been stated that the Mug_ha1 Emporor 
was the paramount power so far as his relations with the 
chiefs were concerned.^ It would appear that they were 
dependent solely upon the goodwill of the Emperor and not on 
their inherent rights. In our study of the relationa of the 
Amber Rfl.ia with the Emperor, a perusal is made, of the 
spheres, in which paramaountcy was exercised the extent to 
which it stretched. Whether or not the passage of time 
could alter its intensity. 
T 
Since the time of Akbar, Mughals asserted right on 
their nobles to present themselves in the court wherever 
their services were required. In no case, this condition 
was relaxed. We know one of the factors regarding the 
failure of the negotiations with Maharana Pratap was that 
the latter requested exemption to personal homage at the 
Mughal Court which was not acceptable to Akbar. This 
practice continued till our period as we find in a W.akil 
report by Jagjiwan Das addressed to Maharaja Jai Singh 
1. S. Nurul Hasan, ' Zamindars under the Mughal'« LaiKi 
Control._.jand..._.5.Q<?.iaL.st_cugt,yre. Jn..IMlan i i i j j tQi y ed. 
Robert Frykenberg, 1969. 
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requesting the Mahajra^a to reach the court as d«a I r«d by 
the Emperor and to leave Ajit Singh in cose h» delays 
because the latter ancestors acted in a similar manner 
unlike Maharaja's ancestors who were always pr»8»nt in 
Emperors service . 
Another instance Is reflected in waHl 1 r^ JPOft wh«rein 
it is stated that the waki1 submitted to the Nawab that 
except for the physical presence of the Maharaja all the 
conditions are accepted and that subgdarl of Malwa and 
Gujarat be granted to Jai Singh and Ajit Singh respectively 
without attending the court as it was done by Emperor 
Aurangzeb in case of Jaswant Singh. The plea was however 
turned down. 
The Amber chiefs in the earlier phase were not 
important from the point of view of their territorial 
resources. But they were important keeping in view their 
clan (ulus) based organization with a chain of local 
potentates. The Kachhawahas being the territorial chief and 
the head of their clan had exercised 'sovereign rights' 
therefore occupied considerable importance in the Mu^ jnal 
polity. Though the Amber house developed Its economic 
1. WR dtd miU..pjffiayn_.SM5li 12 V.S. 176 7/2 March 17 10. 
2. WR dtd Kartlk__ya.di 4, 17 69/7 Oct. 1712. 
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resources only after the submission to the Mualaala; their 
clan affiliation were always valued by the Muq^al Emperors. 
With the passage of time they were not treated by the 
Mughal court as ordinary zamlndarg. It would aluo not be out 
of context here to recall that Kachhawahas were on« of the 
largest beneficiaries so far as rnanse^ bts and JaalriS are 
concerned. In return, these chiefs, who had a clan fallowing 
and could muster a larger army proved t:^ le^ r wortfi and 
sincerity to the Mu^ l'ial Emperors. The fimperor was at times 
so pleased with them, that, they were entrusted with 
important administrative aB>5i9nments and they served at 
Akbarabad (Agra) J_9hiaDatLa.<i (Delhi), Sri Muttra J \ (Mathura) 
and so on in different capacities. 
The term zamindars was used in all official papers, it 
has, however, been noted In the case of Amber that the 
correspondence between the chiefs invariat)ly refer« to their 
states as d.e_§h or raJ nor does the term iMllndar ever occur 
in their records in reference to one another. TIIUB it is 
felt the usage of such terms as watan and zaminUar does not 
reflect the true position of the Amber rulers. Though the 
above mentioned correspondence, namely, iSiiyJtfi.QJL-_ Ahalkfttran 
1. v.s. Bhatnagar, Life and Times of Sawai Jai _ ^  1 rlg^ , 
1986-1743. pp. 270-271, Impex India, 1974. 
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do not refer to watan and zamlndir. but, all petitions and 
memorandum addressed to the Emperor have ref»r«nc«a to the 
above terms.^ The two kind of correspondence, therefore, 
should not be treated in isolation. 
The Emperor is said to have played an essential role 
in the succession (tlka) of the chiefs to the throne. 
While, we are on the one hand acquainted with the assertion 
of this imperial prerogative as early as Jahangir's reign in 
the case of Bikaner and Maha Singh of Amber, on the other 
hand, there are scholars who tend to believe that the 
Emperor's right was of confirmatory rather than 
3 
discretionary nature. 
In the above perspective, the period which followed 
the battle of Jajau, whereby, the Wfltflll of Amber was 
confiscated to b±ial ian and later conferred on Vi.jay Singh 
seems to be of much relevance. Herein the intention of the 
Emperor to exercise greater control in Amber la glearjed. As 
the events proved, the B.9i9 wielded considerable power to 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
See Arzdashts. Yaddashts etc. H.S.A. 
Tuzuk-i-JahannTri. pp. 106, 130. 
Lj . fe and_Iim§L&_Qf.__§5iV3i._J^l_.Mnail, QS..x.Q.ii-, PP • 2^0-
281 . 
Ba_hadux_sh_a.h_jiam.Q, PP. 254, 279, 288. . ^ ^ ^ A A Z A D T ^ 
\J^'" "'^/f 
J-, ACClSo-
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resist the Emperor's authority. A reflection of which was 
found 1n the killing of Salyid Hussain Khan and the 
subsequent plunder.^ The Raja could mobilize a eizeable 
section of the nobility in a favourable dlapoBition.' 
Restoration of WJaiaD and grant of an audience with the 
Emperor followed. 
It was also the imperial privilege to assign laflir_ft, 
wherever, the Emperor intended to. Territories as close to 
Amber as Chatsu and Manoharpur were in imperial bijal lea. It 
has also been convincingly argued that the territories 
assigned were not in entirety. In fact, other nobles were 
assigned the same parnana while a portion was retained in 
klial isa. The jjixas were similarly given on short term 
1. Jai Singh in fact tried to display hie military 
strength to the Emperor while he intended to visit 
Amber. Instructions were issued to subaseignees to 
collect impressive troops of Rajawat, _Shekhawat, 
Naruka etc. for the purpose. See Parwana, Monqa1r Vadi 
2, V.S. 1764/31 Oct. 
2. Bahadur Shah Nama. f f. 421-58-, also V1r Vinod vol. II, 
pp. 772-82. 
3. See supra Chapter VI also V1r Vjnod. pp. 701-84. 
4 . K.haf i Khan, HuntakJiabw-ul lubab, Vol . VII, p. 420 . 
5. Ar.zdash_t addressed to Bishan Singh Y..3, 1760/1(^)3. 
6. For tabulation of these asaignmentB see Agra/"tan 
System of East t«rn R.BJa9.th!an. pp. 8-9. 
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leases. AIT this was due, in the main, to curtail the 
control of the R'aja over a larger principality. 
Notwithstanding the above attempts as we have seen in 
an earlier chapter, the Raja resorted to other measures to 
achieve greater control. 
The posts of subedari . fau.idari etc. depended solely 
on the will of the Emperor. The faujdari of jat oiai'isls along 
with .jaqTrdari was imposed upon the Raja at a time when he 
2 -
had least the intention of availing it. The Ra.ia 
subsequently parcelled out the pargana to the village 
headmen who were the local potentates. 
At a time, when the Raja was desirous for the sybe^ari 
of Malwa, the petition was delayed due to the fact that Ajit 
Singh coveted subedari of Gujarat and the two Rajput Rajas 
in a close neighbourhood could be a source of anxiety for 
the Emperor. As late a s 1713, the Rajas were appointed to 
the said sube(;jari$. In the later years, the Raja could 
1. See infra Ch. II. 
2. WR dtd 7 Jamadi'II 1105/24 Jan. 1694. 
3. Jama^bandi record 1101-2/1694 also "Revenue farmers 
and zamindaVs in pargana Kol 1694'. 
4. Tazki rat-us-Salatin-i-Chaqjjta . pp. 
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avail even more such posts. 
It is noteworthy that Emperor could mediate in the 
administration of the Rajas watan or tanMlW.e jeiair. 
Testimony to which is found in the regulations and 
reprimands against levying of peshkash. ria.?rin_s and 
- 9 3 
farmaish. also against the consumption of Sambhar salt. 
How far these effected the Raja unfortunately, is not found 
in our evidence. 
The hierarchy of officials such as the t^ hufia navis. 
wag fa navi s and the like penetrated the administrative set 
up of the Raja and provided every detail at the court. 
These officials too were bribed by the Raja so much so 
that trivial matters were inflated to desirable extent. 
1. Farman dtd. 3 Rabi I 1124/10 April 1712, also Kac^t 
dwara Documents. 
2. Parwana 19 Jamadi 'll 1133/6 April 1721. 
3. Farman 5 StiaW-a§]. 1053/7 Dec. 1643; letter of Amirul 
Umara to the Raja dtd 28 j^^ aMac;! 1114/15 April 1703. 
4. WR undated from Jagjiwan Das to Jai Singh reporting 
"It is the tradition of the court that whenever one 
does even a trivial job it should be well presented so 
that it may be rewarded. If the information of the 
seige of Rajgarh would have reached the Imperial court 
through the y/aqi'^  navis. j^ iufiQ n.avjg, hanK-ftTftS and 
their petitions of diwin and tiaJLbijhi of the sy_b§ 
followed by your own ail.zjd|[s.ht the importance of the 
event would have increased". 
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Reimposition of jaziyey was yet another interesting 
instance which reflected the alterations in the Imperial 
attitude J Jaziya yielded a handsome amount of four crore 
rupees.^ It has been noted that while Farrukh Siyar wrote to 
Jai Singh that "InayatuUah Khan had placed a letter fr 
the Sherrif of Mecca that the collection of Jaziya i 
obligatory according to shara- in a matter of faith, I 
helpless' while in actual fact through InayatuUah Khan 
orthodox element was mobilized. Irrespective of the margin 
of exaggeration to Shiv Das, Jai Singh played an extremely 
important role to plead for the abolition of .iazi ya It was 
subsequently abolished by Muhammad Shah. 
om 
s 
am 
1 • Nishan to M?iharana Jai Singh, 1690; YaddOi^hV (Vir 
Vinod III, 'u . ttO). Even the Maharana of Udaipur was 
not exempteo from iLtlJaLh. A _fi_xed amount of Rs. 
100000/- was fixed upon the Maharana. In lieu of which 
parnanas Badnor, Mandalgarh and Pur were assigned to 
him._^For details see Vif Vingd pp. 6 70, 7 50. Also see 
^ririo °^ Aurangzeb, where it is refused that the 
Maharana had rupees one lac as j i zi ah every year^ and 
for that he will have to produce the surety (m9l.--.i~ 
zamin). However, he could pay it in four instalment 
and deposit it in the treasury at Ajmer. 
2. Shahnama. 112-115. 
3. Satish Chandra, 'Jazi_y_a in the post-Aurangzeb period', 
P. I.H.C. . 1946. 
4 . Shahnama, pp_^ _cit. , 112-115. 
5- Muntakbab-u1 -1ubab. p. 94 7. 
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From a perusal of the above details, it would appear 
that the Emperor tried to implement the theoretical control 
he exercised over the Amber Rala. Nevertheless, it is also 
essential to study how such attempts were received not only 
by the concerned Rejja but an influential part of the 
nobility as well, the latter being perused in a subsequent 
chapter. The need it seems was being felt for accommodation 
and expediency on the part of the Emperor where such 
important noble as the Ra.ja of Amber was concerned. 
Also, in the perspective of the fluid condition of 
Imperial court, support of Amber Raja could not be con-
veniently dispensed with. So far as the attitudes of the 
Amber Raja was concerned, he was well aware of the 
privileged position he enjoyed. He, too, it is notable, 
inspite of his status, wanted to adapt into the situation 
which was contrary to the intention of shaking the yoke of 
the Empire. 
I I 
The significance of cishKiish lies in the fact that, it 
was offered by a subordinate to a superior as a mark of 
submission. This was paid In cash or kind^ though cash 
1. See WR dtd 26 JajMd.1 II 1104/4 March 1692 
2. The peshkash offered in kind included the products 
manufactured from the Raja's karkinanas. See KflrJiillns 
papers, R.S.A. 
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offerings were also at times termed nazj: which was of a 
nominal nature and offered at 1) the accession of the Raja 
2) festive occasions at the court, birth anniversary, nau-
roz, accession of the Emperor, Idd etc. 3) whenever, a 
messenger or representative or the Raja presented himself at 
o 
the imperial courf^ 4) before or after gaining victory in 
some battle, the Raja had participated. Sometimes we get 
similarities in the nature of .naz,.r and peshkash." 
The amount of peshkash was determined by the imperial 
court, against a particular pargana assigned in a j.a£lJ£ and 
the amount of peshkash was not a matter of choice on the 
Raja's part. 
In extraordinary circumstances the P.e,§]:iK5i?.h due to the 
1. WR dtd Bais_a_kh Sudi 4, 1771/18 April 1714 
2. ^R dtd Chaitra Vadi 9, 1769/16 April 1712. also WR 
JPhalgun__S_i.fcri''"2",""17B'97l6 March 17 13. 
3. For the distinction between peshkash and Ni^ zr. See M. 
Athar Ali, 'T_he Mughal Nobility Under Aurangzeb', 
p. 1 44 . Also " see WR" d"td' Mr'tTii. r^ u^ fi" '6",'' "1T6"8y2 "Mov . 
1711 wherein ^it is stated that Shah 0(.idratu 11 ah 
informed (diwan) Bhandari that one lakh rupees each 
should be sent from both the Rajas (Jai Singh and Ajit 
Singh) as ngiz..r. out of which sixty thousand rupees 
each will be accepted as the ee^ shjsay.h of the Emperor 
and remaining forty thousand rupees as D.azr to Prince 
( Saheb-i 'Alam) . 
4. Farman dtd. 
04 
Raja against a particular earaana was remitted as in the 
case of aarjiana Mauzabad in 1717. " Mention may be made to a 
1ikhtanq which states, if famine occurs and a remission is 
made by the Emperor, a proportionate reduction will be made 
(from the ijara amount)'. 
It would thus seem inferable that the Raja collected 
peshkash from the jani rdars (sub-assignees) as well as the 
ijaradars which was recorded for the convenience of the 
state and in turn submitted to the Imperial court. 
How the amount of £gs_hka.sh was determined by the 
imperial court is not clear from our evidence? It had some 
relationship with the resources at the disposal of the Raja. 
Despite the fact that j^ rna''f i gures were extant to the 
Mughals, they did not fix a regular percentage of CtShfeash. 
The reason probably lies in the fluctuating resources of the 
chief. 
Taking our internal evidence, as the index to 
determine the relationship between IflJDa'and ha§i.l referred 
to in our documents as ian and fiQSJJ. it can be deduceti that 
the hasi1 in proportion to tan did not exceed to one fourth. 
1. Ibid 
Likhtann dtd Kartik gudi 3, V.S. 17 89, by Sardul Singh 
Shekhawat. 
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It is, therefore, probably apparent that tan also includes 
the amount of peshkash. 
Peshkash was offered for the grant of ffliiMsJli. 
sXibedari etc. It is interesting to find that the, peshkash 
of these varied from region to region. Thus a waki l.'g report 
reads 'I have conveyed your demands to Amirul Umara. He has 
demanded money. Write to me the demand, you wish to 
present... If the mansab of 7000/7000 is conferred then only 
we can pay whatever he wishes, whereas for the fau.idari of 
Mathura send any amount you wish. Though the assignment of 
parqanas Tonk, Deoti Sanchari, Malpura or Khohri would he 
preferrable. You therefore kindly keep these points in view 
and reply'. 
The nature of information contained in HI.b9QLt,t3 
reveals that the amount of muqarara jama' and halgej'l are 
divided in a number of cesses and perquisites which includes 
peshkash too. We also find references to P§.§h_kgi§.h being 
collected from the sub-assignees and sub-leasees of the 
Raja. The awari,1a documents shed light on the amount of 
1. WR dtd Jyestha Vadi 1 VS. 1768/18 May, 1711; Also see 
WR dtd Baisakh Vadi 13, 1768/21 April, 1711. 
2. See Arii..sji.t.t.as for the list of pe§_hk.9jj|i payees which 
includes Patwari, PateJ etc. 
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peshkash fixed against a person belonging to the given clan 
alongwith the proportion of peshkash submitted. The 
proportion of the amount of pgshkash which remained with the 
Raja and the Emperor, however, can only be conjectured upon. 
A few illustration would be relevant to show that the 
demand of peshkash was invariably made directly or 
indirectly at the time of assignment of .1 ai"n i r. It would not 
be an exaggeration to say that the value of peghKaah was a 
strong determining factor for the desired assignment. 
We come across a reference of 1704, wherein the 
Maharaja informs the Shahzada that he would pay Rs.20,000 to 
him as peshkash on receipt of sanad for the grant of 
nakkarah and the parnanas of Dausa, Chatsu and Mauzabad in 
•lani r. ^  We then substantiate this information with yiakjj. 
report of 1714, where the previous .1 ama' of parnanae Dausa 
and Chatsu is mentioned as 61,57,000 and 68,43,000 dams 
respectively. Converting these into rupees we get the 
amount of Rs.32,50,000. To this, we shall add the lama 
figure of PArggon Mauzabad available to us from another 
1- Awarija Mutaliba pe^rnan^ Bahatri . 
2. Miscel laneous p^raana papers d td 1116/1704 
3. WR d t d Ma^QtLVadl 7, V _^§.^  17 70/23 Jan 1779 
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w.ai<H report of 1695, which amounts to Rs. 1,60,000 J From 
the above total, if we take out the percentage of peshkagh, 
we arrive at 4%. 
Another example of Udai Singh Shekhawat who has to 
pay a sum of Rs. 50,000 as BS§M.as.b. in 1712, if a m.ari§9j2 of 
1500/1000 and p_arganas of Khandela and Rewasa are granted in 
jioir- Similarly, we have on other illustration from a 
larftmn regarding the grant of Bundi and 5000 maJlfiftl^  (with 
5000/2500) on the condition of paying P.ij6.hKa§h of 
Rs.5,00,000 to Budh Singh. It is also mentioned that one 
lakh is to be paid in cash and the rest in instalments but 
the absence of extant of jama^ figures of the above parganas 
hinders us to calculate the percentage of jpeshKash in the 
above instances. 
The fact, that the Emperor had the knowledge of the 
collection of peshkash and other cesses and it had not only 
imperial sanction, but also accountable to the Imperial 
court is illustrated by the following document "since the 
Maharaja has been appointed §.ufegd.ar of Malwa by the Emperor, 
1. WR dtd 19 Rsfflzan 1106/3 May, 1695. 
2. WR dtd Chaitra Sudi 11, 1769/6 April 1712. 
3. Fgirmin Persian Emperor Jahnn Shah to Dal el Singh s/o 
of Salim Singh Hada undtd, Kapat dwara. op.cit. 
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It has been settled ... peshkash and other revenue realised 
from the suba shall be divided between diwan (of Raja 
Ayamal ) and the Maharaja as one share will go to the iiv/an 
and two to the Maharaja. The income from the villaeies taken 
on lease shall also be divided accordingly.... If the 
Deccani g do not settle peace with the Emperor the 
expenditure on encounter with them shall be met from the 
joint income and the rest shall be divided in the above 
ratio". 
The payment of pe^hkash in advance was much 1n vogue 
and that too in lump sum. The annual payment of D9et]ka.§.h 
could pose certain problems in the event of frequency in 
transfer of j_aai.r§ . 
On the pattern of Mugihals the Raja fixed lump sum 
amount at the time of appointing patfels, patw|>xJ§, amln and 
'amil- But the amount of p.fshka.§h in such caee was 
irrespective of the jama'figures, entirely depended upon the 
wishes of the Raja. 
Naqal Kagad hindawi Raja Ayamal under orders to Sawai 
Jai Singh to Nagaroj Dhoubhai Asoj Vadj 13, 1709/6 
Sept 17 32, Kapat dwara, op.c i t. 
CHAPTER-6 
RELATIONS WITH THE NOBLES OF THE IMPERIAL COURT 
The parties and politics operating at the Mughal court 
and the role of different sections of the nobility in our 
period has been exhaustively gauged. The present chapter, 
therefore, restricts to shed light only on the development 
of Jai Singh Sawai's attitude towards the nobles and 
benefits reaped thereof. The study characterises the 
relations towards premier nobles; nobles belonging to 
adjoining ares of Jai Singh's wa.tan and the other major 
Rajputs Rajas. 
It is the setback which followed the participation of Jai 
Singh after the battle of Jajau which manifested itself in 
the resumption of Amber to iLilElLS^  and the importance given 
to Vijay Singh in the context that made Jai Singh aware of the 
grave difficulties he could face with the uncertain support 
of the Emperor in the given fluid situation prevalent at the 
court. In the circumstances Jai Singh's relations with the 
premier nobles came to occupy crucial importance. 
See Satish Chandra, PAr.tie§ ..and._£gVL^ ^ op.cit. 
Muzaffar A lam, The Crisis of Ernp i rg. i n MughM. NQCth 
India. Awadh and the Punjab 1707-1748. Delhi, 1986. 
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In the above backdrop, it is deemed essential to 
delineate the relations of Jai Singh with th« premier 
nobles. 
It goes to the credit of Zulfiqar Khan to have adopted 
a conciliatory attitude towards the Rajputs. The fact that 
in such a policy, he was directed more by compulsion of 
circumstances to recognize the importance of Rajputs and 
mobilize them to serve in the hour of need is inexplicable. 
Given the situation Jai Singh welcomed the overtures. 
This policy of Zulfiqar Khan manifested itself in the 
abolition of .lazi ya and the concession given in the form of 
enhancement of mja.QS.at? and conferment of til,l« to the 
Maharaja. Though the confirmation of both these promises 
could be fulfilled after the death of Zulfiqar Khnn, the 
fact remains, that he took up the Rajput cause. WQki1 
reports are replete with the interest shown by Raja Sabha 
Chand, the dlyyan of Zulfiqar in the affairs of Amber. 
The Sayyids continued to endorse the trend Zulfiqar 
Khan had set by conf i rmat ioti to abolition of ja^iya. 
Moreover, the enhancement of manual?, and title wert? affirmed 
1. WR dtd Jyestha Vadi 1, V.S.I 7 68/18 May 1711; WR dtd 
Sawan Vadi 2, 1768/5 Aug 17 11 etc. 
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by them. This was the extent to which the attitude of the 
Sayyids stretched. 
So far as their relations with Jai Singh were 
concerned the cleave occurred due mainly to the it\tervention 
of the Sayyids in the Kotah-Bundi affairs in which Jai Singh 
had sided Budh Singh his brother in law against Bhim Singh 
of K.otah. The Sayyids delayed the restoration of the w.9.t_§Ln 
of Bundi to Budh Singh which antagonized Jai Singh. 
The tacit support of the Sayyids to the jatB whetted 
further annoyance of Jai Singh. The territories of jats and 
Kachhwahas brushed each other and therefore endangered their 
territories. The Sayyids tried to appease Jai Singh by 
bringing Ajit Singh into picture. Jai Singh had open options 
to accept invitations of Sayyid's opponents but he sided 
none. 
I I 
Jai Singh Sawai as we have already observed had exten-
sive .jaqTrs and manipulated large chunks of Liara apart 
from the watAD area. His conscious effort to chalk out a 
1. See infra Chap. II 
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concrete principality is also not oblivious to us. With the 
increase in mansat) and extension in his assignments, his 
power and prestige increased constantly. 
Interestingly enough, the Raja was not satisfied with 
the power and prestige he already wielded, instead, he used 
it as an asset to assert his strength over the neighbouring 
lanlrdars and ijaradarg partly for the reason that he did 
not have any other strong jaiilrda.r close to his WAtSIl-
Thus as early as 1694, we come across complaints 
regarding the looting of grain worth Rs. 2000 by Jai Singh's 
several from the IfiiiLcS of the prince in pargana Anupana-
gar. Similarly in 1696, the QyiQaaJitfl of Maharaja collected 
mahgul from the jlajr of Muhammad Taqi Khan who waa assigned 
1,20,000 d_ams in pargana Chatsu. Such complalntB became 
more numerous in the time of Sawai Jai Singh the flumasMa 
of Ilkhas Khan the ilwanrl ._ta.Q complained against 
Maharaja's my.tas_ajd_dl§, who collected revenue fro(n the 
have 1 1 Ajmer.^ Muhammad, who held jaiii.r. at Mau/abad 
amounting to one lakh and many thousand d.MH for a 
1. W.R 2 3 Rab_i. II, 1105/22 Dec. )694. 
2. '^ d.asJrt of Bhawani Das to the MaharaJa 17 53/1696 
3. WR Asarh___Vadi 5, 1769/12 July 1712. 
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duration of one year was similarly treated by Maharaja's 
officials J In 1714, 11,000 dams from Afzal Khan's J.ag.3r in 
paraiLOa Dipalpur were appropriated by Maharaja's officials. 
In the same pargana from the .lagTr of Hakim u1 Mulk, 
Maharaja's official forcibly collected 7000 doniJJ - In 
pargana Taal, he appropriated half the revenue assigned to 
the grandson of Amirul Umara Zulfiqar Khan as also 2800 dam.s 
from the same pargana which was assigned to Jani Khan's 
son, the KhaagajTia of Jahan Shah were collected by Maharaja's 
officials. 
It would be worthwhile pondering over as to what was 
the reason of this aggressive attitude. For a specific 
period as 1707-11, one may take this as a reaction to the 
confiscation of watan. It may, however, be borne In mind 
that this attitude continued till the time he established 
his principality of Jaipur state and his position among the 
fellow Rajput rjj^s. This was the process which gained 
momentum in the later years of Jai Singh Sawni. it is. 
1 - Ltid. 
2. WR Asarh Sudi 15, 1771/27 June 1714 
3 - I_b i_d . 
4. Ibid -
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therefore, needful to examine, where this policy of Sawai 
Jai Singh was aiming at. 
In an earlier chapter, we have noticed how iftffl.lnsiar.i 
areas were converted into watan jafli rs How zarpindarl was 
acquired when a jani r had already been held for a longer 
period How far for that matter, i.jara were sought in 
perpetuity So that the claim for jagi r might be stronger. 
In the present context the above mentioned facts are 
of much relevance in the sense that a closer scrutiny 
reveals that Muhammad Taqi was being harassed in P.9riLan_a 
Chatsu since the pargana was not only a zamindRri .miihal 
but was also in the JABJJT of the Raja and Kunwar and also 
shared by Taqi Khan. The maharaja was interested to hold it 
in entirety (dACzoJ^aS-t) as this parjg^na was only at a 
distance of 30 _Ko_s from Jaipur. Such examples can be 
multiplied. 
The jats proved the most formidable rival in the sense 
that their territories (zamindari/jagirdari) brushed each 
1- Ajn8.I.djtshts dtd. 1753/1696 also dtd Pftush V?\di, 
1768/1712 Dec. 1711; Asarh VadLl VS, 1769/16 June 1712 
and Slwan vadj 15, 1769/12 July 1712. 
2 . A r.z.d_asht 17 56/1699. 
3 . WR dtd Maah Vftd i. 7 , 1 7 7 0 / i' 3 Jan 1714. 
others. There was a time when, the Raja felt his j ag i r in 
parganai Deoti Saachari was endangered due to zamTpdari 
mahal of Churaman in B.a.La.9na KhohriJ Consequently, the Raja 
swept the zamindari rights in his favour leaving Churaman in 
a similar insecurity.^ The problem did not end here. The 
efforts were made to deprive the jats of many important 
parqanas like that of Kaman, Pahari, Khoh etc. Ja1 Singh 
Sawai's intentiofj^was to push back the jat claims from the 
areas encompassing the immediate vicinity of his sig.tjBii. The 
Raja took the added precaution not to sub-assign tracts of 
his own j an i r to the jats. 
Surprisingly enough, we gather from the testimony of 
the waki1 that complaints against the Maharaja were reaching 
to the Emperor. Also at the same time, we find the leading 
nobles being instrumental in recommending the assignment and 
leases for Jai Singh Sawai. The Emperor is found complying 
1. WR dtd. A§§irh_ Va5!i 7, 17 71/4 July 17 14; A6&J V^ iJi 4 
1769/6 Oct 17 12. 
2. Aiibbarat dtd. 28 h^av^ i/al 1127/16 Oct 1/15; 16 Zl'alU^ d 
1127/2 Nov 17 15; 16 Bab..C.I.I 1128/16 March 1717. 
3. For details see my article on 'Agrarian Condition of 
Pargana Kaman ' 1 768- 17 7 5, P_, LJi^ CL^  , Goa , 1987. 
4. Arzdasht dtd 17 84/1727. 
5. WR dtd. 11 Shawa'al 1105/5 June 1694; WR dtd 23 Rsbi'jl 
1105/22 Dec 1694 etc. 
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to such recommendations.^ His attitude impressing more trust 
upon Jai Singh Sawai in comparison to the other smaller 
laairdars and zami nd.acs. 
I X I 
The above study wherein we persued the appreciation of 
Jai Singh by the nobility as a tangible tool in the scheme 
of events unleashed at the Imperial Court as also the 
aggressive attitude of Jai Singh towards the nobles in the 
immediate vicinity of Amber leads one to speculate the 
reason as to why he was deemed so important. True, that he 
was an important noble belonging to the highest rank of 
nobility, but so was Ajit Singh. A close analysis of the 
relations with the major Rajput./might be self illuminating. 
The period which followed the death of Aurangzeb was 
crucial for Rajputana due mainly to the resumption of w§j;.an 
J.aiiir_§ of Jai Singh and A j i t Singh. The vital rol»> that 
Rana played in the negotiations and conciliations is 
notorious enough. 
1. WR dtd 11 Sfmmil IIO6/25 May 1695; dtd PhQlfjun V^di 
7, 1761/7 March 1705; WR dtd. Sflw^ n Vai^ l 2, 17 68/5 Aug 
1711; WR dtd. KirJtik .Sydi 1. V.S. 1768/28 Oct 1711. 
2. For details see sujjrQ . 
3. Se^ arzdasht of Ghaziuddin Khan's munah i to Jai Singh 
Aspj___Va.dj 13, V.S. 1764/1:? SeptT 1 To 7 ; V 1 r V i nodi 
p.781-784. 
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Though the proposal that the F^ ana be made the Emperor 
of Hindustan after ejecting the Mughals is recorded , it 
would suffice our purpose tc presume that a platform had 
been founded which had woven the Rajput interest in quite an 
exceptional manner."^ A clear manifestation of this was the 
adamance for complete restoration of their j^ alris and 
3 
posting in adjacent provinces. 
The circumstances whereupon the Rana receded into 
oblivion and Ajit Singh was murdered brought Jai Singh 
inevitably to the fore providing thereby to th« Imperial 
Court a representative of the Rajputs. 
The process, it is noteworthy was by no means devoid 
of complexity, since Jai Singh had earned this through 
mediating and maintaining tremendous rapport with the other 
Rajputs and benefitting from the dissensions that haiJ 
cropped up within the Rajputs. 
2. Letter of Maharana Amar Singh to Jai Singh Payjh Vadi 
3, 1766/8 Dec. 1709. 
3. Tazk.i rah-i-Mubaraki p. 59 also WR. dtd. Saw an VaCli '''. 
176875 Aug. 1711; WR dtd. Kartlk_Si-i^ Lt 1, 1768728 Oct 
1711. 
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Jai Singh's relations with Marwar were fairly cordial. 
The reflection of the deep understanding is reflected not 
only in the united stand they took to recover their w.al;;.§in 
but also in the reservation to entertain the invitations 
extended bv the nobles to attend on the Emperor 1 
The breach of understanding occurred when Ajit Singh 
decided to support Sayyids contrary to Jai Singh's 
resistance. A direct confrontation was provided by Jai 
Singh's attempt to support Neku Syar's claim to the throne 
in league with Rana Sangram Singh and Chabela Ram. The 
WR reporoting that Khan-i K.hanan has been informed 
about the arrival of Maharaja and Ajit Singh. Requests 
to leave Ajit Singh if he delays because the Tatter's 
ancestors had acted always in a similar manner unlike 
Maharaja's ancestors who were always in the Emperor's 
service dtd Phalgun Sudi 12. Mon V.S. 1767/2 March 
1710; also W.R. "Ajit Singh is safe since ha is away 
while you are only 80 i<.os_ away from Jahanabad. You are 
staking your watan without reason. Nawab Amirul Umara 
says that "Raja Ram Singh and Nawab Aaafuddaula had 
become brothers by exchanging turbans and I (Amirul 
Umara) and Kunwar Kishan Singh had also become broth-
ers. You have been granted mansab and title keeping 
the above in view. You are considered the grandson 
even then you do not stop non cooperative activities. 
You should fulfil your ancestor's wish" dtd SawAD Vgdi 
2 V_,_S,, 1768/5 Aug 1711. '~~ 
Balmukund Nama (a collection of letters and orders 
written on behalf of Sayyid Abdullah KHan by Munshi 
Balmukund) tr Satish Chandra as Letters of g Kijig 
maker of the LQttl_Cgirti.ir.y JDe 1 [ri, 19 7 2. Adden[mi r\o i.' 
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Sayyids foiled tactfully the above planJ Jai Singh 
maintained consistent unoffensive contacts with Ajit Singh 
after the deposition of Sayyids. 
Following the death of Ajit Singh he had diplomatic 
relations with Abhai Singh and Bakht Singh, sons of Ajit 
Singh. However there occurred a clash between Jai Singh and 
Bakht Singh due to Jai Singh's involvement in Jodhpur, the 
former became victorious easing the situation more in the 
interest of Jai Singh. 
Jai Singh's relations with Bundi were slightly in 
variance to that of Marwar since Budh Singh had taken the 
3 
side of Bahadur Shah. He was therefore fortunate enough to 
relish the royal favours. Irrespective of the above 
differences in their policy they had considerable of good 
diplomatic as well as family rel at ionshif), Budh Singh beitig 
the brother in law of Jai Singh." 
1 - Ibid No.24, p.90. 
2. Vir Vinod. p. 848. 
3. Iradat Khan, Tazkira tr. Vol. II, pt. 4, pp. 31-36 
4. For details, see Parties and EQ„Iitj.cgf pp. 122-123. 
5. Vir Vinod Vol. I, pp. 114-116. 
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It was at the setback which was provided by the 
confiscat Ton of the w^tsm Bundi that Budh Singh was placed 
in an unfavourable disposition of the Imperial Court. On the 
testimony of yiakiJ. reports we learn that Jai Singh was 
extremely instrumental in the restoration of Bundi. Not 
only at this time but later too Jai Singh recovered Bundi 
for Budh Singh. The relations, however, in tl)e meantime 
became strained between the two Rajas everaince the clash 
occurred between Budh Singh and his wife over succession of 
2 
their son. 
The relations were regenerated when Dalel Singh 
another son of Budh Singh was married to Jai Singh's 
daughter and Budh Singh died. Jai Singh requested Kionours 
from the Imperial court at the birth of hiB grandson from 
the above wedlock. Dalel SingKi continued to pay Htrong 
allegiance to Jai Singh. 
Readable from our framework seems the fact tfiat Jai 
Singh was not only able to secure benefits from the 
individual nobles but also made an important usage of 
1. WR dtd Bajs^kh Sudi . I, y..,_§., 1772/4 May 1715. 
2- Yaddasht Mangsir Vadi 10 y_^_S^.. 1789/1 Nov 1732. 
3. Letter of Dalel Singh to Jai Singh dtd BliasiYa y_edi 5 
y^ S.,. 1799/10 aug 1742. " ' 
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prevailing condition in his favour. So much so that while 
premier nobles could not ignore him he whetted his statua by 
other 
involving in the succession and/problems of the FJajput 
states. All this in turn cushioned his contacts wit,h the 
Emperor. 
CHAPTER-7 
MAINTENANCE OF ARMY FOR MUGHAL SERVICE 
The maintenance of army for imperial service was an 
important pre requisite, every mansabdar had to render. The 
contingent to be maintained as per practice was indicated by 
the sawar rank. Accordingly, the payment obtained against 
the sawir rank was also mentioned. As has been discussed 
earlier the scale of mansab recorded the .iama^  of parganas 
from which the salary (in lieu of mansab) had to be 
maintained from the mentioned parganas. 
The Amber Rajas are known to have held high rank from 
the time of Bharamal who had the mansab of 5000/ 5000 
Mansingh 5000/5000 and later 7000/7000 Mirza Raja Jai Singh 
5000/5000 out of which 5000 was duaspa sihaspa Bishan Singh 
2000/2000 and Jai Singh Sawai 7000/7000. 
It would thus be evident that the strength of the 
sawars the Raja maintained was considerable. 
To check evasion from maintenance all jagi rdars had to 
present their contingent for branding after every six 
1. Yaddasht. 1 Rabi' I 1048/13 July 1639 5000 (Nafar) 
including Khasa sanctioned monthly pay 52,00,000 dams 
deducting (zat pay) Khasa 5000 = Rs.30,000 (x 40) 
i.e. 12,000,00 dams. 
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months. A perusal of sjyah tasjha reveals that name, 
father's name were entered along with salary 'dol (Trten)' 
absent dol if any, horses, absent horses if any, quality, 
colour of horses apart from the date and place of branding. 
In one such extant si yah except for two men all others were 
present at the time of branding. It is also interesting to 
find a large variety of horses such as Turki Kumet, Turki 
Neela bau.i, Tazi Kumet, Tazi Surang, Tazi Neela Kubud. Tazi 
bau.i maqsi . Tazi Surakh, Yabu Neela Kubud. Yabu Suran etc. 
An important series of chehra documents dating from 1781 
to 1831 reveal how descriptive rolls were maintained in our 
region. These documents provide the details of the genealogy 
domicile, complexion, description of forehead, eyebrow, 
eyes, nose, ears, age etc. The documents pertaining to nandi 
troopers detail the quality, colour, marks etc. of the horse 
too. (See Appendix). 
1. Waqai'" A.imer p. 639. 
2. Si yah TasTha. Lahore, 1676 
3. Chehra docs, 1781-1831, R.S.A, 
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Amber was fortunate enough to earn notoriety for 
maintaining the requisite quota of troops J We thus find 
Bishan Singh being informed that the Emperor is pleased to 
see the muster roll of his army and has conferred earrings 
on him. 
How was this quota formed? The percentage of the 
various martial clans in the army of the ra.ia and their 
effective control over clan based army requires a detailed 
di scussion. 
Despite the heterogeneous composition of the Naruka 
clans in our sample parganas. it is also notable that some 
clans had insignificant strength. It would thus appear 
that though a large number of clannish people were recruit-
ed, the thrust of confidence was enjoyed by the privileged 
•^pru^ -? c^pv\ as 
Rajp.v-t pnd / would appear from the numerical strength. 
The fact remains that Rajawats and Narukas even though had 
higher salary (as per subassigned area) better horse (Turki) 
1. Nusliba-i-Di Ikusha. p.140-141a, also Arzdasht dated 
Aso.i Sudi 15, 1768/29 Sept. 1696 addressed to Bishan 
Singh informing that the Emperor is pleased to see the 
muster roll of his army and has conferred ear rings on 
him. 
2. See Arzdasht dtd. Aso.i Sudi 15, 1768/29 Sept 1696. 
3. Siyah Tasiba. 1676. 
4. Among these castes were brahmans, banya, Gahlot, Mina, 
Sodha, Jadam, Chandel and Kayasth. 
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and were also entrusted with the responsibly of .j&miatdar. 
such favours were also bestowed by the rulers to Sheikhawat, 
Qaur, Pathans of Peshawar as also Solankhis. 
So far as the mode of remuneration was concerned it 
varied considerably. The more enormous amount were paid 
through subassignments of areas within the .iani r of the 
_ 9 3 
Ra.ia. However small amounts were paid in cash. 
The subassignees were the local magnates including 
bhomias belonging to varied martial clans. 
From the arhsattas. it is borne out that the .iama 
while being sub assigned came to be known as tan for the 
purpose of sub assignment. The tan of each village was 
calculated on the basis of the area of a pargana keeping 
aside the uncultivable waste and punva udik. in^ am etc. The 
entire tan of a village or a portion of it would be assigned 
to a sub assignee. Simultaneously, there could be more than 
one assignee sharing the tan depending upon terms and 
conditions of their service and the amount to be paid to 
them against their service. The assignee could also be 
1 . See Siy"ah Tasiba. 
2. For details see awariJa_ nwitaliba. 1676 
3. Arhsatta i ami at iiijarch." pargana Akbarabad 1735 A.D. 
also Chehra Nagdi V.S. 1788/1731. 
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assigned tan in more than one village. 
It appears that like Mu£hal .iaafrs the above 
subassignment were also on a temporary and short term basis, 
though one finds that in most cases they were renewed from 
2 year to year. 
The subassignments were calculated on an annual basis. 
Then the tenure of a .lagTrdar was reduced to the months he 
had to serve, viz. ten months, (dah maha) eight months (ath 
maha) or six months (cha maha) this was then divided by 
twelve (months) the monthly payment thus achieved was 
multiplied by the numbers of months for which the assignment 
was made.^ It is interesting to note that in oargana Chatsu 
all Rajput and non Rajput clans are assigned twelve monthly 
jagi rs except for Brahmanas, Kayasthas and Mahajan who were 
assigned jagi rs only for eight months. In oargana Malarna 
surprisingly all the sub assignees are on eight monthly 
1. Arhsatta Pargana Chatsu 1730 Annual Salary of Ram 
Chand RSjawat - Rs.3000. 
Mauza Kirtipur Barsipur Anandpura 
550 666.8.03 783.09.00 
2. Chithi oarar miti mangsir 5, V.S. 1801/30 Nov 1744. 
3. Arhsatta Pargana Chatsu 1730, etc. op.cit. 
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assignment J The reason seems hard to ascribe, for pargana 
Chatsu we can argue that the abovementioned caste were being 
treated inferior though same obligations were being extorted 
as from twelve monthly subassignees. However it is for 
pargana Malarna that the problem becomes unconvincing. 
Some of these subassingnees were .iamiatdars who had 
under them several unit of sawars. barnandaz etc. Thus 
Bhairav Das received Rs. 10,000 for 18 horse and 18 sawars.^ 
On an average the monthly rate per unit of sgtwar rank 
gleaned from our documents"^ appears to be of much relevance 
4 5 
when compared to those of 1595 and 1570. 
RATE PER UNIT OF SAWAR 
1595 1675 1750 
Rs. 20/- Rs. 46/- Rs.48/-
The amount varied according to the quality of horse. 
1. Ibid also Arhsatta Pargana Malarna 1730. 
2. Siyah Tasiha. 1675 op.cit. 
3. Ibid. 
4. Ain. p.175-177 also Shireen Moosvi The Economy of the 
Mughal Empire. 1595: p.216. 
5. Teri.i tabinan .JagTrdar V.S, 1807, 1750 Cf. S.P. Gupta 
Agrarian System, op.cit., p.222. 
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Turki 
Yabu 
Tazi 
Jangia 
PAY 
1595 
20 
18 
15 
12 
OF YAK ASPA (in Rs. ) 
1675 
46^ 
— 
44 
— 
So far as the break up of per unit of sawar rank is 
concerned Shireen Moosvi has worked it out for Mughal India 
basing on information contained in ^ fp.. For our region such 
details are lacking S.P. Gupta has, however, attempted to 
calculate the average payment per horse by dividing the 
total annual salary of tabinan by the total number of horses 
and then by converting the amount into monthly payment he 
arrives at a figure of Rs. 47.83/-. In doing so he has 
completely ignored firstly, the fact that some of these 
tabinan were duaspa or sih aspa. Secondly, the average 
1. Sujah tasiha. op.cit. for variance see Inayat Ali 
Zaidi : Rozinadrt troopers under Sawai Jai Singh of 
Jaipur (A.D. 1700-1743) wherein he lists Rs.24 and 
Rs.15 for Turki and Yabu respectively also see my 
note on the above article and response by Inayat 
Ali Zaidi in IHR. XIV, Nos 1-2, (July 1987 and 
January 1988), pp.411-412. 
2. The Economy of Mughal Empire, p.216. 
3. Agrarian System, p.222. 
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payment per horse cannot be worked out by dividing the total 
number of horse with the salary in isolation with the number 
of sawars. From his list of Tabinan when we take only yak 
aspa sawars. we get the average annual payment per unit of 
sawar. converting it into monthly payment we get 48.8. 
From this amount when we subtract the average payment per 
horse calculated by S.P. Gupta, we leave only Rs.1.8 for the 
personal salary of the sawar which appears unreasonable. 
What is worth considering in this respect is the 
actual expenditure incurred on the maintenance of a Turki 
horse in 1735 at pargana Akbarbad available to us in 
arhsatta. Turki Kumet is paid « Rs.23 (per month). 
TURKI (KUMET) RS.23 (PER MONTH) 
Nagad Rs.12/= 
Charai (of grain) Rs. 3.70 
Charbadar 
PuKl;:)tani 
Nalbandi 
Zeen (harness) 
Misc (Rassa) 
Rs. 3.70 
Rs. 1.27 
Rs. 0.23 
Rs. 2.89 
Jin§i 
Moth 
Ghee 
Rs. 11 
Rs. 6.10 
Rs. 4.90 
Arhsatta Jamiat Kharch. op.cit. 
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Jurhera 
Dhano and 
Masai a (spices) Rs. 0.21 
considering the pay of yak aspa (Turki) in 1675 which was 
Rs.46^ if we subtract Rs.23 fixed for the maintenance of 
horse. Then it appears that there is 1:1 ratio between 
personal salary of saw"ar and the maintenance cost of horse. 
— 2 
This may also be substantiated by a Waki1 report 
wherein it is stated that forty lakh dams were deduced 
from the salary due to the transfer of 500 sgiwars. The 
amount thus assigned per head comes to 8000 per annum. The 
increase in the amount may be justified perhaps by the 
salary allowed to jamiatdars or subassignees. 
The maintenance cost of the rest of the qualities of 
horses is not provided in our set of documents. 
* 
Fortunately, enough, we have the personal salary of 
sawars maintaining Tazi, Yabu and Jangla horses for the year 
1731, which are Rs. 22. Rs. 15 and Rs. 12 respectively. If 
1 . Ibid 
2. WR dtd 14 Ramzan 1103/31 May 1692 
Ill 
we subtract personal pay of Tazi sawar (i.e. Rs. 22) from 
the pay of yak (Tazil) aspa (i.e. Rs. 44) we get again 1: 1 
ratio. 
The payment made to a bargandaz in 1595 ranged from 
Rs.2 3/4 to Rs.6 1/4.^ In 1731, the payment was almost 
similar i.e. Rs.3 to 6. 
Banduachi (Matchlock bearers) of common category are 
divided into five classes like the bargandazes the payment 
of these too ranged between Rs. 6 1/4 and Rs. 2 3/4.* In 
1667 and 1668 the variance in the salary of bandunchi ranged 
from Rs.1.8 to Rs.5. We also come across instances of en-
hancement in the number of bandug as well as the salary of 
— 5 
bandugchi. 
The salary of harkargs(mace-bearers) for the year 1681 
remains surprisingly static at Rs.3/-. And the mulazims 
1. Ain I, p.40, 
2. Chehra Nagdi. 1731, R.S.A. 
3- Ain. I, p.6. 
4. A±n, I, p.6. 
5. Yaddasht Fehrist Mina 1667, 1668, R.S.A., Bikaner 
6. Ibid 1681, 1781. 
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received Rs. 1.12 to 2.04 per month. 
The artillery was another important department of the 
army it can be divided into heavy and light artillery. In 
the 17th century the cumbersome application of heavy 
artillery began to be felt. It is therefore 
Interesting that the nature of our information details 
light artillery pieces. What is more striking is the fact 
that the number of muskets is the largest when compared to 
other pieces of artillery though these were being 
wielded by infantry. 
The types of artillery pieces listed include i) nali 
i i) hathnali i i i) tobra (i v) Ghurhnali v) Shuturnali vi) 
zambiJr vi i 1 raheru vi i i ) dhamaka i x ) ramchanqi and x ) 
Banduq.'^ 
All of these categories have been grouped under light 
lery^, or styled topkhan^ .iinsi (m< 
which was attached to Emperor's person. 
artil moveable artillery), 
1. Ibid 1667-73 
2. Tau.jih jama kbarch topkhana. Kartik Vadi 1, V.S. 1783 
to Chaitra Vadi 11, 1783. 
3. Ibid 
4. Irvine, p.133. 
5. Travels in the Mogul Empire. A.D. 1656-1668, p.218. 
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NaT 1 as the term itself suggests was a gun barrel. 
Three categories of nali are known to us i) Small nali ii) 
Bachadar and iii) Bachkani (small) nakira (ineffective). 
Shuturnali was a gun fred from camel's back. It was a 
small field piece of the size of double musket. The 
maintenance cost incurred upon this ranged from 30 dams to 
10 dams showing the difference in the variety of these 
shuturnals. 
Ghurhnal similarly was fired from horses back. The 
maintenance cost of this was invariably 30 dan^s. 
Hathnali meant a gun barrel used from an elephant. 
This would appear synonymous to the Ga.inal referred to in 
Ain. One of these measured 15 ft maintenance cost again 
was 30 danis-
1 . Ibid, p.217. 
2. Jama'' Kbarcb Toptibana 
3. P l a t t s , p.33 a lso Igbalnama. p.49. 
4. Jama'Inarch topkbana 
5. I b i d 
6. Jama' Ina rch 
7 . I b i d 
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Tobra has been variously defined as nose bag or as a 
mantlet,^ From the kind of information that we have it is 
clear that the width of the tobra a ahni (Kerchief) is 9.11 
in almost all the cases while the weight of tTr 
(arrow/balls) is 3 seers. The amount incurred on these 3 
seers t^r varied from Rs.125.8 to 685.8 and Rs.484.12. This 
description reveals that the bag was used to keep arrows. 
Zambur was the short for zamburak (camel swivel). In our 
documents both the swivels measure two hath and forty six 
1iva and the weight of the too rez was 51181. The 
maintenance rates differed from 11 dams to 73. 
1- ^In, 36. 
2. Muntakhab Ut Tawarikh Bib. Ind. I, p.334 
3. Irvine, pp.142-4. 
4. Jama'Kharch. 
5. Ibid 
6. Wilson, 609. 
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Raheru was a light cart the division between Raheru 
asatqKati and Ainee is provided, it is however difficult to 
identify these divisions. 
- 2 
Dhamaka was a cannon earned on elephant. The 
maintenance rate varied from 35 to 9 dams. 
Ramchanm was a light field piece. Two varieties of 
these have been mentioned, duiarba and nakaTra (inefficient) 
the maintenance cost ranged from 30 to 10 dams. 
Bandjjq was a matchlock."^ Up to the JSth ceri^Ty it was 
looked with less favour than bow and arrow. It was left 
chiefly to the infantry who occupied a much inferior 
position to that of cavalry. Among the other varieties of 
bandup were included 1avchar and nakara. The rates vary from 
Rs.6.8 as to 60.8.^ 
From the number of these weapons it is «*vident that 
banduq was the most commonly used arm followed by Ramchangi 
and Zambur previous to this use of bow and arrows was more 
1 . Jama'^Kbarch 
2. Platts p.546 also Iqbaln"ama p.49 
3. Jauhar-i-Samsan^, fol.155a. 
4. Jama' Kharch op. ci t. 
5 . I_b id -
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in vogue the bandugs mostly were wielded by infantry the 
largest wing of the army. 
Apart from cannons and arms the carriages to draw it 
formed an important section of the army. The types referred 
to in our documents are i) Takht Chaubin nalika. This was an 
open palki used by a person of rank. Bah^l IbJjtra Ki 
Chaubin was a finely built carriage meant for bedding and 
beggage.^ Another type was dhadha chaubin the carriage 
- - 3 
which was thatch roofed. Garha chaubin was a gun carriage. 
The other department was the arms etc used by the 
animals. These included i) Pakhal anhori which was an iron 
armour for the defence of a horse and the ii) Pairha 9^hni 
5 — 
oonta _kj the iron track for camel and the .lot Q3hQ.LX the 
straps of a carriage. 
1. See Platts p.313, and p.448. 
2. Unjl, p. 30. 
3. Platts p.892. 
4. Pakhar means armour Ain I, 139 anhori is used for 
horses 
5. Pldtts 
6. Ibid 
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We also get the details of the objects used (Kalash 
Peetal. Katori. Dolak. Bamboo, Mashak. rope (of i) cotton 
and II) jute, howda etc) cloth (tukrhi. took, momjama 
cheent) and metaletc iron wire, wax, copper, seesa, cotton, 
sulphur, saltpetre etc). 
It is noteworthy that both horses etc. and artillery 
were provided by the state since the expenditure stated 
includes only the maintenance cost of these objects. 
Shyamal Das in a stray statement says that while returning 
from Deccan horses worth Rs.1,000 was taken to the watan for 
breeding purpose. 
It is needful it seems here to peruse the application 
and usage of the army contingent and the weaponry by the 
Raja for the Imperial Court. 
Jai Singh Sawai could easily muster above fifty 
thousand troopers as he did when he opposed the Sayyids in 
1719 or when he proceeded against Jodhpur in 1740. A 
notable success was achieved at Sambhar in Oct. 1708, when 
Saiyid Husain Khan was defeated with extensive use of 
matchlock. 
1 . V i r Vino<J. v o l . 1 1 , p .1289 . 
2. See Radshahnama. vol.1, p.76 
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As would appear from the preceding discussion 
allusions are to the fact that decline in the maintenance of 
army for Imperial service did not take place, despite the 
fact one way presume this to be the case at the disintegrat-
ion of the Mughal Empire. In fact we find an increasing 
vigour in maintenance and the involvement of Amber Raja at 
the Imperial court. The result being the effective usage of 
the Amber army at the Imperial Court. 
The interest of Sawai Jai Singh was not to shake the 
yoke of the centre instead to gain his interest within the 
shadow of the Mu^al court. As early as Aurangzeb's period 
Bhimsen says that jagirdars except for Durgadas, Jai Singh 
and Ajit Singh did not maintain the requisite contingent. 
The result is that the jagi rdars were unable to maintain 
army as effectively as Jai Singh. 
Jai Singh Sawai was aware that such a contingent would 
not be able to check Maratha disturbances. The answer 
appears perhaps in the nature of the army maintenance while 
Marathas were known for Swift mobility with muskets on 
cavalry our Raja's army as we have seen had more infantry 
than cavalry. The infantry was moreover equipped with 
muskets. Therefore inspite of larger strength of Raja's army 
small Maratha contingent could wipe the Rajputs in the 
battle. 
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After Sawai Jai Singh, internal dissensions crept into 
the army too which divided the Rajput chieftains to acquire 
more influence at the cost of Jaipur State. 
CHAPTER-8 
IMPERIAL KARKtJANAS AT AMBER 
Karkhanas had been known in India much earlier to that 
of the Mughal times. It came into prominence in the time of 
Firoz Tughluq. The 36 karkhanas mentioned by Afif produced 
such articles as met the requirement of the state. Mughal 
— - 2 
Emperor had royal k^rkbanas at the Capital as well as the 
provinces. The latter being maintained by nobles. We thus 
find references to such workshops existing in Ahmadabad, 
Gujarat, Agra, Banaras, Amber etc. 
KarkJjanas served the purpose of manufactory, storehouse 
and repair workshops. The number of these karJihanas varied 
according to rising necessities. 
Afif: Tarikh-i Firuz Shahi. pp.334, 337-339. 
Bernier describes the Royal karkJpanas as follows 
"Large halls are seen in many places, called Karkanays 
or workshops for the artisans. In one hall ambroiders 
are busily employed, superintended by a master. In 
another you see the goldsmiths; in a third, painters; 
in a fourth, barnishes in lacquer-work, in a fifth, 
joiners, turners, and shoe maker; in a sixth, 
manufacturers of silk, brocade, and those fine mus-
lins... The artisans repair every morning to their 
respective kar-kanays, where they remained employed 
the whole day and in the evening return to their 
homes. In this quiet and regular manner their time 
glides away... Bernier, Travels in the Mughal Empire, 
pp.258-9. 
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Moreland states that the karkhahas were maintained by 
the Emperor alone is not correct. Athar Ali contends that 
detailed information about the karkbanas maintained by the 
nobles is not available. However for the ruler of Amber we 
have information that he maintained 36 harkhahas. the 
detailed account is available to us for the period of Sawai 
Jai Singh. 
The Mughal nobles were interested in the trade of 
luxury goods and sometimes the Emperor himself purchased 
jewels through these nobles. At Amber, the Raja appeared 
to promote a variety of articles which could meet the 
requirement at Imperial Court as well as local. Therefore 
we see the manufacturing of robes, utensils, arms and 
furniture etc. at Amber. 
The present study involves an examination of the 
information sifted from karkhanaz^t papers. The raw 
material used, the officials employed, the clans and persons 
involved, the item manufactured and their utility are 
Moreland, India at the Death of Akbar. p.186; Bernier 
(p.258n) describes that "in the palace of the Maharaja 
of Banares, at Ram Nagar, may still be seen excellent 
examples of such palace workshops, which have served 
not a little to maintain a high standard of workman-
ship, or many of the specialities of the district". 
Athar Ali: Mughal Nobility under Aurangzeb. p,157. 
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attempted to be focussed. We, have made an analysis of 
select karkhanas leaving others due to the source material 
being scattered. 
The most important karkhana are those related to the army 
of Sawai Jai Singh which may be classified into the 
following categories (1) animal stables, 2) manufactory of 
harness, saddles and briddles 3) manufactory of arms and 
artillery and 4) the storehouse and manufactory of carriages 
and palanguins. 
The administration of karkhanas was in- the hands of 
darogha who was the superintendent, the next in command was 
the tehvi Idar. tehvi Idar of a particular karkiianft could be 
transferred to other kafrkhaha. The tehvTldar of different 
karkhanas worked in full coordination with one another as 
would appear from a perusal of the ka^rkbana papers. The 
mushrif maintained the ledgers while the sahs and Iphavvas 
took security on behalf of the employees. 
Among the 36 karkhanas. the extant documents relate to 
a. gokhana (cow stabljes); b. si lehkhana (arms and 
artillery); c. pdl ikikhana (carriages and palanguins); 
d. shuturkhana (camel stable); e. topkhana 
(artillery); f. farrashRbana (carpets); g. kirklrikha-
na (utensils); h. zargarkhana (gold wares); i. zlnk-
\yatr\a (harness and_briddles); j . toshakkhana (matteress-
es); k. Naqqarkhana (bands and drums); 1. Rangkhana 
(paint and polish). 
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Our accounts enable us to work out the monthly 
expenditure on at least five of the karkhanas. These are 
however not for the same period. The heaviest expenditure 
p«f mensem was on the artillery followed by ei^ lKiliiiaria. 
zinkhana and shjjturkhana etc. 
The animal stables include the stables for camel, 
horse, elephant and cows. At present only camel stables are 
taken into account. 
The karkhana for the maintenance of camels was termed 
as shuturkhana or oontqrah. Camels were bred and groomed in 
this department. A retainer was employed for each camel, to 
look after the animal and command it at an expedition. 
These camels were maintained for accompanying in 
hunting expedition as can be discerned from the demand of 
camels with prescribed details for hunting expedition of the 
Emperor.'^ They were used for camel fights as well as the 
1. For details see Karkhanas of a M.ughal noble - evidence 
from Amber/Jaipur Records presented at I.H.C., 1992, 
Delhi. 
2 . Jama' Kharch shuturkhana. 
3. For details see .lama' kharch shuturkhana V. S. 
1874/1817. 
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battlefield.^ Swivels were loaded on it,accordingly, it was 
named after the animal as zambXirak (camel-piece) and MmiMTr 
n"al (camel-swivel). Due mainly to the swiftness of this 
animal, the camel swivel became popular light artillery 
piece.^ Camel corpse accompanied the officials stationed at 
the various assignments of the Raja. We have information 
pertaining to their maintenance at Ujjain , Shahjahanabad 
and Akbarabad.^ All the services mentioned above are 
expected from the camels under the department of ShyturKhana 
huzuri . The other department shuturkhana de'sh being 
exclusively for the services at the watan area itself. 
The officials incharge of the shuturkhana included as 
in other stables, the amin. mushrif daroabgi and the tehvi 1-
dar. The tehviIdar was the highest authority and was common 
1. The camels and retainers lost in such expeditions are 
recorded as also the camels taken possession of by the 
enemy. See Jama' Kharch Shuturkhana V.$. 1874/1817. 
2. See Jama'Kharch topkJjana. V.S. 1874/1817. 
3. Jama' kharch Shuturkhana 
4. lb ijd_ 
5. Arhsatta Jama' Kharch pargana Akbarabad V.S. 1702. 
6. Jama Kharch papers. 
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to more than one stables. 
The camels maintained and used in this department 
varied from the age of 5 to 13 years. 
The breeds preferred were balauchi. kuchhi. ghiIzai. 
buqdi though there were categories within each breed. The 
lowest category priced even lower to the desi. The desi 
breed was more common in shuturkhana desh. The colours of 
breeds mentioned are black, brown, red, dhola (white) and 
sanwla (dark). 
The animal seems to oe very tough skinned since 
eventhough bruises and injuries were recorded. They were 
neither abandoned nor the salary of the employers of the 
camel or the retainer curtailed. However, when the camel 
became blind or lame the retainer was fined. 
The salary of the retainer depended upon the breed and 
the category (Table A) as well as sex to which the camel 
1. Lachmiram was the tehviIdar of the horse stable as 
well as Shuturkhana see Chehra Nagdi 1768/1731 and 
Jama'Kharch Shuturkhana. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Jama Kharch Shuturkhana. 
4. Ain, 65 
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belonged. For the female camel the payment was low in com-
parison to the male camel (Table B). 
Table A 
SHOWING THE RANGE OF DIFFERENCE IN PAYMENT 
Category 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Bugdi 
250 
150 
GhiIzai 
150 
129 
125 
Balauchi 
145 
124 
85 
64 
Desi 
180 
160 
125 
90 
Kuchi 
157 
135 
75 
Table B 
SHOWING THE VARIETY AND LOWPAYMENT MADE TO THE RETAINER OF 
SHE CML 
Category Balauchi Buqdni Bauti Desi 
1 
2 
3 
130 
55 
50 
150 120 
120 
94 
60 
Working out the average and comparing it with the 
salary of the commander of twenty five camel, since we do 
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not have the figure for the retainer of a camel the result 
is as follows: 
Table C 
1556 1717 
(Rs.) (Rs.) 
1.5 12.3 
The maintenance cost as available to us in arhsatta 
•iamiat kharch was Rs.263.4 for 258 days i.e. Rs.1.02 per 
day, the monthly payment thus comes to Rs.30.60. The break-
up of monthly allowance is given as follows 
Naqd 
0.4 cash 
0.2 charai 
Fodder 
(Jinsi ) 
flour 
qhee 
jaggery 
gram 
M 
0 
0 
0 
0 
S 
1 
0 
0 
3 
Ch 
8 
8 
12 
0 
Grooming 
atsld i 
Koochi 
tirkavan 
Sorhi 
Chakai 
dori koswan 
Ras 
2.8 
2.0 
3.0 
3.0 
2.8 
3.0 
•> 
Listed along with above details are prices per rupee: 
flour: 
ghee : 
jaggery; 
gram : 
M 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
S 
, 13 . 
2 . 
9 , 
, 1 1 . 
Ch 
. 12 
4 
2 
. 12 
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Unfortunately, more details for the varying 
maintenance cost in accordance with breed, sex etc. are 
1acking. 
Over and above these expenses, the expenditure 
incurred upon the harness are also recorded in the jama' 
kharch papers. The enormity of the expenditure incurred can 
be gauged by a perusal of the .lama kharch papers belonging 
to different years. The items listed include ga0di (a 
seat) , jhool (saddle cloth) . Cheent. loni hasva masruka. 
tat (jute sack) jazam (chequered or ornamented linen) , 
sorhi (saddle cloth) , jahaz tat (camel saddle) , tang (a 
girth)^, chakma (boot)^, pati (strip), markar. Kbrhyal 
Ibid. 
N ^ JINSI 
138253.98 , 
THAN GAZ. MAN JORHI 
2382.8 2584.6.4 1202/- 35 
2. Wilson 
3 . A.'i n . 
4. Platts, p.370. 
5. Ibid, p.702. 
6 . AN n 
7. Ibid. 
8. Platts. p.437. 
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(braided or spotted flower)^, bethan Kharwa. sal 1ta. K.harwa 
(rope for securing burden) , partha. rakabdawas (leather 
stirrup) kh"arwa qaz. patrho. ga.li . poprcha. and pardaresni . 
In addition to such items as rope (rassi) cotton (rooi) 
silk string (rassi resham) cotton string (dori suti ) re"zqi 
namad (?) iron (loh) and string (dbra) for fastening. 
I I 
Zinkhana was the department in charge of the 
preparation, maintenance and repair of harness, saddles and 
bridles. 
The variety of zin recorded include jewel studded 
(.larhau lot) fastening^ .iarhau z7n (saddle) and that of 
solid gold. The furniture, trappings, decoratives and 
harnesses were made by all the three techniques, the 
usage of these varieties differed according to animal or 
the status of the owner. 
1. Ibid, p.862 
2 . A'i n 
3. Platts, p.395 
4. Jama' Kharch Zinkhana dtd. Bhadva Sudi 3, v.$. 1774 to 
Bhadva Sudi 2, V.S. 1775. 
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Jarhau jot^ were the delicately crafted ones made by 
mursakarj and enamelling^ (minakari) craftsmanship. These 
were decorated with precious stone like sapphire (nilam) and 
small ruby (churni). These were the most expensive variety 
of harness, items like a square and low seat (chowki). a 
handkerchief or shawl (Singhara khana). a rope used for the 
den of wild beast (bandhan kho); seat made of erisilk 
(tat pirhi), rope for fastening the seat (perhi bandhan). 
nali. the heal piece of horse or camel (panmekhana). 
chair (kursi). the pole of carriage^ (mavina). machhli. 
painak and ring (dari) were made with the above techniques. 
1. The internal evidence suggests this technique being 
similar to inlay work. 
2. Platts, p.1107. 
3. Ibid, p.452. 
4. Ibid, p.687. 
5. Ibid, p.170 & p.884. 
6. Platts, p.299 & 354. 
f• Ibid, p.299 & 170. 
8- Ibid, p.219 & 1103. 
9- Ibid., p.1103. 
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jarhau zin included items like jot, chair (kursi). 
pole of a carriage, ornament (thekhro). the rope or band 
2 
round an elephant neck in which the silver fixes his feet 
(thatwa), the belt that passes over horses breast to prevent 
saddle slipping backs^ (peshbandh). a crupper^ (dumchi. 
painak) and the thick sand of a stick (muthiya) • These 
were decorated with Persian/Central Asian (wi laiti ) ka.ial 
kari and studded with precious and semi precious stones 
and metal like pana (?), ruby (churni), enamel (kundan). 
pearl (moti), manik (?), gold and copper (tamba). 
The other variety included items made with solid gold, 
like lot, zin. dumchi . peshbandh and mu.ima'. 
The maintenance and repair of the above items was done 
by tat dana. anen , hathvalki . pas a. bedna ,i i VQ. khandaval 
peti masur (lenti 1 ), charas. chakmo and sajju tat.. Al 1 these 
ingredients were heated (sokhta) before use. The remarks of 
the mushrif where from the items were received include 
1. Ibid.. 366. 
2. Ibid.. 842. 
3. Ibid., 299. 
4. Ibid. 526. 
5. Ibid.. 1000 
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repetitive mention of spices (masalo) provided by the 
Emperor. 
The information on the men employed at this department 
is limited to those serving at nalbandi and tailoring 
(darzi).^ 
Nalbandi Darzi 
(Rs) (Rs) 
6 1 1 
Exception 12 
The dominance of muslim in n"a1bandi is unmistakable as 
also the fact that even the employees were mostly muslims. 
The artisans employed for the preparation of the 
variety of zins were inducted from Jehanabad, Rewari etc. 
the payment made to them depended on the variety of trapping 
and its price. 
1. Jama' kharch ma/mati zinkhana dtd. V. S. 1774-177f. 
2. Roznama zTnkhana Bhadva Sudi 3, Mon V.S. 1785. 
3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Ibid. 
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s. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
No. Name of th 
trapping 
Kursi 
Chehro 
Kalawa 
peshbandh 
Chowki wa 
Painak 
Thekra 
le 
dumchi 
Price 
(Rs/annas) 
145 
1635 
30 
40 
25 
647.4 
Aj 
(R 
ujrg/Wage 
s) 
23.30 
187 
6 
7.30 
7.2 
53.0 
% 
16. 18 
1 1 .43 
20.00 
18.75 
30.00 
8. 1 1 
I I I C a ) 
Silehdbana as would appear from the term itself was 
the kartjjiana which dealt with the weapons. Arms were 
manufactured, maintained and repaired in this karkhana. 
The divisions between silehRbana buzuri and silehkhana 
desh were present in this karkhana too while the _si_lehkhana 
djis_h catered to the needs of defense and to strike awe in 
the social inhabitants, the silehkhana huzuri had a larger 
demand -- the products were offered as peshkash to the 
Emperor, presented to other nobles and to the various men 
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specialising in wielding these weapons. 
The expenditure in this department is classified in 
the documents as naqdi and ,nnsi . The naqdi kharch besides 
the payment of sai r included the expenses on maintenance 
(istimal), repairs and hawalgi. 
On the other hand the .linsi division dealt with 
disbursement on such heads as jthan (unit), .iorhi . dast. 
zarab. dasta. t'ola and man. 
The items included under .tha.n are charminar and chi la 
resham etc. The categories of dasta also varied as is 
indicated by the range of prices, the items included were 
kaman, kabza. bhala. ti r, koft, and pati . 
The payment in this workshop was made through the 
prominent persons under the head hawalgi. They were, as 
appears from the documents, either waki1 or diwan. The 
disbursed amount is also indicated in the documents. Among 
the men employed, we have the following list of professional 
1. Arhsatta Silehkhana dtd. As^rh Vadi. 9 V.S. 1800 to 
Bhadva Sudi. 2 1800. 
2. Ibid dtd. Paush Sudi 11, V.S. 1800 to Bhadva Sudi 2. 
1800. 
3. Ibid. 
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men who wielded arms and the payment they received. 
Table A 
PAYMENT TO THE ARTILLERY WIELDERS 
CATEGORY OF RANGE OF PAYMENT 
ARTILLERY MEN (in rupees) 
PIYADA 1 ; 11.11, 17.1 
CHOBDAR .2 
TIRGAR 3.1; .4 
NAQIB 1 , 35. 12 
KAMANIGAR 3.6; 3.10, 8; 12.10; 38.7; 106 
GARHIVAN 2.10; 6.6 
KOFTGAR 1.2; 58.12 
TOPBARDAR 3 
RAIGAR TOPKHANA 11 
BHALABARDAR .14 
KHASBARDAR 5 
MAHIBARDAR 10 
PATIBAZ 161.7 
TTRSAL 20 
BARIBA SOKiJTA 3 
JAMADAR 14 
NAPCHI .7 
1 . Ibid. 
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The absolute figures of payment show the variance of 
expenditure. However, it is difficult to ascertain on the 
basis of the table the volume of production in relation to 
the payment. This is possible only, when we trace such 
documents for the whole year. 
Besides the above were those artisans who manufactured 
or assisted in the making of weapons such men include the 
followi ng: 
TABLE B 
PAYMENT MADE TO THE ARTISANS ETC 
PAYMENT 
1, 1.8, 2, 3.2 
15, 18.12 
.6; 2.9; 8.2; 29.12; 87, 
.9, 30, 
.4 
.3; .12; 13, 153 
.8, 2.14, 3.10 
2 
1 .2 
2.4, 4.12 
.5, 3.12, 9.6, 17.12 
1 .8 
CLAN/CASTE 
BRAHMAN 
BHAGAT 
KAYASTH 
BHAYA 
SANGHI 
BAJAJ 
MAHAJAN 
BOHRA 
JAUNARI 
SUNHAR 
LUHAR 
JAT 
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MUSALMAN 2; 20 
GANDHI 
MINA .8; 2, 14 
KHATI 3; 20 
DARZI .4, 1.8; 
DHOBI 3.75 
THATHERA 4.2, 4.7, 38 
NAI 11.1 
JARAH 1.4, 2 
CHAMAR 20.4 
MOCHI 1, 8.13, 18 
The significance of Table 'B' appears to be in the 
involvement of officials belonging to upper caste. Does it 
suggest their direct involvement as a manufacturing classes 
or that the low caste groups had to work under the direction 
of the state official on a wage-basis and the raw materials 
for the workshop was supplied by the class resulting from 
their involvement is not clear. 
The exhaustive details provided to us from the 
karkhana papers indicate that no further expenses were 
incurred in this department on bringing of raw material 
which perhaps were provided by the department specializing 
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in it. The department also had in its possession such 
weapons as had been offered as peshkash to the Raja 
by the subassignees etc. 
I I I C fc> ) 
The topkhana was another important department of the 
army. It acted as manufactory of the explosives. The mushrif 
(examiner), not only recorded but also distributed the 
expenditure, duration, and arms provided in kind to 
tahvi1dars. 
The a r t i l l e r y pieces found i n usage in the tOPkhana 
huzur i have a l ready been d e a l t w i t h in the chapter r e l a ted 
t o a rmy . I n t h e t g p k h a n a desh m e n t i o n o f bans i s 
frequently made, namely Ram ban, Lakshman ban, Kishan bin, 
and Ar.lun ban. Unfortunately, only the material used for 
the preparation of Lakshman ban is known to us. The 
ingredients include leather (anhori). wax (mpm) iron (Igh) 
and brass (peetal ) which would compliment to Ipjan being an 
arrow.•^ A remnant Ram ban in the Jaipur fort is surpris-
ingly a cannon. 
1. Siyah silehkhana. Magh Sudi 8 Fri, v.s. 1793/1736. 
2. For details see .jama libarch topkhana. Kartik Vadi i, 
V.S. 1783 to Chaitra Vadi 11, V.S. . 1783. 
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I V 
Palkikhana was the workshop which dealt with the 
making, maintaining and repairing of palannuins. 
This workshop catered to the other workshops which 
utilized the same raw material and also supplied the pjlkis 
to the imperial household as well as some nobles. This 
difference is pronounced by references to palanguins 
under khasa and mayana category. The nobles who benefitted 
from the workshop were Rajput Raja of Udaipur, Rai Shiv 
Singh, and Shah Quli. They sent their waki Is to get the 
palangui ns repaired too from the same workshop. 
A palanguin is found to be worth Rs.236.3, a perusal 
of .jama' |iharch papers would reveal that there were numerous 
varieties of palanguins. The expenditure of palanguins can 
be divided into the expenses incurred on the raw material 
and the expenditure on the men employed to prepare it. 
The raw material included pitcher (kalash). ring fixed 
on the trunk of the elephant (mhola). pati. mutka. twisted 
1. Jama KJiarch Palkikhana dtd Aso.i Sudi 15 V,S, 1800 to 
Asarh Vadi 10, 1800. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
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ropes (kalawa) of rupa. mulmaitila of ahni muIlDAQy.!irfl and 
bronze wooden items included rod (bans) of bamboo and timber 
(kath). umbrella (chatri) and mavana. 
The items made of cloth include khol i . aaslill- QAJ 
qah. namasu. giradpech. ga.i i . chakma. scarf fiJiiM- broad 
cloth (chadar) chhat. ornamental linen (.iazam). .iama. 
thathri. dor, dandi pores, pillow (takiva). bag (thai la). 
small bag (thai 1i), curtain (purdah). pindj, cot (palang), 
phenta, phunda. bhaithan, barrhi rasa, sozni. saddle cloth 
(sunrhi), singhara and abra. 
The type of cloth used are low priced cotton cloth 
(gazi), nilkanukra (?), woolen cloth with interwoven flowers 
of wool and silk (.iamavar). light woolen cloth (pashmina) 
tanzeb (?), voolgar (?), high quality calico (bafta). velvet 
(makhmal ). wax cloth (mom.i ama). momni (?) fine quality of 
muslin (mahmudi). silk and cotton mixed cloth (mashru), high 
priced cotton stuff (sela). high priced muslin (sahan). soft 
woolen cloth (suqlat). moderately priced silk stuff (tafta). 
striped silk stuff (alaicha). cotton cloth with patterns 
printed or painted (chhint) and roughly spun yarn (kharwa).^ 
1. For details of these textile terms see glossary in 'An 
Atlas of the Mughal Empire', pp.69-70. 
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Other items to help in preparation are K^l ftbg^tu. 
zerbandh , nivar qhurhi tukma , dor , bhi ndar , m.9i.flh.t_u2, 
kalawa, resham, and brick. 
The expenditure on the tailor (a.iuro darzi ) varied 
according to the th_an__( bayle) and material of the cloth. 
Category of 
Item 
Dand Pares 
Chhat 
Chadar 
Chadar 
Thathri 
Thathri 
Taki ya 
Takiya 
Pos 
Gaddi 
Surhi 
Sinqhara 
Quality 
Cloth 
of 
Suqlat Mashru 
zardozi 
Mashru 
Gazi 
Bafta 
Sualat 
Sualit 
Makhmal 
Mashru 
Mom.iama 
Makhmal 
Makhmal 
Makhmal 
Unit 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
Price 
256.1 
11.10 
5. 12 
9.12 
2.6 
13.8 
3 
9. 1 
15.12 
2.4 
Payment 
.6 
.4 
.8 
. 1 
.3 
.3 
1.12 
1 1/2 
.4 
. 1 
.9 
.3 
The above perusal would indicate the imperial monopoly 
despite the involvement of subassignees and merchants who 
14:^  
acted as umnc guarantors and caterers of the production 
carried on by independent artisans. Bernier's reference 
to rich merchants and tradesman, who pay the workmen 
rather higher wages probably refers to such private 
manufactories. 
Though the prices of the products manufactured at 
the karkhanas is stated invariably alongwith the break up 
of prices for wages and ingredients used from the 
detailed information we have at hand these products are 
not found being actually sold or purchased from the 
market. Instead we find other nobles placing requisitions 
for palanguins etc. being endorsed from the royal court. 
These goods it seems formed part of salary claims.^ 
1. As an illustration of monopoly see parwana dtd aarar 
miti Maqh Sudi 15 V.S. 1787/1730; wherein it is stated 
that the amount for the raw material purchased from 
raiyat be disbursed immediately from the imperial 
exchequer and no transport charges be imposed on them. 
Also see Francoise Bernier, Travels op.cit., pp.254-
255. 
2. Jama Kharch Palkikhana. op.cit. 
CHAPTER-9 
AMBER AND THE DECLINE OF THE MUGHAL EMPIRE 
The essence of the decline of the Mughal Empire mainly 
laid in the weakness of its administrative structure. The 
Muqhal state which was highly centralized in organisational 
form demonstrated its sovereignty by exercising full 
administrative control over its territorial domain, '.vivi! 
socio-economic and political forces during the 18th century 
made every effort to minimize the effective control over 
them. 
This period saw the diminishing of the central 
authority particularly through the upper strata of ruling 
classes viz. courtiers, wazi rs. provincial governors and the 
local chiefs. Further, the weakness of Muqhal sovereignty 
marked by financial crisis threatened the Empire from within 
and without. The stability at the centre could have played 
an important role in subduing the emergence of certain 
powers which arose in northern Indian by 1740's. 
The purpose of this chapter is to puruse the role of 
the chief of Amber during the period of turmoil of Mughal 
Empire. We are fortunate to have an enormous wealth of 
documents in the shape of w_a.Ki.l reports and kh^ itut-i 
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Hahara.jqan. These letters are full of details regarding the 
activities of Sawai Jai Singh. 
The composition of nobility and its heterogeneous 
character which became complex in the first half of the 18th 
century paved the way for the conflict of interests of the 
various groups to acquire additional powers. Some of these 
nobles were stationed at the provinces. They were mainly 
concerned to exact more for organisation and the emoluments 
especially of their own community (bi radari). Sawai Jai 
Singh was not an exception to it. This urge for additional 
powers and benefits disturbed the equilibrium of the well 
established framework of the Emperor - noble equations. The 
political manipulation of the nobility weakened the central 
power and promoted the emergence of the Maratha, Jats, 
Sikhs, and to some extent, the Rajputs. Besides this, the 
resurgence of certain estates which were hitherto undermined 
Satish Chandra 'Parties and Polities': W. Irvine: 
Later Muqhals. Z.U. Malik, The Reign of Muhammad Shah 
1719-1746: Jadunath Sarkar - A History of Jaip^f > Re 
vised and edited by Raghubir Singh), 1984; Z.U. Malik, 
Presidential Addresses, Calcutta, 1991 entitled "The 
Core and Periphery: A Contribution to debate on the 
eighteenth century". Muzaffar Alam 'The Crisis of 
Empire in Mughal North India'. Awadh and the Pun.iab 
(1707-1748): Vir Vinod. Vol.11. 
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by the central power gradually raised their heads during the 
first half of the 18th century. 
While carving out the principality of Jaipur the ways 
and means adopted by the rulers of Amber were dissimilar to 
those of Marathas, Jats and Afghans, it was neither through 
plunder nor coercion, but through getting i jaras. .iagi rs and 
i nam from the Emperor. The details of which have already 
been underlineditis true that Sawai Jai Singh also reaped 
benefits from the disintegration of the Mughal Empire, but 
he rendered all possible assistance to the Mughal Emperor 
till the time it served his vested interests. The Mughals 
too responded to his practical policies with a few 
exceptions, Mughal Emperor acted at times on the suggestions 
of Sawai Jai Singh. So by his worth and ability, Sawai Jai 
Singh enjoyed the status of Muqhal Counsellor as well as was 
counted among the important nobles. He joined the groups at 
the Mugjhal Court keeping in view his own interest and 
family affiliations rather on ethnic or religious grounds. 
At one time, he was having good relations with the Saiyid 
and identified himself by their groups but as and when the 
political situation demanded, he became reluctant to 
support them. T'lits can also be true in relation to the 
Marathas and Jats. Sawai Jai Singh, as far as the later 
Mughal court politics is concerned though not forming his 
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own group, behaved like a true statesmen dissociated from 
the different political groups at the Mughal Court from time 
to time, without betrayal to the Mughal Emperor, whether, it 
was on the question of wi zarat or implementation of the 
imperial policy. It is true, that the leading nobles who 
could assert in influencing and executing the imperial 
policy themselves set up their own principalities. After 
Saiyid brothers fall, Nizamul Mulk was also keen to carve 
out a principality in Deccan. Attempts to acquire more and 
more mansab and .iagi rs were made. Thus those who could save 
the disintegration themselves were responsible for the 
decline of Muc[hal Empire. The question, now, is, where the 
rulers of Amber can be placed? Sawai Jai Singh was well 
acquainted with the court politics and he managed his 
affairs successfully sometimes involving in court politics 
and sometimes keeping himself aloof since the wa^irs and 
other nobles were pressing the Emperor to adopt a definite 
attitude towards the Rajput states and the individual Rajas. 
Bahadur Shah and later on Zulfiqar Khan during the 
reign of Jahandar Shah showed a conciliatory attitude 
towards the non-muslims. Due to this liberal attitude 
Nizamul Mulk had to withdraw from the Mu^al Court. The 
above perusal would indicate that though Sawai Jai Singh was 
counted among the important noble in the imperial hierarchy 
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but he could not prevail effectively in th above 
circumstances. It seems that these was no attempt whatsoever 
on his part to counter balance the pro-muslim nobility to 
serve his ends. 
So politically, checks and balances on the part of the 
Emperor did not prove effective. To some extent the Emperor 
wished to appoint such nobles who did not appear to be loyal 
but had an influential group, But, this policy also did not 
prove effective as we see in the case of Girdhar Bahadur who 
himself chose the province for governorship. Even Jai Singh 
was entrusted the responsibility of Malwa though after a 
great deal of discussion. In such cases, we see the 
beginning of the new subedari and provincial i rvdependence in 
the 18th century. The Emperor had no other alternative but 
was compelled to reconcile with one or other faction of the 
nobility, whom he considered less ambitious and who appeared 
to be willing to help, Sawai Jai Singh comes in this 
category of nobles whow©x^ ready to maintain the rhythm of 
power of Mughal Emperor. His ambition for additional power 
in the province of Malwa or elsewhere if not protected by 
the central authority, were worked at by his own alliances 
1 • Tar i lib-i-Hind . op.cit^,. p. 240a-b. 
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with local forces. 
I I 
Politically, Sawai Jai Singh's endeavours were to 
effectively administer his assignments, wherever he was 
posted, he sincerely implemented the imperial policy, he 
played an important role in the relatione of Emperor with 
the Saiyids, Jats and Marathas. He rebuffed the power of the 
jat. After the death of Churaman, he subdued Badan Singh, 
the nephew of Churaman, who formally recognized Jai Singh 
powdr^Sawai Jai Singh, after the fall of the fort of Thun 
forwarded all the valuable to the Mugjials Court. Badan 
Singh did not enter into direct relationship with the Mu^al 
government but the Mughal Emperor could foresee its impact 
keeping in view the past experience. "At least temporarily 
jat problem was over. On June 19,Badan Singh signed a 
formal agreement with Jai Singh as follows. As the Maharaja 
has bestowed upon me the territory, villages and the land of 
Churaman Jat. I will remain in service of the Durbar and 
will rent every year Rs.83,000 as peshkash."^ This shows the 
1. Dastur-Komwar, papers R.S.A, 
2. Kapatdwara Records, op.cit. 
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influence of Jai Singh Sawai at the Mugh.al Court. Every now 
and then,they issued farmans requesting him to attend the 
court immediately for consultation or to suppress the 
disturbances created by the jats in the vicinity of Agra. On 
his achieving success Sawai Jai Singh was granted robes of 
honour for his meritorious services. 
In relation to the Marathas, Sawai Jai Singh showed 
his statesmanship and proved helpful for the central 
authority from further devastation. Sawai Jai Singh's 
relations viz a viz the Marathas started when he was 
appointed as governor in Malwa or when he acted earlier as a 
deputy to Prince Bidar Bakht in 1705-6. 
The Marathas made regular raids in Malwa and adjoining 
areas due to its being rich in revenue resources. It was 
also considered to be the gateway of Northern India. The 
influence of court nobles and the Emperor did not give Sawai 
Jai Singh a free hand to deal with the Marathas. Moreover, 
the appointment of Amir Khan as governor of Malwa disturbed 
the Maharaja, who did not show any enthusiasm. In 1726, 
Farman (Persian), MugJ^ al Court to Maharaja Sawai Jai 
Singh 29th J^abj' I A.H. 1126. 3rd RY of Farrukh 
Siyar/13 March 1716 Kap'atdwara p. 5. The Emperor was 
pleased to ^ward a khi1 at fakra (embroidered) 
jewelled sarpech and a Khasa horse to Mahraja Sawai 
Jai Singh for suppressing the revolts in the Suba 
Malwa. A note of appreciation is added by the Emperor. 
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Mahrana Sangram Singh also requested Sawai Jai Singh for 
help against the Maratha invasion in his country. There was 
unrest in Marwar and Kota. The efforts of Girdhar Bahadur, 
subedar of Malwa had failed to check the advancing Marathas. 
Sawai Jai Singh did not move from Amber perhaps due to the 
fact that confrontation with the Marathas at this juncture 
would invite Marathas for the devastation of his own vyat^ n. 
When, the Emperor gave strong instruction to him to help 
sUbedar Bhawani Ram, father of Girdhar Bahadur he supported 
the Mugjnals. The Mughal army successfully occupied Mandu 
from the Marathas in 1730. His half hearted support may be 
explained for two reasons. Firstly, as has been said earlier 
he wanted to refrain himself from the direct clash with the 
Marathas, so that his own land would become safe. Secondly, 
his financial 1imitations ,dissatisfled soldiers, and half 
hearted support from the people of Malwa had pressed him for 
reconciliation. Consequently, he inspired the Emperor to 
agree for a settlement. Sahu demanded a .jagi r of 
Rs.10,00,000/- annually in the name of his adopted son 
Kushal Singh with some other provisions Sawai Jai Singh's 
advice was practical. He wrote to the Emperor that a large 
army and a lot of money would be required for crushing the 
Marathas. It would then be better, if a jani r of 
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Rs.10,00,000/- was granted to Kushal Singh son of 
Chhatrpati. 
The court nobles prevailed upon the Emperor and 
ultimately negotiations failed. He had to stake his gover-
norship, due to the effectiveness of Muhammad Khan 
Bangash, the new subedar, Sawai Jai Singh was reappointed 
as subedar of Malwa on Sept.29, 1732. In 1733, Holkar 
and Ranoji Scindia encircled the Imperial forces at 
Mandasor. Being a failure here, he was fully convinced that 
a policy of reconciliations might be fruitful, even then, 
he obeyed the instructions of the Court. Moreover, his 
apprehensions to the entry of the Marathas into Rajasthan 
pressed him to convene a conference of the chiefs of 
Rajasthan at Hurda on July 17, 1934 to find solution to keep 
Marathas beyond Narmada and save Malwa and Rajasthan which 
may serve three fold purpose a) to implement the Mughal 
policy b) to safeguard Rajputana from its ruin and c) to 
ensure the unity of Rajput chiefs. It is clear by this 
conference that every chief from Rajputana sought protection 
of Sawai Jai Singh. 
This conference could not succeed in solving the 
problems. Under the circumstances, Sawai Jai Singh 
tried to convince the Emperor to negotiate peace, again 
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the orthodox section of nobility did not allow Sawai Jai 
Singh's practical advice to prevail. Jai Singh was 
convinced to negotiate with Baji Rao, but till the last, he 
did not betray the cause of the Mughals. Even during the 
reign of Muhammad Shah, when Nizamul Mulk was entrusted the 
assignment to drive the Peshwa of northern India. Sawai Jai 
Singh sent a well armed force under his son, Ishwari Singh 
and Ayamal to serve under Ghaziuddin, who was appointed as 
subedar of Malwa instead of Sawai Jai Singh. 
With the defeat of Mughal forces where Rajput and jats 
fought bravely, Muhammad Shah realized the wise counsel 
of Sawai Jai Singh and Peshwa was granted the sTtbedari of 
Malwa. 
The above perusal was necessary due, mainly, to the 
fact that during Maratha inroads, Sawai Jai Singh tried to 
implement the policy of Mughal Emperor as far as it was 
possible. His role in Malwa in relation to the Mughal 
Emperor and Marathas was not treacherous as maintained by 
some scholar . He wanted to save his own self keeping in 
view the development at the Mu^ itial Court and the strong 
force under the Marathas, where zamTnda'rs and cultivators 
were also discontent due to Daya Bahadur's oppression, his 
1. Irvine: Later Mughals, pp.248-49. 
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practical wisdom allowed him to sue for peace. At this 
juncture, reconciliations of the conflicting interests of 
the Empire and of the Maratha imperialism was essential. 
Through this policy, he could save the prestige of the 
Mughal Empire as well as his own, and his bretheren estates 
in Rajputana. Though, the fact remains, that this settlement 
could not continue for long and ambitious Marathas could not 
restrain themselves to move further. After the death of 
Sawai Jai Singh, Ishwari Singh rendered all help to Mughal 
Emperor during Ahmad Shah Abdali's invasion. But his family 
pressurised him to negotiate with the Marathas who 
ultimately dictated their own terms to the rulers of Amber. 
Besides Jats and Marathas Jai Singh Sawai's role 
vis-a-vis Ajit Singh of Marwar and the Mughals paved the way 
for a settlement when the former revolted against the 
Mughals his relations with the Bundela state show that he 
on one hand, developed friendly ties with Chhatrasal; on 
the other, kept the imperial interest intact. On Jai Singh's 
request the Bundelas even supported Raja Girdhar Bahadur 
then at Allahabad, against the Saiyids. 
By these illustrations, it is inferable that Sawai Jai 
Singh's role during the period of distintegration of Mughal 
Empire was constructive rather than destructive. Satish 
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Chandra in his concluding remarks has rightly observed that 
"the causes which were responsible for the conversion of the 
Mugj^ al nobility from an instrument of integration into an 
instrument of disintegration of Mughal Empire. Individual 
failings and faults of characters also played their due role 
but they have necessarily to be seen against the background 
of these deeper, more impersonal factors". 
I l l 
With a strong central authority, Mughal Empire swayed 
over territorial units of Empire but, as soon as the social 
and political forces started playing then role effectively, 
it led for further weakening the military potential and 
financial stability of the Mughal Empire which provided 
ample opportunity to local potentates to raise their heads 
and power. The slow and weak internal working of 
administrative institutions of central goverment were cause 
and effect entwined for the decline of the Mughal Empire. 
The irregularities of central authority are found 
during the closing years of Aurangzeb's reign and onwards. 
As revealed in a waki1 report that "for a long time the 
1- Parties and Politics at the Mughal Court (1707-1740) 
pp.267-68. 
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diwan and bakshTs lost ground to the Khwaja. If the court is 
convened, then, only the diw"an and bakhshis come. In the 
whole month, four or five sessions of the court were 
summoned for a duration of two to four iih3r_>ii. Sometimes, 
even when, the requests were being read out, the court was 
adjourned. 
During this period, the enhancement in jaait and 
mansab depended mainly on the recommendation of effective 
groups. A large number of cases, therefore, were recorded by 
the waki1 of Sawai Jai Singh informing him about the 
pressure for money (muhimsaSi) prevalent in the court to get 
favours from the Imperial Court. Pancholi Jagjiwandas wrote 
to Maharaja "everyone here is getting their work done 
through proper muhimsazi. Even Raja Sabha Chand advised me 
to pay in advance to Nawab Amirul Umara (wazi r) Zulfiqar 
Khan. No work can be done without his consent. All the 
powers of^ the Emperor ves^ ted practically in the hands of 
nawab. Similarly, Raja Sabha Chand enjoys full authority on 
behalf of the nawab. Therefore, if both of them could be 
pleased together then our desired demands could be met 
successfully". Therefore, proper arrangement of money should 
1. Waki1 Report dtd. Miti S"awan Vadi 5, V.S. 1762/20 Aug. 
1705. 
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be made for them both. The illustration was necessary to 
bring out clearly how money and the patronage of influential 
nobles at court was necessary to fulfil the required demands 
of Rajput Rajas. Jai Singh also did not lag behind and 
whatever, assignment he sought, he successfully got it. For 
example, the waki1 of Jai Singh succeeded in seeking the 
favour of Amirul Umara, Zulfiqar Khan and Imtiaz Mahal on 
Amber's control over parnana Hindaun. 
A large number of arztjashts provide us the 
information regarding the collection of dawwab or Khurak-i 
dawwab. This collection created a clash of interest between 
the state and jagi rdar. When, Hidayatullah Khan, diwan-i-
tan o Khali sa assumed the office of wazi r. he made an 
attempt to review the practice of dawwltb. Since the 
Mughal state was facing financial crisis, he instructed 
the mutasaddis of the office of the daww'ab to collect the 
- - rt 
amount of dawwab from the waki Is of the 'umara- The 
kotwal was also instructed to collect it even if the 
force is to be used. 
Though the collection of dawwab was made from the 
leading nobles at the court and the Mughal State was keen to 
1. WR, Jveshtha Vadi 1, 1769/May 10, 1712. 
2. Arzdasht dtd. Chatra Vadi 11, 1767/4, March, 1711. 
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realize it at any cost, the problem was, whether, it was to 
be deducted in advance or the .ianirdar were to pay it 
afterwards i.e. getting the .ianir. An arzdasht dated 1711, 
informs that the office of the diwan used to make deductions 
in the name of the dawwab at the time of drawing up salary 
claim of each mansabdar. This appears to be possible keeping 
in view the janTrdari crisis. The explanation given by 
Mahabat Khan to the daronha of the office of deiwy/ab that 
since the amount of dawwab deducted from the salary claim of 
the Rajput Rajas, they would pay the dawwab provided they 
were issued the parwana of jagi r. 
Bahadur Shah was perhaps the last Emperor who saw to 
it that rules of branding of the horses were strictly 
followed. An arzdasht informs that one fourth of Jai Singh's 
talab kept on pending until the daghnama was submitted to 
diwan office." At the time of his appointment as fau.idQf" of 
Ahmedabad Khora, he requested for some concessions in 
branding the horses for him and his bi radari (men belonging 
to his clan) which was declined by prince Azimush Shan on 
G.D. Sharma: Vakil Report Mahara.jgan. p. 25; _Arzdasht 
dtd. Jyestha Vadi 5, 1768/1711. Also arzdasht dtd. 
Sawan Vadi 5, 1768/ 24 June 1711 informing the Mahara-
ja that the order issued by the Emperor on the ta.lwTz 
of Muzaffar Jang left no alternative before the noble 
but to make the payment of dawwab. 
Arzdasht dtd. Kartik Sudi 14, 1768/ 3 Nov. 1711. 
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the plea that there was no previous tradition to grant 
any exemption to Mahar~aja regarding the exemption of dagh to 
him and his biridari.^ After a great deal of correspondence 
Sawai Jai Singh succeeded in the grant of exemption for his 
biridari. This is not because of the fact that the d1v<a,n had 
accepted it in the normal routine, but considering group 
politics and the weaknesses of imperial administration 
Sawai Jai Singh succeeded in getting this concession only 
for one year.^ This policy once adopted paved the way for 
further weakening the strength of imperial army. It also 
indicates the weakness of Imperial authority over the local 
chiefs. 
Further, the relations of Mughal fau.idar with his 
agents created problems under a stable administration. The 
rulers of Amber always gave due respect to the Mu^al 
f a u .1 d a r as is obvious in 1708, when Bahadur Shah 
confiscated the hereditary watan Amber in royal Kh5l1sa. 
Jai Singh sent instructions to his diwan Ramchand to hand 
over the possession of Amber to Hussain Khan without 
offering any resistance and asked him to treat the Saiyid 
1. Arzdasht dtd. Mangsir Sudi 6, V.S. 1768/ 4 Dec. 1711. 
2. Arzdasht dtd. Paush Sudi 9, 1768/ 6 Jan 1711; 
Arzdgsht dtd Magh Vadi 15, V.S. 1768/ 26 Jan, 1712. 
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and his official with all courtesy.^ Further, instructions 
were extended to treat Shujaat Khan with due hospitality. 
But a large number of chithis and parwanas of later period 
reveal the non-cooperation of 'ami1s and other officials of 
the parnana showing antipathy to these Mughal f ;tujdirs. who 
3 failed to maintain law and order in the parnanas. The 
p r a c t i c e of the i a g i r d a r having f S i l i ^ X J r i g h t s over h is 
,iaqi rs buttressed his authority which could threaten the 
jurisdiction of the provincial governor as well as the 
central authority. 
The rise of local magnates certainly gave a blow to 
the disintegrating Mugjial Empire. It was not only confined 
to the expansion of Amber state through the acquisitions of 
large and fertile jagi rs with the support of Mir Bakhshl, 
Khan-i-Dauran and pther nobles, but it did extend to the 
rise of Bundi and ^ta and other states in Rajputana. There 
appears to be no deliberate attempt on the part of these 
states to eliminate the Mughal Empire perhaps Mughals were 
still powerful enough to crush them. It could be felt by 
them that ',/ now, Jai Singh was capable of pleading their 
1. Parwana of Jai Singh to Ramchand (diwan of Maharaja) 
Sudi 12, V.S. 17 64/1707. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Chitthis. V.S.. 1764,65,66/1707,08,09. 
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vested interest. As a result, the imperial power could feel 
the strengthof the regional and local elements emerging 
effective. Their growing power and resources based on caste 
and community relationship could prove detrimental to the 
interest of the Mugjnals. 
Sawai Jai Singh's activities and diplomacy had derived 
the maximum benefits from both the orthodox and liberal 
section of the nobility. The group affiliations and court 
politics after Aurangzeb's death helped Sawai Jai Singh to 
enlarge his estate. The exemption from Khurak-dawab and the 
opportunities of subedari of Malwa for Jai Singh and Gujarat 
for Ajit Singh met successfully due to Sawai Jai Singh 
position at the Mughal Court. We notice that just after the 
death of Aurangzeb, the waki1 of Maharaja Jai Singh had 
approached Amirul Umara Asad Khan and succeeded to obtain 
the title of Mirza Raja along with a mansab of 7000/7000 for 
Jai Singh after paying Rs.50,000 in cash along with 21 
muhrs. so was the case of Ajit Singh. This practice became 
widespread during the reigns of Bahadur Shah and Jahandar 
Shah. Wak i1 Jagjiwan Das had agreed to pay Rs.75,000 to mi r 
bakhshi Mahabat Khan in order to get the signature of the 
1- G.D. Sharma: Vakil Reports Mahara.jgan. Introduction, 
pp.33-34. 
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said bakhshi in the yaddasht.^ Such cases of paying money in 
advance are replete in the arzdashts of the waki1. 
I V 
Enough attention has been paid by the modern scholars 
on .iani r system and the crisis therein. With the growing 
number of the mansabdars the crisis deepened. An 
interesting waki1 report records'. ^  The Emperor enquired 
about the number of Mughal mansabdars. He was informed by 
the bakhshi that under Alamgir, the number of Mughal 
mansabdars was 5000. It was 1200, during the reign of 
i^uld-i-manzi1 (Bahadur Shah). And at present (in the reign 
of Farrukh Sujar), the number exceeded to 17.000. The 
bakhshis were then ordered to maintain 5000 Mughal 
mansabdars as per the tradition of Aurangzeb. When, 1t was 
found that the deduction in number would mean the loss of 
Muf^al nobles, the original list of 17,000 was restored. 
1. Ibid. 
2. WR Jyestha 1768/1711 WakTl wrote to Maharaja 'I have 
conveyed your demand to Amirul Umara. He had demanded 
money for making arrangements. Please write to me the 
money you wish to present. 
3. Satish Chandra: Medieval India Society, the Jagirdari 
Crisis and the Village. Delhi, 1982, M. Athar Ali, 
Mughal Nobility under Aurangzeb, opc.cit. 
4. Arzdasht dtd. Aso.i Sudi 10, V.S. 177 1/18, Sept 1714. 
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This passage is self-explanatory the tendency of 
generous grants of mansab after the death of Aurangzeb, 
assisted a crisis in the jagi rdari systein, .The enormous 
increase in the number of mansabdar^ resulted in more demand 
in pay claims. The waki1, therefore, informs the Maharaja 
in 1714, that the work of Kachehri had to be closed since 
the mansabdars demanded .jagi rs in lieu of their salaries. 
At this time, over 400 crore dams were due upon the state 
for payment to the mansabdars: fifty one crore of arrears of 
revenue (sanvati) were left uncollected in paibaai. but none 
of the mansabdars accepted jagi rs against their pay 
claims. The decision was therefore taken that meuisabilflri be 
paid amounts equivalent to salary of half of their za% 
ranks. We, are also informed that similarly the dams (of 
pay) of other Hindu and Muslim nobles were in arrears. 
1. WR dtd Chaitra Sudi 2, 1771/17 March, 1714. 
2. Ibid. The arrears of salary claims (talab). If certain 
mansabdars are given as follows: 
1. Sawai Jai Singh 17,25,302 
2. Abdullah Khan 20,00,00,000 to 30,00,00,000 
Husain Ali Khan 
Ibadullah Khan 
and Samsanudaula 
3. Udot Singh 40,00,00,000 
4. Kr Abhai Singh 5,25,00,000 
Also see WR dtd Aso.i Sudi 10, 1771/18, Sept. 1714. 
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Thus, large arrears of pay accumulated owing to proper .-) ag i r 
assignments. 
Insecurity of pay claim made Ajit Singh agree to take 
3,00,000 dams from pargana Sorath in paibagi rather than to 
leave the claimed arrears (t^alab) pending. Another arzdasht 
reveals that Nizamul Mulk disbanded 1000 sawars for there 
was no Jaglr to maintain them. An arzdasht of March 1714, 
informs that Maharajas salary claims from Amber and Deoti 
Sanchari worth dams one and a half crore, seventeen lakh, 
twenty five thousand and two are in arrears. Nawab Qutbul 
Mulk, Amirul Umara, Mir Jumla and Khan-i-Dauran had two 
crore dams in arrears, similarly, Ajit Singh and Udot 
Singh have four crore dams. 
Under these circumstances, there was opportunity for 
the ruler of Amber to obtain parganas of his choice as is 
obvious from his parwana addressed to his waki1 at the 
Mughal court "you wrote to us to obtain the paibaai (Kbalisa 
land) of suba Darul Khair (Ajmer) on condition of posting a 
force there. The paibaai of the said suba is of no use to 
us, because it is scattered and far away. The maha1s of 
Chatsu Mauzabad, Dausa and Niwai are situated close to our 
1. WR dtd. Baisakh Sudi 1, 1772/9, May 1715, 
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watan and zamindari mahals. The Rajputs, who are to be 
posted. are already residing there (in the said mahils^ so 
that the zamindarj should be administered and the forces may 
be kept ready for the service of the Emperor as desired. 
Bearinrj all this in mind, you should act according to the 
instructions given above. If the paibagi is to be given to 
any agents, you should not hasten to accept ... you (waki 1 ) 
have said that you would obtain the mahals of Toda Bhim, 
Toda Raja Rai Singh etc. near the watan. It is hoped, you 
would give effect to this proposal". 
It is clear from the evidence, that after the death of 
Aurangzeb, Jai Singh was eager to obtain parnanas close to 
his watan by all means. Muflhal Court, keeping in view the 
support of the Rajputs, approved it. One of the parwana 
(Persian) from Mughal Court addressed to Samandar Khan 
says.... "since Hastera etc. pargana Amarsar, suba Ajmer are 
near Amber; they must be connected with Amber. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the jani rdari 
crisis paved the way for fulfilling the desire of the rulers 
1. Parwana (Persian) dtd. 23 Muharrs^m 1131/ 15th 
Dec. 1719, Miscellaneous Persian "Papersj^ Arzd^ht 
(Hindi) from Sah Ram Chand (diweTn) to Maharaja dtd? 
. MJJti Mannsir Vadi 2, V^ §,_ 1765/1709. 
2. Parw"ana (Persian) dated 1 Zi'alqad. 1131/ 15 Sept. 
1719. 
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of Amber to expand their territories, the Mu^al state did 
not give a free hand to Jai Singh to act at his own. The 
appointment of imperial officials like f au.idars and 
.iaqi rdars. who were either Muslim or belonged to classes 
other than Kachchwahas kept check and balances on the 
activities of Jai Singh and reported to the central 
authority, whenever they were harrassed by the Maharaja or 
his agents. The waki1 informs the Maharaja about the 
complaint of Sabha Chand that "Maharaja neither has removed 
the thana from Sambhar as yet, nor has he given the revenue 
of jani rdars of Mewat Akbarabad and Ajmer, even then, he 
expects for enhancement in .janTr. Aj i t Singh is safe since he 
is away while you are only 80 kps away from Jahanabad. You 
are staking our watan without any reason. The Nawah (Amirul 
Umara) says that Raja Ram Singh and Nawab Asafudaula had 
become brothers by exchanging turbans, I and Kunwar Kishan 
Singh had become brother. Keeping this in view, you have 
been granted mansab and title. You are considered to be the 
grandson of late Mirza Raja yet you are creating problems. 
A few examples referred in Amber records and 
Khutut- i -Maharaj n'an may be cited a) Pi rag Das Rathor, 
fauidar of Bahatri V.S. 1750/1693; b) Sukrullah Khan, 
faujdari of pargana Nahar Khoh V.S. 1761/1704; c) 
Saiyid Husain Khan faujdar of Amber 1765/1708; d) 
Fakhruddin,^ fau.jdar of Sambhar 1767/1710; e) Wahid 
Khan, faujdar of pargana Fatehpur 1769/1712; f) Nawab 
Imtiaz Khan, faujdar of pargana Barath Sanghana. 
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We have been asking you since last four months to stop the 
non-cooperative activities. The late Mirza Raja (Jai Singh) 
and Ram Singh had wished you to be in the Emperor's service; 
fulfil their wish,^ and get whatever you want from the 
Emperor in lieu of this.^ Such requests to Maharaja were 
constantly reiterated^. 
In the beginning. Amber rulers acquired i.iaras fori n 
short term i.e. of two to three months in the early part of 
18th century, but soon they found that constant renewal of 
i.iara may bear more fruits, so they keenly acquired them.So 
long as Sawai Jai Singh served the Mughal Empire as subedar 
or governor/was contented getting assignments. But soon he 
opted to acquire more and more parnanas in i.iara close tp 
his watan and began to consolidate his position. Pancholi 
Jagjiwan Das in 1712. informs the Mahar'aja that "Aitiqad 
It 
WR dtd Sawan Vadi 2, 1768/5 Aug.1711; Also letter of 
Nawab Asad Khan to Subedar of Ajmer dtd. 11 Safar 
1121/21, April 1709; Arzdasht dtd. Shravana Vadi. 2, 
1769 (July 9, 1712) . 
WR dtd Manh Vadi 3, 1768/30 Jan.1711; Shah Qudratullah 
has instructed Maharaja to come to the Imperial Court 
from Ajmer the Prince (Azimush Shan) has managed the 
delay of the issue. It is, therefore, advisable to 
come to the Court. In your absence, the mutasaddis 
will manage the affairs of your state. Come immediate-
ly since your promotion and betterment depends upon 
the will of the Emperor. Also WR Asarh Va.di 5 1769/12, 
July 1712. 
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Khan grandson of Asafudaula has been appointed laujdar of 
Narnaul and I tried to obtain i.iaras from him.... In 
compliance with the darbar's order. I have secured i.iaras of 
many .iagi rs held by the Umara (nobles). Pftt^ as have been 
prepared and arrangements for furnishing the surety of some 
reliable sahukar (banker) may be made so that I may obtain 
the pattas and send them to the darbar The catias of 
Shujaat Khan's .iigir consisting of parganas of Amarsar; 
Mauzabad, Bhairana and Nagina under the sarkars of Jije^ra. 
have been obtained with effect from Kharif crop... The pptta 
.jag~i r of Hasan Khan Ghigada Khan worth 70,00,000 MfUS in 
parqana Lai sot is ready .... the patta of .laair of 
Muhammadabad alias Ghazi Ka Thana held in jagjr by Rai Ghasi 
Ram and Hidayat Kesh Khan waaia nig^r kul is ready. This 
patta of Benehta held in .iani r by Jamal Mohammad etc. 
mansabdars. valued at 4,00,000 dams is ready. The .ianfrs of 
Badshahzada Aizuddin, Khan Jahan Bahadur, Azam Khan Bahadur 
Khan-i Dauran, Khan Jahan Bahadur's son and Khan Dauran 
Bahadur's son in Mewat. Jahan Bahadur wishes to establish 
friendly relations with the darbar. The mutasaddi? say that 
the pattas for the ijara of the .ianirs of Khan Jahan Bahadur 
as well as those of his Kinsmen will be given as soon as the 
sureties are produced". 
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"The .janTrs are situated close to his watan and extend 
from Akbarabad district to Mewat. The acquisition of i.iara 
for these jagfrs will prevent a lot of quarelling. The 
holders of other (smaller) .iagirs near the watan will 
readily agree to give them to us on i.iara. Once these 
(biggers) .jagi rs have been taken on i.iara by the darbar. I 
have arranged with the mutasaddis of Badhshahzada Azizuddin 
to secure the i.iara of .jagi r in Perozpur, pargana Jhar. I 
shall report the result later". 
"The Badshahi courtiers present policy is to accept 
whatever price they can get in case the rajas do not come to 
terms with the Emperor and so they are giving out such 
i.iaras indiscriminately ... Now is the time to take as many 
ijaras as one can. Such ijaras will remain in force for 
three years. If the darb"ar misses the chance of getting 
these i.iaras later on. When the Emperor has made a 
settlement (with the raja) it is doubtful if the jagi rdars 
will give out any i.iara then." 
Once the Jaipur rulers acquired these parnanas it is 
very rare that they were taken back in imperial yjalisa. 
Gradually, most of important parnanas assigned to them in 
1. Arzdasht by Pancholi Jagjiwan Das; Also ^Agrarjan 
System pp. 18-38 for the p.ar.3.a.nas. taken in i.iara" a'nSf' 
jagir• 
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lieu of salary or on i.iaras were absorbed in the watan area 
and shaped Jaipur State in 1726-27. 
This large territory acquired from the Mughals was 
administered by him through sub assignments and sub leases. 
Most of these sub-.iagTrdar and ijarad^r belonged to Raja's 
own community who were basically zamindars. Thus becoming an 
asset for the rulers of Amber in beginning. But threatened 
its autonomy later. In the context of the Mughals, though 
there appeared to be no deliberate attempt to eliminate the 
authority of the Mughials but they stood for the cause of 
their masters (Maharaja) against an external threat. The 
local magnates in the capacity of zamindars and i.jaradars 
having rich revenue resources could raise their head 
against the Mugjials. And it became a difficult task for the 
imperial officials to collect the revenue from them through 
his agents. 
The .iaqi rdars and i.iaradars slowly grabbed the revenue 
of the area assigned to them and claimed hereditary rights 
in Rajput states and led to further strengthening of the 
zamindars as a class. This left the land-owners and 
cultivators at the mercy of the new jagi rdars and zamindars. 
To summarise, one of the important features of 
the first half of the 18th century appears to be a growing 
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tendency among the nobles to hold .iagi rs on permanent basis 
whether through assignment or lease. The emergence of 
bhumias. garhi and thikanas leading to rise of independent 
principalities. Their rise within the existing social 
structure is unique. And all this happened at the cost of 
the Mughal Empire. 
The decline of the central authority contributed to 
another development that resulted in a peculiar relationship 
between the regional state of Amber and the' mercantile 
classes. Amber, rulers received the financial support from 
the bankers and usurer at times voluntarily and others 
extorted by force. Most of the time this relationship 
benefitted. This class of bankers monopolised agrarian 
economy and urban markets controlling the prices, standing 
for surety in case of ijaradars and granting loans to the 
cultivators and the state. They monopolisedoffices and so 
on. Their investment in purchasing the land is not borne out 
1. The death of Azimush Shan on March 8, 1712 had caused 
considerable financial inconvenience as the local 
maha.ians refused to lend money on credit to Jagjiwan-
das_on the ground that they were not sure whether the 
puras of Lahore would he kept with them under the new 
regime; Arzdasht dated^Phalguna Sudi 11, 1768 (March 
8, 1712);_Also see arzdasht from Pancholi Jagjiwandas 
to Maharaja Jai Singh dated Shflravana Sudi 15, 1769 
(August 5, 1712). Contrary to this, the mercantile 
class supported the Maharaja at local level with its 
resources. 
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from our evidence. In the second half of 18th century such a 
phenomenon however is visible. 
We cannot therefore completely divorce the decline of 
the Mughal Empire from that of the Amber state. In a way 
they were complimentory to each other. The sub-assignments 
and sub lease adopted by the Amber rulers in one way or 
other also distintegrated the power of Jaipur rulers. 
Though both of these process were not exactly simultaneous 
or parallel they were, however, at times overlapping or one 
paving the way for the other. This was so to say a vicious 
circle which tresspasses the limits of the period under 
purview and it was the charisma of Jai Singh's role that 
seemingly averted it for the time being. 
1. Dilbagh Singh: The State Landlords and Pease^ntsd. 
Chapter 7. 
CHAPTER-10 
MUQ^AL ADMINISTRATION AND ITS IMPACT ON AMBER 
As a Mughal chief the Amber Raja had the autonomy to 
run his watan as per his convenience. The nature of studies 
so far pursued led historians to believe even in such a case 
the administrative pattern of Raja's watan would be uniform 
to the Muqhal Empire at large J Recent researches however 
not only proved the rule, but also brought forth the extent 
of similarities, tehir application and synthesis given the 
2 
regional constraints. 
Revenue assignments were made by the Rija from his own 
territory on the Mughal pattern these include jagirg (sub-
assignments), zamTnda'ris and i jar as ( sub-leases). 
These jaq^r too, were both conditional and uncondi-
tional i.e. the assignments to the local magnates bh<?m 1 a. 
chaudhuri. pat¥l etc. and Rajas own officials serving at the 
1. W.H. Morel and W.H.: The Agrarian System of Muslim 
India: Irfan Habib, The Agrarian System of Mughal 
India. op,cit.. Noman Ahmad Siddiqui, Land Revanue 
Administration under the Mughals. 
2. S.P. Gupta; Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan. 
3. Arhsattas of different parganas wherein the classifi-
cation of villages, sub-assignments and the farmed out 
revenue is provided. 
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imperial court J or at oargana level (alufatl .iagir) apart 
from the unconditional assignments to those who had rendered 
outstanding service (inam) or for charitable purpose (punva 
udik).^ 
The difference between the Mughal and the Rajas 
assignment system appears to be that Raja granted sub-
assignment in lieu of salary for a short term subject to 
renewal from time to time. It is rare to find an evidence 
if a sub-.iaqTrdar is assigned a .iagir for a period of three 
years, instead the sanad had to be produced by the assignee 
for inspection and confirmation every year. Failure to 
1. Bhomia is found to be synonymous to zamindars See S.P. 
Gupta and Shireen Moosvi: Bhomi in the Territory of 
Amber, 1650-1760, PIHC, 1970. Also B.L. Bhadani, The 
Allodial proprietors? The Bhumias of Marwas IHR. 
Vol.VI, No.1-2, July 1979-Jan.1980. 
2. Alufati janTr was given to Rajas officials in lieu of 
salary. Also see V.S. Bhatnagar Life and Times of 
Sawai Jai Singh 1688-1743 p.305, who erroneously 
defines alufati janlr as assignment made to women. 
3. See arhsatta oargana Chatsu 1730. Total number of 
mauzas in Raja's jan^r. 
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P u n i ^ AlMffti .ianir Raja's Kbalisa 
19.50 88.75 227.75 
Punya Udik Inam 
16.50 1 
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produce sanad could lead to confiscation of .iaqi r. 
On the pattern of the Mughal .iagTrdari system an 
entire village (dar-o-bast) could be assigned to a single 
assignee, a part i.e. one fourth, one half or three 
fourth was assigned. The village could be held jointly 
(Shi rkat) by one or more than one assigness, while a portion 
of it may be retained in Maharaja's Khalisa. For example, 
in 1730 the salary assignment of village khijuria in pargs^na 
Chatsu, the salary assignment was shared by four persons: 
1. Chain Singh Rs.1000/- 1/.4 village 
2. Daulat Singh Rs. 500/- 1/4 village 
3. Hukumat Singh Rs. 300/- No share 
4. Sangram Singh Rs.2500/- 1/2 
The tan or assessed income from a sub-assigned village 
was commuted on annual basis. For the purpose of payment 
of salary, the rulers of Amber introduced month-proportion, 
which was entirely different to Mug[hal month-proportion. 
Thus the arhsattas for different parganas suggest that in 
the deed of grant of each jagTr whether it was ten 
monthly (dah maha). eight monthly (ath maha) or six monthly 
(chhe maha). the tan was entered, as also the oarar i.e. the 
1. For details see my article 'Relations of rulers of 
Ambers with their sub-assignees 1650-1750'; PJHC. 
Gorakhpur, 1990. 
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number of months during which the quota of sawars and foot-
men required from a particular .jagir was to be provided. 
This quota was calculated on an assessed income obtained by 
multiplying the tan by twelve and dividing it by the number 
of qarjr months. 
The Jaipur Rajas began to assert the right of 
sovereignty and to emphasize that the tenure of their 
assignees depended on service and loyalty. A study of the 
contemporary evidence suggests, that in their turn, the 
•iaqi rdars began in course of time to claim their tenure by 
p 
right of inheritance and could not be easily dislodged. 
It has been observed earlier that the chiefs who 
accepted the sovereignty of the Mughals had to submit 
peshkash at different occasions. The amount of the payment 
was fixed. It could be paid in lump sum or in seasonal 
instalments. Following the same tradition, the kachhwaha 
also demanded peshkash as a mark of sovereignty from sub-
assignees, sub-lesees, new zamfndars or the patel. patwari. 
other parqana officials or any new incumbent to office. 
1. Arhsattas of different years. 
2. Chitthis of different years. 
3. lbid. Also see l^khtang documents for a number of 
years. 
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The nature of information contained in the arh?at^ta 
and awari.la mutal iba provide the amount of peshkash which by 
and large appears to be a regular payment. Distinction, 
may, however, be made between the peshkash paid annually to 
the state as a mark of submission to the chief and the 
It is descernable from the following table based on 
awari.ia mutal iba pargana Bahatri 1676 that there was a 
certain assumed income fraction over and above 
which enhanced the amount of peshkash. It is also 
inferable that the Raja extorted the said amount 
irrespective of clannish affiliations. 
CLANWISE PAYMENT OF PESHKASH TO THE RAJA 
CLAN PESHKASH (Rs) 
Rajawat 1922 
Kumbhawat 525 
BanbTrpota 468 
Syombhpota 355 
HamTrde 218.11 
Chauhan 161 
Bhati 143.07 
Naruka 135 
Dhirawat 108.06 
Solankhi 82 
Rajghar 58.15 
PariWar 13.12 
Kayasth 8 
Kumbhani x 
Kumbhani x 
Somesarpota x 
Gehlot X 
Bargujar x 
Chandel x 
Rathor X 
Tunwar x 
Jadam x 
Jatu X 
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amount of peshkash collected as a perquisite under the SJwai 
Jamdbandi.^ A sub-assignee had to pay both viz; the peshkash 
as an insigna of submission and the additional amount, if 
2 
there is any, was paid in kind. 
Besides peshkash. lagTrdars and other officials and 
non-officials were required to pay nyota (at the time of the 
marriage of the prince and ^ .5% (didhotra or one and a half) 
to the state. On the other hand, the .lagirdars. chaudhuri. 
patel . patwari , qanungo. fau.idar and other officials had 
other customary cesses to collect from the raiyat which is 
not within the scope of present study. 
Similarly, on the Mughal pattern, these Rajput rulers 
did not hesitate to fix nazr or bhent (presents) at the time 
©•f" tika (accession), marriage or festivals. In pargana Udai 
Sodha _ X 
Sikarwal x 
Sisodia x 
Brahman x 
Banya x 
Charan x 
Musalman x 
Mina X 
1. Pargana-wise collection of Peshkash from the Kharif 
and Rabi harvests. See Appendix A at the end of the 
chapter. 
2. For details of items offered as Peshkash. See Appendix 
B of the chapter. 
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each member in the village and gagba had to pay Rs.2/- per 
house as nazr bhent to the mahara,1a. ^  The panch however, 
paid the amount at lower rate (see Appendix A of the 
Chapter). It was exclusively the prerogative of the state to 
fix the amount. 
In the army organisation, despite the absence of 
the use of the term mansab in Amber, which presumably 
was the imperial prerogative, the usage of hazari as a 
suffix to the name of an official is found. 
Deductions were charged from the salary of the 
assignee as in the case of Mughal mansabdars. In our region 
being termed as mutaliba (state's financial claim), it 
included tafawat khurak ghora (fodder for horse), t9f?>wa1; 
qhair hazir (for absenting) masa'adat (state loans) etc. 
Similar to the Mughal pattern deviation from these could 
lead to resumption of assignment.^ 
The framework of Raja's nobility was constituted 
mainly by his clansmen for which reason they are found 
corroding the whole village set up. Evidence indicating 
conscious placement of these clans for larger chunks of land 
1. Yaddasht Nazr Bhent Tika of Shiv.ii, Pargana Toda Bhiv 
(Bhim), ys, 1802/1745. 
2. Chehra documents V.?. 1788/1731, see the details of 
Bhairav Das hazari. 
3. Awari.ia mutal iba. pargana Bahatri, 1733/1676. 
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are replete. 
The numerical strength of the rest of the clans though 
not as strong as that of the Raja's clansmen, it 
nevertheless gave a heterogeneous complexion to the nobility 
of the Raja as is seen under the Mughals through directly 
and indirectly preferring turanis sections of nobility while 
keeping in tact the heterogenous character. 
The officials serving in the capacity of diwans. 
amTns. 'ami Is. karkun belonged to such mercantile classes as 
the sahs, bhayyas. kayasthas. maha.ian. etc. Their role in 
acting as guarantor of assignments exposed to them the 
weakness of landed elements. The assignments made to them in 
lieu of remuneration expanded through the acquisition of 
leases. The emergence of this class would thus seem as 
pronounced as in the other part of the Mughal Empire. 
As a Mughal jagirdar. the Raja followed the rules 
and regulations sanctioned by the Mughal administration. He 
was answerable to the Mughal state regarding the revenue 
1. Awari.ia mutal iba. pargana Bahatri 1676. 
2. See the detailed list of these officials provided in 
Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan, pp.187-210. 
3. Undtd. Likhtang document. 
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administration. The practice of preparing the various 
dastur circles appears to have continued till the end of the 
first half of the 18th century. A large number of daetur-u! 
'amal and 'amal dastiJrs fortunately have survived for the 
region of Eastern Rajasthan, which give a detailed account 
of taxation system of Eastern Rajasthan as also of the 
distant pargana having different dasturs. As a result, a 
comparative study of the various dastur-circle prepared in 
-1-
Ain is possible. 
The collection of land-revenue in cash was widely 
prevalent under the Mughals. In many parganas in the da8t:.ur 
circles of Akbarabad and Ajmer, the bulk of revenue was 
collected in kind, and then converted into cash on the basis 
of their current prices. The (jasturs therefore were 
prepared in similar fashion. Thus there was schedule of cash 
rates applicable to one set of crops assessed under zabt. 
which was distinct to rates imposed on .jinsi cropg. It may 
also be noted that in Akbarabad and Ajmer aaz-i-Sikandari 
which was 2/3rd of qaz-i Ilahi was being used. 
It is obvious from the dastur-ul 'amal of 17th and 18th 
centuries, that the land tax varied with the status of the 
peasants, a class which was highly stratified during 
Mughal' times. 
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Modern researches have also deduced that the dasturs 
differed considerably from revenue circle to revenue circle, 
and these of Agra as compared to Ajmer were higher because 
they were near the capital and effected by high prices of 
produce. 
The average collection of state revenue demand in 
dastur-ci rcles of eastern Rajasthan takes into consideration 
the tax payers which included all categories of peasants, 
which comes to 44.51 (state) and 66.57 (peasant). Thus the 
peasant in our region was in a position to pay ^0% over and 
above the tax on crops (mal). In other words, he was left 
with a little more than half the produce, which appears to 
be more realistic. It appears to be convincing that the 
Mughal administration looked at half the produce not as the 
standard, but as the maximum. 
It has been examined how deep rooted influence of the 
Mughal revenue administration appeared to be on the land 
revenue system.^ It was indeed a part of the Mughal 
administration. The system of taxation, method of assessment 
prevalent under the Mughals were widely adopted by Jaipur 
ruler except for a few innovation. 
1. S.P. Gupta, Magnitude of land Revenue Demand, PIHC. 
Calcutta, 1991. 
2. Ibid. 
'bid. 
1^ 2 
In the method of assessment, besides zabti• batai 
•iinsJ . Kankut (kut) etc, the system of lata, latee, 1ata1 or 
lat bataj was very popular in Eastern Rajasthan. In case, 
the cultivator complained of unfair increase or over 
estimation in assessment he had a choice to reap the harvest, 
and keeping the grains in heaps weigh it. In fact, lata, 
was used at the time of realization when the crop was ready 
for assessment. Whether l^ta was an independent system of 
assessment or related with batai .iinsi . is however not 
clear. 
The Mughal Emperors also claimed to dispense justice 
to those who appealed to the imperial Court against their 
own chiefs seemingly to check deviations from the prescribed 
regulations. An arzdasht of 1711, refers about a complaint 
lodged with Princes Rafiushshan and Jahanshah regarding the 
illegal collection of p^shkash by the Maharaja. The 
complaint was later on rectified by the Maharaja through his 
waki1. Another complaint by the raiyat was entertained by 
the Emperor at Jahanabad in connection with the excess 
demand of revenue. The Emperor entrusted this case to 
1. Arzdasht Miti Sawan Sudi 6, y_s 1768/1711 
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Kunwar Ram Singh. 
It is obvious that Amber ruler, if left to themselves, 
never wanted an interference of the central authority in 
their internal matter unless it was necessary. The even Emperor 
issued instructions to Rajas officials prohibiting collection of 
Arzdasht by Sridhar (ami 1 ) to diwan Kalyan Das dated 
Miti Baisakh Vadi 13, VS 1722/1665. "that the raivat 
of parqana Rinsi had approached the emperor at Jahana-
bad regarding the excess demand of revenue. When 
enquired I found that in all 24 raiyat from different 
villages of pargana Rinsi went to Jahanabad. The 
details of the number and villages are as follows: 
Name of vi1lage Number of Raivati 
AKAIRA 6 
MEWLI 1 
KHANPUR 1 
BAIKUNTHPUR 1 
CHANDANI 3 
SALEVA 7 
PEROZPUR 3 
GOHAN 1 
BABUPUR 1 
The raiyat appealed and informed the Emperor that 
we have produced 1600 mds of grain in Kharif. half of 
which is taken by the state 8000 mds __ of grain are 
left. Further, deduction as seri. dastur qanXingo and 
shahnqi were made which amounted to 45000 mds. We are 
left only 3500 mds of grain. The Emperor handed over 
the case to Kumar Ram Singh who in consultation with 
the bhomia and raiyat will decide the matter. At-
tempt will be made in future, to check the raiyat 
directly approaching the Emperor. Also see Chithi 
Miti Phalqun Sudi V.S. 1721/1664 regarding a complaint 
lodged to the Emperor by the raiyat of Mundawar. 
Khutut Mahara.jqan. V.S. 1749/1692; Parwana. V.S. 
1768/1711, Miti Sawan Sudi. 6. 
forbidden taxes in the Raja's .iagfrs. A par^ana (Persian) 
of 6th April, 1721, from Mughal Court to the gumashtas 
(agent of .lagirdars) and fau.idars^ of parqanas. Naraina, 
Amarsar Manoharpur, directs them not to demand the 
prohibited cesses, such as peshkash. nazrana and farmaish in 
these parqanas which were in the .iagi r of Maharaja Sawai Jai 
Singh. There is considerable evidence to indicate that the 
Rajas had made repeated efforts in instructing thiair pargana 
officials through the diwan to avoid complaints going to the 
Mughal court so that these might not invite direct 
interference of the imperial government. A chitth1 from 
Kalyan Das and Hathi Ram to diwan Kalyan Das, regarding the 
exemption of 'taki (a cess) for which the raivat had gone 
with a plaint (faryad) to the Emperor. The Raja was 
supposed to extend all support and protection to the 
merchants. A copy of the chitthi. 1727"^  in the name of Raja 
Svod.ns Jai Jocj i stntes "that Bheema Ji Bankv««r etc Brtloohn 
loJ^ieJ A complduit that they loaded salt on forty five 
camels to carry it to Jahanabad. We had Rs.225/- with us 
for the miscellaneous expenditure and also cloth and weapons 
1. Parwana (persian), 19th Jama'di- II. 2nd R.Y., Qld 
Historical Records. 
2. Chitthi Miti. Chait Vadi 3, VS 1722/1665; Chitthi from 
Kesho Rao to Megh Raj VS 1722/1665. 
3. Chitthi qarar Miti Baisakh Sudi. 10 V.S. 1784/1727. 
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etc. valued Rs.245/- only. While carrying the salt we paid 
rahdari (custom duty) at village Qudhgaon in pargana 
Naraina. In the noon the aswars of Larh Khan looted the 
whole thing and carried away the camels with him. Jorawar 
Singh Khangorot pursued him and three camels were caught 
behind since one of the camel was brought to Sambhar for 
sale to the thakur of Maharoth which we recognised. We told 
everything to Gulab Rai , 'g\mi 1 of Sambhar. That camel was 
retained at Sambhar. The details are already supplied to 
you. 
Pargana officials should take proper action since they 
are the merchants from Delhi, luggage and camels are 
traced, they should be handed over to the merchants 
directly. Do the needful and every instructions should be 
followed strictly with all care". 
The Mughal currency was completely regulated by the 
Kacchawaha rulers in daily transaction and trade etc. like 
silver rupee, copper paisa, copper tanka. Gold mlihr was also 
in vogue. It was open to take bullion to the mint and get 
1. See Silver value of gold (rupee for muhr) and silver 
value of copper (takas per rupee) in S.P. Gupta 
Agrarian System op.cit., Appendix A & B, pp.313-316. 
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it converted into specie with a certain discount. Mughal 
Emperors were very particular to see that there should be 
uniformity in currency in all the regions. Thus, Kalyan Das 
informs us "that Mohammad Saeed gurzbardar had left to see 
that newly issued Alamgiri paisa should now be in prevalence 
replacing the old sikka. His spies are roaming all over. Who 
so ever is found to use the old paisa. his head would be 
saved and will be severly punished. You (oarnana official) 
should take care in your parnana to implement the imperial 
policy. Every body should use Alamgiri paisa replacing the 
old one . 
Though the Mu_3hals imposed their standard currency on 
all the regions yet in Rajasthan local currencies inherited 
from the previous regimes continued these were not minted in 
the imperial court. As in Eastern Rajasthan dam (which was 
totally different to Mughal dam i.e. 1/40th of a rupee) or 
similarly dugani in Western Rajasthan (were the copper coins 
used invariably in the collection of cesses). The value of 
local dam was 1/50th of the taka (copper). While the value 
of taka in relation to rupee varied from year to year and 
1. Arhsatta khazana and potdar for different parganas. 
2. Chitthi Miti Phalgun Sudi. V.S. 1721/1664 
P.7 
parqana to parqana. Price variations effecting the baser 
metal rather than gold or silver. The main supplies appear 
to have been from the local copper mines like Khetri and 
Bairath. In our region, takas Aurangshahi/ Naurangsahi/ 
Alamgiri were widely prevalent. While other l^ akas of 
different value are also also referred to. 
Regarding the weights, used in this region, we have 
fluctuations in the number of sers per man from one p^ irg^ na 
to another. The Akbari man survived curiously enough as a 
man of 30 sers (and not, as originally, as a man of 40 sers, 
each ser of 30 dam-weights): similarly, the Jahangiri man 
was preserved as a man of '36 sers'. the standard man 
(Shahjahani) was of '40 sers'. 
It seems that the area figures in our records are 
given in bigha-i daftari. The bigha based on it was two-
third of th^ qaz-i Ilahi. The length of the dorj consisted 
of 7 5 JTath (i.e., kacchi dori and 95 hath (pakki dori ). 
which would make the square based on the former about 62.3% 
of square based of the latter. The ratio accords closely 
with that borne by bigha daftari to bigha 'llahi. 
1. Agrarian System, op.cit., Appendix B-2 p.313-16 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
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The impact of the Mughal administration is found even 
in the local records maintained by Maharaja's office which 
were based on Persian terminology. This is obvious since 
the MugJ^ al administration was always keen to obtain detailed 
information of every region, its crops, extent of 
cultivation, agricultural and non-agricultural production, 
prices etc. for the purpose of revenue administration. 
Thus, dastur-ul 'amal. taosim. raobabandi. vaddasht. 
muwazana. ni rkhbazar. parwana. arzdasht etc. though written 
in Hindwi were actually Persianized Rajasthani. Even, in the 
later half of 18th century, the linguistic Impact of Persian 
could much more be felt as compared to Marathi. Further, 
the use of Hi.1 ri era along with Vikrami Samvat on the 
documents was an impact of the Mughals. Though at a later 
stage the mention of Hi.1 ri era was dropped while retaining 
Samvat era, exclusively. 
Chitthi. Miti. Phalgun Vadi 10, V.S. 1721/1664. From 
Shobha Chand Akbey Raj (pargana offcials) to diwan Sri 
Kalyan Das that "Padshah ji ordered to prepare taasim. 
So prepare it for ten years. Whatever is recorded 
about mal of six and seven months, the same should be 
specified. If there is any famine year, then write 
scarcity. If anybody else writes to you about taasTm. 
tell him that it has been sent to Maharaja Kunwarji 
and consoj^e him and inform me accordingly. You pre-
pare taqsim incuding hi.iari year 1068. Gopi Nath 
qanunqo has said that he has submitted it in the 
kachehri of the Emperor (Padshah Ji) for three years 
beginning from 1069 to 1071 and seven years of the 
preceding years". 
p,f> 
studying Sawai Jai Singh's work as administrator, one 
is struck by the fact that he tried to enlarge his authority 
by the use of, and within the limits of, the traditional 
framework the Empire - the clan, the principality, one does 
not find much innovation. 
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Parqana Toda Bhiv V.S. 1802/1745 
Appendix A 
total (mu) houses 4104 
total ( " ) Rs. _7671.8.8 
Wasi1 till miti mangsir Sudi 15,3703.8.0 
Bangi 3968.0.2 
Qasba Toda Bhiv (Bhim) houses 1188 = 
amount received in rupees 1837.8.2 
Remark: Pachauni Girai wa Mai tarn raiyati ka jama' 
Brahman mugaiman. Rajput, Mina are not counted in the 
following list of Nazr prayers mentioned in the document. 
S.No. Name of clan/caste No. of Amount Paid 
houses 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1 1 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Panch Chaudhry Mina 
Ranch Mahajan 
Panch Gujar 
Panch Kanuqoh 
Aparwala 
Kavasth 
Khandelwal 
Kamani (Kamin) 
Panch Keer 
Panch Dakot 
Seelwat 
Qasai Palladar 
Doom Gulabi 
Kalal 
Darzi 
Sunar 
Batwal 
101 
308 
1 1 
-
28 
17 
7 
1 
5 
7 
13 
55 
4 
16 
17 
36 
6 
151 
425 
20.12.0 
66.5.0 
34 
23 
9 
2 
8 
1 1 
26 
75 
7 
32 
26 
52 
6.8.0 
193 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22, 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31 . 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41 . 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
Rahmi musalman 
Mochi 
Khati 
Mithara 
Kun.irba 
Thath'ira 
Mali 
Doom Mina 
Kumhar 
Chamar 
Kaprhi 
LiIqhar 
Basaidar doom 
Jul^ha 
Sabniqar 
Basaidar Kheni 
Kachera 
Seeka 
Kauli (koli) 
Uakhera 
Pakhaw.i i doom 
Kadera 
Chhioi 
Taili (Teli) 
Barhbun.ia 
Khatik 
sikhnar 
Barhi 
Ra.iout Musalman etc. 
Nai 
Luhar 
Gavi 
1 
8 
7 
11 
1 
2 
47 
11 
9 
72 
27 
2 
1 
42 
2 
48 
5 
6 
54 
4 
3 
30 
A 
24 
12 
3 
6 
44 
2 
29 
1 1 
2 
1 .7.2 
15 
13.4.0 
21 
2 
3.4.0 
80 
11 
14 
97 
46 
4 
2 
84 
4 
88.7.0 
8.10.0 
12 
81 .1 .0 
7 
4 
56 
15 
44 
22 
6 
9 
88 
3.3.0 
58 
22 
4 
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S.No. Name of villages No. of Amount Paid 
houses 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1 1 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
Karauli 
Karidi 
Kutubpur 
Manehti 
Kurheda Khurd 
Kurhera Buzurg 
Kurhla Buzurg 
Kishorpur 
Karanpur 
Kilanpur 
Kayampur 
Kurha Khurd 
Ta. Barhedar 
Khohranu 
Khedirma7a 
Khi rhkari 
Khanpur 
Garhi Ta Barhdar 
Govindpur 
Gopalpur 
Godrapur 
Nabipur 
Nanipur 
Naharkhora 
Nagalmicha 
Nadrhi 
Navagaon 
Navavadpur 
Nagneh 
Naurangbarha Mina 
44 
50 
21 
7 
40 
9 
5 
2 
11 
11 
9 
18 
144 
24 
27 
16 
9 
8 
25 
16 
7 
13 
41 
55 
52 
1 1 
1 1 
35 
13 
92 
100 
42 
14 
80 
18 
10 
4 
22 
22 
18 
36 
288 
48 
54 
32 
18 
16 
50 
32 
14 
26 
82 
110 
104 
22 
22 
70 
26 
O T ]^ x 
30. 
31 . 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41 . 
42 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51 . 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
Naurangbarha Gujar 
Chandi ra 
Chandusah 
Jaul i 
1) Braman Valda etc. 
2) Patwari 
Jai nsi 
Jarkhati 
Pharhan 
Tudoli 
Turkpur 
Ti rsul i 
Dadanpur 
Parhila ka Jatwarha 
Parivsaiha 
Pi Iwa 
Patoli 
Pipalharha 
Parhilanbhi ra 
Pakhi ripavali 
Faunjelpur 
Fatehpur 
Bi rauz 
Bakhera 
Basahrhi 
Beeru 
Bi rpur 
Balwarhi 
Bi sal a 
1) Bralarh 
2) Mujpur 
Maspur 
Magolipur 
10 
15 
35 
54 
19 
35 
8 
1 1 
96 
4 
2 
60 
85 
4 
15 
10 
15 
122 
34 
46 
12 
6 
87 
32 
K 
10 
60 
60 
20 
95 
19 
12 
20 
30 
62 
108 
38 
70 
16 
22 
192 
8 
4 
120 
170 
8 
30 
20 
30 
244 
68 
92 
24 
12 
174 
64 
32 
20 
120 
120 
40 
191 
38 
24 
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59. 
60. 
61 . 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71 . 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81 . 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91 . 
Mohpur 
Barhrani 
Bharangpur 
Bhura 
Bhainsa 
Bhula Herhi 
Mirzapur 
Mudipur 
Madvarha 
Manrupur 
Mararhu 
Macheri 
Manroj 
Makhakhoth 
Marerha 
Mithapur 
Ramner 
Rasulpur 
Ramavarha 
Raopura Mina 
Lakhanpur 
Sikrai Buzurg 
Sikrai Khurd 
Sankarpur 
Sujanpur 
Sai rakhan 
Sakarbarha 
Subhanpur 
Sarhar 
Suragpur 
Higua 
Higai 
Husainpur 
10 
15 
10 
19 
4 
10 
17 
35 
21 
31 
20 
30 
25 
30 
7 
16 
5 
35 
18 
12 
360 
55 
15 
19 
25 
6 
8 
1 1 
4 
75 
35 
25 
30 
20 
38 
8 
20 
34 
70 
42 
62 
40 
60 
50 
60 
14 
32 
10 
70 
36 
24 
600 
1 10 
30 
38 
50 
12 
16 
22 
8 
150 
70 
50 
J 9^ : 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
HasiIpur 
Habi bpur 
Alahyarpur 
Azi zpur 
Anandpur 
Ibrahimabad 
Idalpur 
Atraherha 
Hashimpur 
Ta. Barhdar 
12 
6 
41 
25 
25 
18 
30 
12 
12 
24 
12 
82 
50 
50 
36 
60 
24 
24 
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Appendix B 
Naqd 
282 
Than 
229.8 
Reza 
3 
Sivah nazr peshkash 
Dtd Jyestha Sudi 4, Thursday 1770 
Jama'tehvl1 Qulab Rai 
TQhvildar nazr peshkash 
Tola 
4.61 
Zan.ii r 
1 
Bis 
4 2.10.3 
Tika of Dhiraj Singh Khichi of Narel at the occasion of 
engagement of Shri ji. 
Than Tola Zan.ii r Ras Zin 
227 4.6.1 1 4 2.10.3 
Tehv i 1 B h a g i r a t h 1) Ki r k i rik|;ja'na 
Th'an NSrel Supari 
coconut betel nut 
10 1 
S.No. Variety of Cloth Unit Prices (Rs) Remarks 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Chira Mukeshdozi 
Alam Zari 
Phero Gujrati 
Mashru Butadar 
Mahmudi Chikandozi 
Kurta Zari 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
12 
87 
97 
57. 
35 
70 
12 
1 )-55 2)32 
1 ) 55 2)32 3)10 
1 ) 25 2)18.12 3)14 
Narel etc of Gold 
Than Price 
4.6.1 Tola 11 Pana 6 
Narel Supari 
3.8.1 9 
07 
2) F1Ikhana 
Zanjj r Than 
1 13 
(Siyah Khuaki nathni) 
Than 13 
was received by TehviIdar Man Ram 
Unit 13 - Rs.24.3 
S.No. Variety of 
trappings 
Unit Prices (Rs) Remarks 
1. Jhul Suglat purani 1 
2. Thashri Suglat 1 
3. Kalawa Shutr 1 
4. Rasa Shutr 1 
5. Gh^ ant Bharti tukmi 8 
6. Sankal 1 
25 
4 
1 , 
1 
2, 
8. 
3) tabela ghora 
Ras Than 
47 
fodder for horses Rs. Ras 
2700 4 
4) tehvi1 Nathuram Zinkhapa 
1) Gold zins Unit 3 price 286.12 
including jot (pan, kursi • mu.ima. painak) and dumchi 
(mu.ima. painak. chorohi ^  
2) Rupa zins Unit 10 
including 1) jot 3 110.13 
2) dumchi 3 64.4 
3) peshbandh 3 42.9 
4) Sank!i 1 17.6 
3) Other equipments Rakht Unit 34 price 23.3 
on 
including 1) Palpos 
2 ) Sinnhana 
3) Faroki 
4) Laqam 
5) Zerband Sutr 
6) Choti 
7) Vonq Saklat 
8) Chot (of coloured cloth) 
5) Kitchen Rasoi 
Man Unit Paisa 
2.711 134 3 
including 1) Narel 
2) Supari 
3) Sungh"ara 
4) Doda 
5) Lon 
6) Dokh 
7) Chunhara 
8) Panasa 
9) Mishri 
10) Bidam 
6) For distribution as alms Nichrawli 
7) 
_Rs 
282 
Cash Naad 
Rs 
282 
Unit 
2. 1/2 
Mashru 
2. 
Reza 
3 
(th'an) 
1/2 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 'A' 
Muwazana dahsala (ten years) parnana Niwai Mauza 26 
Deducting Mauza 4 named Piplu etc., whose area (raqba) has 
not been received from Tonk. 
Baqi Mauza 52 Area - 310342 
Deducting pargana udik 
Mauza 2 
(1) Mauza Mudoli Area 2375 
(2) Mauza Manpuro Area 2000 
Baqi Mauza 50 Area - 305967 
Further deducting area 49734 
Details as follows 
(1) Usarva (name of the village), new 
village was founded under which 
the area includes d i ngar (hilly 
and slopy area), khal and na1 
(nullah) are comprised bigha 44270 
(2) Varhdar (a person having watch and 4894 
and ward of the village) 
(3) Chowkayat (watchman) area qasba 450 
Niwai 
(4) Bagay"at (gardens) qasba Niwai area 120 
The remaining cultivable (layaq-ul-zarait) binha 256233 
Muqarra .jama' according to Jamalbandi 
:'0() 
Samvat Jama' KharJ f R a b i ' Tankhwah Kha11?a 
( a s s i g n e d ) 
1789/1752 90920 .6 .0 40830 .6 .0 50090 .0 .0 38034 .4 .0 52886 .2 .0 
1790/1753 88392 .3 .2 38199 .1 .2 50193 .2 .0 38647 .0 .0 49744.10 .0 
1791/1754 90277 .14 .0 40261 .9 .0 50016 .5 .0 43776 .15 .0 46500 .14 .0 
1792/1755 107475.15.0 36170 .1 .0 71305 .14 .0 34357.15 .0 73117.12 .0 
1793/1756 86494 .4 .0 40212 .3 .0 46282 .1 .0 46895 .3 .0 39599 .1 .0 
1794/1757 101886.6 .0 43810 .13 .2 58075 .7 .0 45814 .15 .0 66071 .5 .2 
1795/1758 11007.14.2 38912 .6 .2 71095 .8 .0 38782.15 .0 71224.15.2 
1796/1759 96944 .7 .2 42798 .6 .0 54146 .1 .2 45146 .7 .0 51788.0 .2 
1797/1760 97047.11 .2 41386 .7 .0 55661 .4 .2 44465 .6 .0 52582.5 .2 
1798/1761 87602.13 .2 38697.11 .0 48905 .2 .2 44367 .0 .0 43235 .13 .2 
Qasba N i w a i Raqba b i g h a ( t o t a l a r e a ) p a k k j d o r i b i g h a 
30525 m u w a f i g ( k a c h h i d o r i ) b i ^ h a 4 8 0 0 0 . 
D e d u c t i n g a r e a 13400 f o r t h e n e w l y s e t t l e d v i l l a g e s as 
w r i t t e n b e l o w : 
V i l l a g e A r e a 
M u k u n d p u r a 1 ,000 
J u g a l p u r a b u z u r g 1 ,000 
J a i S i n g h p u r o 2 , 5 0 0 
Ram S i n g h p u r a 1 ,000 
B i s a n p r a 1 ,500 
Gop i N a t h p u r a 1 , 5 0 0 
M a h a r a j p u r o 1 ,000 
'^0,1 
Ruppuro 1,800 
Govi'ndpuro 2, 100 
Baoi bjqha 34,600 
Deducting area under usar (rough) etc, 
area 11220 as per details: 
(1) Vi1lage founded 
(2) Duqar 
(3) talab (tank) 
(4) Kha1 nal 
(5) Usur 
(6) Thala 
(7) Vi r.ihi ro (bushes etc) area 
(8) Baqayat (gardens) area 
The remaining cultivable area (layao-ul-zarait) 23,380 
Deducting udi k inam (charity and gift) 
area 4,000 
Baqi bigha 19,080 
Further deducting bigha 1300 in connection with Varhdar and 
Chowkayat 
Varhdar 850 
Chowkayat 450 
Year Jama' Kharif Rabi 
(Samvat and 
A.D. ) 
V.S. 
1789/1732 11,241.8.0 4,241.4.0 7,000.4.0 
1790/1733 10,351.5.2 3,700.2.0 6,651.3.2 
area 
area 
area 
area 
area 
area 
) area 
area 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
600 
,000 
,000 
,000 
,500 
,000 
,000 
120 
') p, 0 
1791/1734 
1792/1735 
1793/1736 
1794/1737 
1795/1732 
1796/1739 
1797/1740 
1798/1741 
9,742.6.0 
11,840.15.0 
9,545.13.0 
13,026.1.0 
14,200.9.0 
10,642.3.2 
10,365.0.0 
8,696.11.0 
4,266.4.0 
3,160.5.2 
3,846.10.0 
4,138.2.2 
4,799.8.2 
4,041.10.0 
3,781.8.0 
3,393.2.0 
5,474.3.0 
8,680.9.2 
5,699.3.0 
8,887.14.2 
9,401.0.2 
6,600.9.2 
6,583.8.0 
5,303.9.0 
Mauza Jagatpuro raqba bJnha dori pakki 1,000 muwaf1q (kacchi 
dori) 1,500 
Deducting ushr etc. area 100 
baqj biqha 1400 
muqarara hi sab 
Year 
1789/1732 
1790/1733 
1791/1734 
1792/1735 
1793/1736 
1794/1737 
1795/1732 
1796/1739 
1797/1740 
1798/1741 
Jama 
387.9.0 
433.15.0 
473.4.0 
577.12.0 
444.3.0 
478.10.0 
556.8.0 
648.10.0 
413.8.0 
368.8.0 
Kharif 
182.5.0 
177.14.2 
171 .7.0 
198.0.0 
208.0.0 
177.12.2 
185.7.2 
267.8.0 
175.10.0 
192.12.0 
Rabi 
205.4.0 
256.0.2 
301.11.0 
. 379.12.0 
236.6.0 
300.14.0 
371.0.2 
381.2.0 
237.8.0 
175. 12.0 
APPENDIX 'B' 
WAKIL REPORT (Rajasthani) 
Calendar no. - 40 
Addressed to - Maharaja Jai Singh 
Name of the writer - Panchauli Jagjiwan Das 
Dated - Chaitra Vadi 9 V.S. 1769/16 April 1712 
Language - Hindi 
Summary: 
Informs that Nawab Amirul Umara took him to Emperor's 
presence in the tasbih khana and he (waki1) presented five 
muhurs. Provides the details of wa.iib u1 arz accepted by the 
Emperor as follows: 
Congratulates (the Maharaja) for the confirmation of 
the little of Sawai, and the mansab of 7000/7000.^ 
Reports that "on Chaitra Vadi 5, before the execution 
of Azim ush shan, negotiations were made for about ten days. 
On this date, Jahan Shah sent a message that the mulk and 
booty be distributed as per the tradition of the sons of 
Timur. Later Jahandar Shah was killed along with one of his 
son. Two younger sons of Jahan Shah were arrested". 
"Jahandar Shah and Rafiush Shan later entered the 
palace with great rejoicing. On the night of the same day 
Jahandar Shah sent a message to Rafi ush shan that 'hitherto 
• ' ( > 
Kabul had been with you. I wish you to either take east 
(Durab) . which was formerly with Jahan Shan or South 
(Dakhin). Rafi usshan replied that 'God has discriminated man 
from man by bestowing kingship. Hence the battle will take 
place at the time of morning prayer. The arsenal remained 
active for the whole night. After some time both Jahandar 
Shah and Rafi us shan rode to their destination and fought 
with both gun and arrow". 
"On Chaitra Vadi 7, 1769/14 April Monday 1712 two nhari 
at the day - break army of Rafi ush Shan hastened to the 
battle field. So long as Rafi ush shan continued shooting 
arrows he was safe but later he himself was hit by an arrow 
and was killed. His elder son Sultan Ibrahim was also killed 
while the two younger sons were arrested. Thus after 
executing the elder sons of the three princes (Jahan Shah, 
Azimushan and Rafi ush shan) now Jahandar Shah has become the 
Emperor and occupied the throne". 
"Please send money for the darbar kJparch either to 
(Bhikhari) Das or the mutassadi along with some favours for 
himself for having secured mansab and title for you. 
Reports that he pleaded A j i t Singh case at the court. 
Complains that inspite of having secured assignment of 
Jodhpur, title and mansab for Ajit Singh he was removed from 
the wakalat of Jodhpur by Ajit Singh. 
20" 
Continues with the aftermath of the battle by saying 
"Amirul Umara was hit by an arrow in the head. Rustam Di 1 
Khan and Mukhlis Khan were beheaded. Orders were issued by 
the Emperor to get the news of those persons who had fled 
away with Azim ush Shan, Jahan Shah and Rafi ush Shan. 
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APPENDIX ' 0 ' 
Zhohrix documents are re l cited to id cnt i f leet Ion •• 
of irfa>-t-ry ( riy^dJi). i^usketeers (tarn.nnd&s) and o f f i - l a l s 
under the. head of contingent ( . lar iat a ur^. .These documents 
cover the/rname, sftrnaine, age, domicile, caste, d l s t lngulsh lnr 
f ea tu res , remuneration and tenure of se rv ice . 
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